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ABSTRACT 

The retina of the human eye has the potential to reveal crucial information about several 

diseases such as diabetes. Several signs such as microaneurysms (MA) manifest themselves 

as early indicators of Diabetic Retinopathy (DR). Detection of these early signs is important 

from a clinical perspective in order to suggest appropriate treatment for DR patients. This 

work aims to improve the detection accuracy of MAs in colour fundus images. While it is 

expected that multiple images per eye are available in a clinical setup, proposed 

segmentation algorithms in the literature do not make use of these multiple images. 

This work introduces a novel MA detection algorithm and a framework for combining spatial 

and temporal images. A new MA detection method has been proposed which uses a 

Gaussian matched filter and an ensemble classifier with 70 features for the detection of 

candidates. The proposed method was evaluated on three public datasets (171 images in 

total) and has shown improvement in performance for two of the sets when compared to a 

state-of-the-art method. For lesion-based performance, the proposed method has achieved 

Retinopathy Online Challenge (ROC) scores of 0.3923, 2109 and 0.1523 in the MESSIDOR, 

DIARETDB1 and ROC datasets respectively.  

Based on the ensemble algorithm, a framework for the information combination is 

developed and consists of image alignment, detecting candidates with likelihood scores, 

matching candidates from aligned images, and finally fusing the scores from the aligned 

image pairs. This framework is used to combine information both spatially and temporally. A 

dataset of 320 images that consists of both spatial and temporal pairs was used for the 

evaluation. An improvement of performance by 2% is shown after combining spatial 
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information. The framework is applied to temporal image pairs and the results of combining 

temporal information are analyzed and discussed.  
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Chapter 1 INTRODUCTION 1 
 

1 
CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 

 

 

Our eye is a window that allows us to see the outside world. In addition, it is also a window 

that allows us to capture the retina, a very important tissue at the back of the eye that helps 

doctors diagnose several eye diseases related to diabetes. Diabetes patients are at risk of 

having several eye conditions such as Diabetic Retinopathy (DR), Diabetic Macular Edema 

(DME), cataract and glaucoma. [1]. All these forms of eye disease have severe potential to 

cause vision loss and blindness. 

Diabetic Patients are required to attend regular eye screening appointments. The purpose 

of these screening appointments is to assess whether the patients suffer from Diabetic 

Retinopathy – a retinal disorder. From these appointments digital retinal images are 

captured, which then undergo various stages of analysis by trained graders.  Grading is part 

of the screening process and it involves assessing the severity of Diabetic Retinopathy for a 

patient by observing images of their retina. Grading is a very time-consuming process which 

adds a high cost to the screening process due to the large number of patients. Therefore, 

automating the process of grading from retinal images can help reduce this time cost that is 

incurred. Other benefits that this automation could add to the National Health Service (NHS) 
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include: 1) Faster grading results means that patients can receive feedback instantly 2) 

Automated grading would be more objective since computers are not subject to human 

errors or fatigue. 

This thesis addresses the problem of automated detection of one of the symptoms of 

Diabetic Retinopathy in patients. The next section will explain the anatomy of the human 

eye in depth. A list of the imaging techniques that are available to capture the retina is 

discussed next. Following that, a detailed account of Diabetic Retinopathy and its diagnosis 

will be presented. All of this background information will lead to the aims, objectives and 

contribution to knowledge of the work, concluding this chapter. 

1.1 The anatomy of the Eye 

Our eyes allow us to see and interpret the world around us by processing the light that gets 

reflected by objects in the world. An illustration of the anatomy of the eye is presented in 

Figure 1.1. The outermost tough layer of the eye is called the sclera and it maintains the 

shape of the eye. Light waves from the outside world enter the eye first through the cornea, 

which is a clear dome at the front of the eye. The cornea is the eye’s window since it allows 

light to enter the eye. Light enters the eye through the cornea and then progresses through 

the pupil – which is a circular opening in the centre of the iris. Light waves are first 

converged by the cornea and then they are further bent by the lens cortex, which is located 

immediately behind the iris and the pupil.  The light converges to a focal point located 

immediately behind the back surface of the lens. The region where the light converges at 

the back of the eye is known as the fovea. This region contains millions of photoreceptors 

that capture light rays and convert them into electrical impulses. The impulses are 

transmitted through the optic nerve to the brain. The brain is responsible for interpreting 
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the light signals and “forming” the image. This means that we do not “see” with our eyes, 

but rather our brains are responsible for this interpretation of light waves[2]. 

Blood vessels in the human eye originate from the ophthalmic artery, which splits into the 

central retinal artery, the posterior ciliary artery and the anterior ciliary artery. Arteries 

transportit oxygenated blood from the lungs to the rest of the body tissues. The central 

retinal artery enters via the optic nerve slightly behind the eyeball and appears at the optic 

disc opening. It further divides into four branches, each supplying blood to a quadrant of the 

retina. 

 

(a) 
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(b) 

 

Figure 1.1 a) Anatomy of the eye.Image from www.biographixmedia.com. b) Examples of healthy 
retinal images. Labels of the main retinal features are highlighted. Images from [3]. 

1.2 Retinal Imaging 

The retina is one of the few regions in the human body where it is possible to perform non-

invasive inspection of blood vessels. This opens up potential for a wide range of medical 

applications  [4]. By utilising imaging techniques such as retinal fundus photography and 

Optical coherence tomography (OCT), it is possible to acquire high resolution imagery of the 

retina for offline analysis. This has had a lot of medical applications, including: 

1. Screening programs: where patients with a suspected retinal disorder are assessed. 

Screening tools can aid clinicians and experts to identify regions of abnormality in an 

image by performing automated segmentation of the captured images. For example, 

screening tools may be able to perform vessel segmentation [5], vessel width 

measurement [2], exudate detection[6], microaneurysm detection [7] and new vessel 

detection [8]. 

  

http://www.biographixmedia.com/
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2. Medical diagnosis: There is a correlation between certain abnormalities in the retina 

and the prevalence of some diseases. This fact can be used to perform medical 

diagnosis. For example, the presence of exudates and micro aneurysms is linked to 

diabetic retinopathy - a leading cause of blindness worldwide [7]. 

3. Pathology research: There are speculations that some abnormalities in the retina are 

correlated with certain diseases or are an indication of a risk factor of this disease. For 

example, the changes in morphology, tortuosity and other retinal blood vessel features 

are thought to be linked to various clinical disorders such as cardiovascular diseases [5]. 

However, in order to show that there is a correlation statistical analysis needs to be 

performed on a large number of images acquired from a large number of patients. 

Automated segmentation and measurement tools can help perform bulk segmentation 

and analysis of a large number of images to aid this task. 

One of the early successful attempts to visualise the retina was the ophthalmoscope, which 

is a hand-held tool that allows direct (online) inspection of the retina. Fundus imaging is the 

process of capturing an image of the 3D semi-transparent retinal tissue using the image 

intensities to represent the amount of light reflected [9]. The interior surface of the eye – 

including the retina, optic disc, macula and posterior pole can be visualised in a fundus 

image. This is the only non-invasive method through which blood vessels can be visualized 

and inspected [4]. A fundus camera is used to capture a fundus image. It consists of a 

specialized low power microscope with an attached camera.  

As its name suggests, colour fundus photography involves an examination of the retina in 

full colour under the illumination of white light. The image intensities are represented by 

the amount of reflected red, blue and green wavebands. The retinal pigment poorly absorbs 
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red light and hence the choroid and choroidal pattern can be visualized in this band. The 

choroid is the vascular layer behind the retina which contains connective tissues. It lies 

between the retina and the sclera. The green band provides good contrast for visualizing the 

retinal vascular network, haemorrhages, drusen and exudates. Drusen are yellow residue 

which form under the retina and they are made up of proteins. They are considered to be 

early signs of age-related macular degeneration. Haemorrhages and exudates are signs of 

diabetic retinopathy and will be explained in 1.3. In the blue channel, the anterior retinal 

layers of the retinal can be viewed by providing a dark background against which the top 

layers of the retina are imaged [10]. Early treatment diabetic retinopathy study (ETRDS) 

group introduced a standard of 7-field photography gold standard for the diagnosis of 

diabetic retinopathy [11]. However, capturing 7 fields of the retina is a time-consuming 

process and requires skilled photographers as well as pupil dilation. As a result, 2 fields (45 

degrees) was suggested an alternative of (macular centred and optic disc centred)[12]. 

Fluorescence angiography [13]is a technique for examining the blood circulation in the 

retina. Sodium fluorescent is injected into the circulation system and then a fluorescence 

angiogram is obtained by capturing a video sequence of the fluorescence as it progresses 

through the blood circulation system. The images are captured by emitting blue light at a 

wavelength of 490 nanometres. Indocyanine green (IGC) is another variant to Sodium 

florescent. It is captured at a wavelength of 800 nanometres. Light at this frequency 

penetrates the retinal layers and allows ICG angiography [14] to capture deeper patterns of 

the circulation compared to fluorescence angiography. This makes it a better option for 

capturing the choroidal circulation. Fluorescence angiography is especially useful in the 

diagnosis of Diabetic Retinopathy and Macular Degeneration since the blood flow can be 
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visualised and any barriers that obstruct the blood flow can be observed. This work is 

focused on the detection of one of the symptoms of Diabetic Retinopathy (DR) and hence 

this is described in section 1.3 

In Stereo fundus photography, [15] multiple images from two or more different view angles 

are captured of the same retina in order to infer depth information and maximise 

photographic visual information. A modified fundus camera can capture sequential hyper-

spectral images of the retina. The intensities in these images represent the light reflected by 

several wavelength bands from the retina [16].This is useful for non-invasively measuring 

the retinal biochemistry, and particularly to measure blood oximetry — the fraction of 

oxygen-saturated haemoglobin relative to the total haemoglobin in the blood, from the 

retinal vasculature [17]. 

Widefield-view imaging makes it possible to capture a much larger region of the retina in a 

single image. While single-field colour fundus photographs typically capture 45 degrees 

field-of-view of the retina, wide-field imaging is capable of capturing up to 200 degrees. The 

region around the posterior pole (optic disc and macular) of the eye is where the most 

important ocular diseases occur including glaucoma, macular degeneration, diabetic 

retinopathy (DR) and optic neuropathy [18]. The advantages of single-field fundus 

photography include convenience to the patient (requiring less time, in many cases 

alleviating the need for pupil dilation and less light exposure). A report published by the 

American Academy of Ophthalmology in 2004 suggests that there is sufficient evidence to 

show that single-field fundus images are sufficient for the screening of diabetic retinopathy 

[19]. Wide-field view retinal images can be obtained by one of three methods: 1) Creating a 

montage of multiple single-field images, 2) Using a special lens in front of a regular fundus 
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camera and 3) Using a special wide-angle camera[18]. The first wide-angle camera system 

was developed in 1977 and used a contact lens and fibre optic scleral trans illumination. It 

had a field of view of up to 148 degrees [20]. Recently, Optos (Optos, Dunfermline, United 

Kingdom) has introduced  retinal imaging technology with non-contact scanning laser which 

enabled the capture of a larger field of view (200 degrees).Several studies that diagnosing 

Diabetic Retinopathy (DR) from wide-field view images resulted in a higher grade compared 

to the set of single-field images recommended by ETRDS group[21]–[26]. 

Recently portable mobile phone based photography has been introduced by the portable 

eye examination kit (PEEK) [27]. The use case for this is for developing countries in order to 

save the costs of eye examination. In developing areas, eye patients with poor access to 

roads may not get screened frequently enough. This is where portable eye examinations 

using handheld mobile phones may serve to fill this shortcoming. Moreover using PEEK 

retina device can economise when it comes to the equipment costs. At the time of writing 

this report, a PEEK retina device costs $233, which greatly reduces the costs compared to a 

fundus camera which can cost thousands of dollars.  

Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is a non-invasive, non-contact, fast and sensitive 

ophthalmic imaging technique to capture portions of the retina. OCT allows for the 

measurement of various ocular structures of the retina including the anterior segment, the 

optic nerve and the retinal tissue. OCT uses light to capture micrometre resolution and 3D 

images from biological tissues such as the retina. OCT is based on low-coherence 

interferometry. Light emitted from the light source is split into two arms – sample arm and a 

reference arm (usually a mirror). The reflected light is combined only if both arms have 

travelled the same optical distance. Using this fact, a reflectivity profile of the light sample 
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can be obtained (time domain of the OCT). This reflectivity profile is known as an A-scan and 

it contains information about the spatial dimensions and locations of the structures within 

the item of interest. Several A-scans can be combined laterally along the axial length to form 

a cross-sectional tomography (B-scan). 

Adaptive Optics Retinal Imaging allows high resolution photography of the retina [28]. 

Adaptive Optics is a technology that can improve the performance of retinal imaging by 

reducing the effect of wavefront distortions by correcting for the deformations of an 

incoming wavefront. It works by deforming a mirror in order to correct for the eye’s 

aberrations and providing nearly diffraction-limited resolution. As a result, it is possible to 

view the retina with a nearly cellular resolution. The availability of commercial systems and 

the mounting examples of clinical utility from research grade systems has greatly increased 

interest in Adaptive Optics imaging amongst practitioners. Currently Adaptive Optics can 

integrate with fundus cameras, OCT and Scanning Laser Tomography. Retinal structures that 

can be visualised include photoreceptors, retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) and retinal 

vasculature. It is possible to visualise even the smallest capillaries in the retinal vasculature 

and non-invasively measure blood velocity. Adaptive Optics can be used in the diagnosis of 

Glaucoma, Diabetic Retinopathy, Age-related macular degeneration and inherent retinal 

degradations.  

1.3 Diabetic Retinopathy 

Diabetic retinopathy is a serious and common eye complication that is caused as a result of 

Diabetes [29]. It is a complication of diabetes that affects the retinal vasculature and leads 

to progressive retinal damage. This could end in loss to vision and ultimately blindness 

[29].Diabetic Retinopathy (DR) DR has been identified as a significant global public health 
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problem [30]. Diabetic retinopathy is the most common cause of vision loss among people 

with diabetes and a leading causes of blindness among working age adults [1], [31], [32]–

[34]. Diabetic Retinopathy is often not noticed and due to this reason diabetes patients 

need to get their retina regularly screened in order to increase the chances of early 

detection. If it is detected early, it can increase the chances of effective treatment by 95 

percent [1]. Laser treatment can prevent sight loss if DR is detected early  [35]–[37]. 

Prevention or further progression of DR can also be achieved at the early stages by 

controlling blood glucose level [38]. Computer automation and automated detection 

systems would greatly benefit the field of Diabetic Retinopathy [39]. The benefits include a 

more cost-effective diagnosis and treatment referral.  

There are often no symptoms in the early stages of diabetic retinopathy and therefore 

screening is crucial for identification. Early identification will lead to patients being managed 

accordingly and hence contribute to sight loss prevention. In 2000, a systematic national 

screening programme was introduced based on digital photography[40]. This programme 

meets the Wilson and Jungner criteria for a screening programme [41]. A screening 

programme is currently in operation in the United Kingdom with diabetic patients aged 12 

and above. The programme requires these patients to attend a retinal screening annually 

using digital photography [42]. 

Diabetic retinopathy is a microvascular disease which affects the retina and is caused by 

hyperglycemia. A damage to retinal blood vessels causes blood and other fluids to leak onto 

the retina. This leads to the formation of features such as microaneurysms, haemorrhages, 

exudates, cotton wool spots and venous loops [43]. As time goes by blockages and damage 

to blood vessels will cause areas of retinal ischemia to develop. As a result, the growth of 
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new blood vessels is triggered. The growth of new vessels happens in a later stage of the 

disease and poses a high risk of severe vision loss since new vessels are fragile in nature and 

are susceptible to bleeding. The main features that occur as a result of Diabetic Retinopathy 

are described next: 

Microaneurysms: These are bulges that form on the sides of capillaries. They arise due to 

the weakening of capillary walls. Capillaries are not visible in fundus images. As a result, 

microaneurysms appear like isolated red dots, not attached to any blood vessels. These are 

one of the earliest signs of Diabetic Retinopathy that can be detected (Figure 1.2(a)). 

Detection of microaneurysms is the focus of this work. Due to the subtle nature of 

microaneurysm appearance and the variability of their contrast in images, the automated 

detection of these features can be challenging (Figure 1.4). 

Haemorrhages: When capillary walls break down they result in the leakage of blood. This 

can take the form of various sizes and shapes, depending on the retinal layer in which these 

leaking vessels are located. They are often called dot, blot or flame haemorrhages, 

depending on appearance (Figure 1.2(b)). 

Exudates: A leakage of fluid causes edema (swelling in the blood vessels) and can occur as a 

result of capillary breakdown. After the edema builds up retinal thickening can occur. The 

presence of edema in the macular region of the retina is known as macular edema – one of 

the most common causes of visual impairment amongst diabetic patients. Laser treatment 

can reduce the risk of visual sight loss [44]. Since the fluid is clear it is not visible on a 

standard 2D retinal image. However, the insoluble residue from edema is visible in fundus 

images and they are known as Exudates. They appear as waxy yellow lesions but their shape 

appearance varies. They can take various patterns including individual patches, tracking 
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lines, rings (circinates) and macular stars (Figure 1.2(c-d)). Hence the presence of exudates 

are considered signs of macular edema.  

New Vessels: After the progression of capillary breakdown, areas of the retina can become 

ischemic and trigger the growth of new vessels in the affected region as an attempt to re-

vascularize the oxygen deprived tissue. There are two kinds of new vessels: New vessels on 

the Optic Disc (NVD) and New Vessels Elsewhere (NVE) (Figure 1.3). New vessels are 

extremely fragile and can easily rupture, resulting in extensive haemorrhaging in the form of 

pre-retinal and vitreous haemorrhages. Haemorrhages occur due to the fact that new 

vessels tend to grow away from the retinal surface and towards the vitreous. Further 

complications such as retinal detachment may occur as a result. New vessels are considered 

late stage diabetic retinopathy and represent a high risk of severe loss of vision. Laser 

treatment is required to reduce the risk of blindness. Their appearance in fundus image 

exhibits small networks or loops of tortuous vessels when they initially develop. They can 

also be very difficult to distinguish from the background as they tend to grow away from the 

retinal surface – and are hence away from the focal plane of the fundus photograph. Due to 

this reason, they exhibit a blurry and obscure appearance. 

A comprehensive list of Diabetic Retinopathy features is presented in Table 1.1. The 

progression of the diseases in the table is listed in ascending order (With the exception of 

maculopathy). Since the disease is progressive these features accumulate as we move down 

the table. Background Diabetic Retinopathy is the earliest stage in Diabetic Retinopathy and 

does not pose a threat to vision. Pre-proliferative Diabetic Retinopathy represents 

progressive retinal ischaemia and increases the risk of progression of new vessels. 

Proliferative Diabetic Retinopathy is characterized by presence of new vessels and is the 
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most advanced stage of the disease. It poses severe risk of vision loss. Maculopathy can 

occur at any stage of Diabetic Retinopathy and is more likely to occur at a later progress of 

the disease. The definition of maculopathy is the existence of any Diabetic Retinopathy 

features at the macular regions. However, it is commonly used to refer to vision threatening 

macular edema. 

The impact of diabetic retinopathy and the necessity of retinal screening has been discussed 

in this section. Further details about the screening process for diabetic retinopathy shall be 

provided next, followed by an explanation of the anatomy of the eye. The aims, objectives 

and contributions to knowledge will be discussed next. 

 

Figure 1.2(A) Microaneurysms, (B) dot and blot haemorrhages, (C) exudates, (D) a ring of exudates 
(circinate). Images from[44]. 
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Figure 1.3 a) Mild New vessels Elsewhere (NVE), b) severe New vessels Elsewhere (NVE), c) severe 
NVE with associated fibrosis, d) mild NVD. Images from [44]. 
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Figure 1.4 A colour retinal image with microaneurysms of various contrasts highlighted image from 
MESSIDOR. 

 

Table 1.1Classification of diabetic retinopathy. Table from [8]. 

Stage of retinopathy Features 

Background Microaneurysms 

Dot and blot haemorrhages 

Exudates 

Pre-proliferative Multiple dot and blot haemorrhages 

Cotton Wool Spots 

Venous bleeding and loops 

Intra-retinal microvascular abnormalities (IRMA) 

Proliferative New vessels everywhere (NVE) 

New vessels at the disc (NVD) 

Pre-retinal/vitreous haemorrhages 

Retinal detachment 

Maculopathy Microaneuerysms, haemorrhages and exudates at the 
macula 

Macular odema 
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1.4 Aims, Objectives and Contribution to Knowledge 

The aim of this project is to develop techniques to detect microaneurysms from fundus 

retinal images. As mentioned earlier, the goal of Diabetic Retinopathy screening 

programmes is the early detection of disease to allow treatment in the early stages before 

the disease progresses.  

The main goal of DR screening programmes is the early detection of the disease to allow for 

timely intervention. However, DR is a disease of largely varying severity and patients 

attending screening may also present with the later stages of the disease which need to be 

differentiated. Therefore, it is the responsibility of the trained individuals to correctly label 

images according to the severity of the disease to ensure the appropriate outcome for the 

patient is achieved. Microaneurysms are one of the earliest visible signs of Diabetic 

Retinopathy and therefore it is crucial to detect them reliably. As can be seen in Figure 1.4, 

microaneurysms appear as small red dots of varying sizes, shapes and contrast. Their sizes 

are very small and they can be often confused with noise or other artefacts in the image.  

Several algorithms for microaneurysm detection have been proposed in the literature. The 

proposed microaneurysm detection algorithms have attempted to detect microaneurysm 

regions from given colour fundus images. The following points need to be considered 

regarding the current state of retinal imaging: 

1. Screening programs for Diabetes patients capture at least 2 colour fundus images per 

patient (two 45-degree images, one optic disc-centred and another macula-

centred).These images contain a common overlapping region. 

2. Screening programs are frequent; this means that it is likely that a patient arriving for a 

screening session would have had his retinal images captured in the past. 
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3. There are different modalities used depending on application. These are captured based 

on clinical application as described in Section 1.2. Patients may have more than one 

modality captured depending on the clinical problem. An accurate diagnosis in this case 

may mean that doctors refer to information across modalities. For example, after a 

fundus screening, a doctor may refer a patient to an OCT image capture if there is 

possibility of age-related macular degeneration (AMD).  

Inspired by the points mentioned above, the objectives of the work are: 

Objective 1: Investigate and implement a microaneurysm detection algorithm that can 

be applied to a single image, but has the potential to be applied to datasets that contain 

spatial and temporal information. Evaluate the algorithm performance on a single image 

and compare to state-of-the-art techniques. 

Objective 2: Create a framework based on the algorithm in objective 1 that is capable of 

combining information from an image pair so that a segmentation decision is performed 

collectively. 

Objective 3: Apply the framework to a set of spatial image pairs (optic disc centred and 

fovea centred). Assess whether an improvement in accuracy is achieved when compared to 

application to a single image. 

Objective 4: Apply the framework to a set of temporal image pairs. These are images of the 

same retina captured at different time intervals. Assess whether an improvement in 

accuracy is achieved when compared to application to a single image. 

The novelty of this approach is that the problem of detection has been redefined in light of 

the availability of this extra information and algorithms have been developed according to 
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this situation. A further application of point number 3 is that it is possible that with the 

arrival of hand-held fundus photography devices such as PEEK vision [27], the combination 

of spatial information becomes increasingly important since these devices have a small field 

of view (FOV) and therefore multiple spatial views need to be captured, aligned and have 

their information combined. The contributions of this work are as follows: 

1- Development of a new MA detection algorithm that uses an ensemble classifier to 

detect candidates from a single colour fundus retinal image. The ensemble classifier 

gave us a flexible framework to extend the analysis from a single image to more than 

one. 

2- Development of a novel framework (based on the ensemble algorithm in point 1 for 

combining information from image pairs based on a pair of retinal images that contain 

an overlap. 

The assessment of point number 2 has been made for both spatial and temporal pairs of 

images. The algorithm in point 1 was used as a baseline for measuring the performance and 

the improvement from using the framework was assessed compared to the baseline 

accuracy. In the next Chapter, an extended literature review is presented to summarise the 

work that has been done in the past related to microaneurysm detection. Since the project 

is related to image registration, the relevant literature includes image registration 

algorithms, and multi-image analysis work. Chapter 3will present a proposed combination of 

algorithms for detection of microaneurysms from a single retinal image. In Chapter 4 the 

algorithm will be extended to make use of spatial information from retinal images. Chapter 

5 will present experimental results for the combination of information from temporal 

images. Discussions and concluding remarks will be presented in Chapter 6. 
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2 
CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

 

This chapter starts with a general survey of the field of Retinal Image Analysis and the 

various research areas involved in this field.  An overview of the available retinal imaging 

datasets in the public domain will be presented. An extensive literature review of 

Microaneurysm detection – which is the focus of this thesis -- is then presented. The topic of 

this thesis is a combination of two fields: Microaneurysm Detection and Retinal Image 

Registration. Therefore, a survey of microaneurysm detection techniques is covered, and 

then a survey of image registration techniques will be discussed. A general survey of the 

field of image registration is discussed, followed by a deeper discussion of retinal image 

registration in the context of retinal images. Finally, for the sake of completeness, the field 

of Multi-image Analysis is discussed. This field includes image analysis algorithms that make 

use of multiple images to perform the analysis. 

2.1 Retinal Image Datasets 

The existence of public datasets is crucial for the research in the field of retinal images. It is 

very important to be able compare reported performances of multiple proposed algorithms. 

Evaluation on public datasets enables this direct comparison. The challenges to making 
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medical image datasets public include the need for ethical approval. A summary of available 

retinal imaging datasets is mentioned and discussed in the following sections. A summary of 

the datasets, their resolutions, the groundtruth types available and the number of images 

available for each dataset is presented in Table 2.1. 

2.1.1 DIARETDB 

The DIARETDB database was published in 2008 and 3 versions of the dataset were released: 

DIARETDB0, DIARETDB1 and DIARETDB1 v2.1 [45], [46]. DIARETDB0 consists of 130 retinal 

images, of which there are 20 normal images and the rest contain various symptoms of 

diabetic retinopathy. According to the dataset website, DIARETDB1 has been deprecated in 

favour of DIARETDB1 v2.1. This set consists of 89 images out of which 5 images are healthy 

and the remaining show at least signs of diabetic retinopathy. The images were marked by 

four experts for the presence of microaneurysms, haemorrhages, and both hard and soft 

exudates. The resolution of the images was 1500 x 1152 pixels and they were stored in PNG 

format. The images were captured at a 50 degrees FOV. 

2.1.2 MESSIDOR 

The MESSIDOR database [3] is one of the largest databases of public datasets currently 

available online. It consists of 1200 retinal images and is provided courtesy of the MESSIDOR 

program partners. The images were captured at three different ophthalmology departments 

using a non-mydriatic 3CCD camera (Tocpcon TRC NW6) at 45 FOV resolution. Non-myradic 

cameras eliminate the need for pupil dilation before capturing retinal images of patients. 

Furthermore, they eliminate bright-light flashes in the patient’s eye. The image resolutions 

were 1440 x 960, 2240 x 1488 and 2403 x 1536 pixels. The images were stored in TIFF 

format. 800 out of the 1200 images were captured with pupil dilation. The reference 
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standard that is bundled with the database contains the grading information for Diabetic 

Retinopathy (DR grade) and risk of macular edema for each image. Macular edema occurs 

when there is deposits of fluids or proteins close to the macula in the eye. These fluids may 

appear as exudates close to the macula region in retinal images. Moreover, there are no 

labels or markings for the location of individual marking labels that come with the database. 

As a part of this thesis, 32 images from the MESSIDOR dataset have been groundtruthed and 

the labels have been published online for the sake of comparative evaluation1[31]. 

2.1.3 ROC Dataset 

The Retinopathy Online Challenge (ROC) dataset is a set released as a part of an online 

competition for the detection of microaneurysms [47]. The database contains 100 digital 

colour fundus photographs with microanurysms existing in some of the images. The dataset 

is divided into testing and training sets (50% each). Microaneurysm groundtruth labels are 

available only for the training set. The groundtruths are provided as circular MA objects: 

each object label consists of the center coordinates of the object and the radius of the 

object. The assumption is that all MA candidates are approximately circular. The test set 

groundtruths are not public since the contest organizers used those to evaluate 

submissions. Moreover, the groundtruth of this dataset has generated discussion in the 

literature [48], [49] due to the fact that many of the MA candidates marked in the 

groundtruth are invisible to the viewers or could not be seen by other expert observers2. 

The images are captured using either a TopCon NW100 or a Canon CR5-45NM camera at 45 

                                                      

1
 The groundtruth dataset can be downloaded using the following link: 

http://blogs.kingston.ac.uk/retinal/?p=311 
2
 The dataset authors have been contacted by me several times to provide the test set ground truths but they have 

not been responsive. 

http://blogs.kingston.ac.uk/retinal/?p=311
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degrees FOV and was JPEG compressed in the camera. There are three different image sizes 

present in the database; 768×576, 1058×1061 and 1389×1383 pixels. 

2.1.4 CHASE 

The CHASE dataset [5], [50] contains a set of 14 image pairs (right and left eye) captured 

from 9-10 year old children of different ethnic origin – forming a total of 28 images. The 

groundtruths for blood vessels are distributed along with the dataset.2 human observer 

vessel segments are available for each image in the dataset. Due to the young ages and 

diverse ethnic origins of the eyes captured, the images contain subtle differences in 

background levels of retinal pigmentation (being more pigmented in South Asians compared 

to White Europeans)  

2.1.5 STARE 

The STructured Analysis of the Retina(STARE) dataset is suitable for evaluating vessel 

segmentation algorithms in colour fundus images [51].The dataset contains 20 images and 

10 of those consist of pathology. The images were captured using a TopCon TRV-50 fundus 

camera at a 30 degrees field of view (FOV). The images have a resolution of 605 x 700 pixels. 

The approximate diameter of the FOV is 650 x500 pixels. The images were segmented by 

two human observers. The first observer segmented ~10% of the pixels as vessel pixels 

while the second observer segmented 14.9% of the pixels. The reason for this discrepancy is 

that one of the observers marked more of the thinner vessels.  

2.1.6 DRIVE 

The Digital Retinal Images for Vessel Extraction (DRIVE) database[52] is a public dataset that 

consists of 40 colour fundus images. The photographs were obtained from a Diabetic 

Retinopathy screening program in the Netherlands. Each image has been JPEG compressed, 
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which is common practice in screening programs. 7 of the 40 images contain a pathology 

(exudates, haemorrhages and pigment epithelium changes). The images were acquired 

using a Canon CR5 non-mydriatic 3-CCD camera with a 45 degree FOV. The resolution of the 

images was 768 x 584 pixels. The FOV of each image is circular and consists of a diameter of 

~540 pixels. The set has been divided into training and test sets (50% each).  Three human 

observers were involved in the groundtruth process. The observers were trained by an 

expert ophthalmologist. Each observer marked a mutually exclusive set of images. Vessel 

map groundtruths are made available for both the tests and training tests. 

2.1.7ARIA 

This dataset consists of three groups: age-related macular degeneration group (92 images), 

diabetes group (59 images) and a control group (61 images).  Blood vessels, optic disc and 

fovea regions are marked in all of the images. The images have a resolution of 768 x 576 

pixels in RGB colour. The images were captured using a Zeiss FF450+ fundus camera at a 50 

degree FOV. The images are stored in an uncompressed TIFF format. This dataset was 

published in 2006 as a part of a research collaboration between Royal Liverpool University 

Hospital Trust, Liverpool, UK and the University of Liverpool [53]. 

2.1.8 Hossein 

Dr Hossein Rabbani[54] has published several retinal imaging datasets, including multimodal 

datasets. The modalities include flourescein images, OCT images and colour fundus images. 

Examples of the published datasets are: A multimodal dataset of colour fundus and OCT 

images for 50 patients, A dataset of OCT images for 15 patients, a dataset of fluorescence 

angiogram images for 70 patients with diabetic retinopathy, a dataset of 33 colour fundus 
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images with signs of exudates and a dataset of 25 colour fundus images with both healthy 

eyes and images with diabetic retinopathy signs. 

An important observation regarding the aforementioned datasets is that none of these 

datasets are suited for multi-image analysis evaluation. For example, none of these public 

datasets contain special pairs of colour fundus images. This factor has formed a bottleneck 

for the research community to produce and evaluate algorithms that make use of spatial 

information, for example. Another observation is that the evaluation goals of multiple 

datasets differ. For example, in the MESSIDOR dataset the goal is to detect the Diabetic 

Retinopathy grade of the patient. In contrast, the DRIVE dataset is more suited for vessel 

segmentation evaluation algorithms. In the context of microaneurysm detection, algorithms 

have used several metrics and methods for evaluating their algorithms. Each of these 

metrics has both advantages and disadvantages, and they will be discussed in the next 

section. 

Generally in terms of the types of groundtruths they can be divided into three types: pixel 

groundtruths, object groundtruths and grade-based groundtruths. Pixel-based groundtruths 

are very difficult and time-consuming to generate, but they provide the most accurate 

representation of the objects being labelled. Object based labels approximate the shape of 

the underlying objects based on assumptions. These are useful for microaneurysms that are 

approximately circular in most cases. Finally, grade-based labels are used during the 

development of expert-based systems, where the objective is to analyse an image and 

predict the grade and severity of disease, just as how a doctor would perform. Since 

microaneurysms are one of the earliest signs of diabetic retinopathy, they can be used to 

evaluate whether or not DR exists for the patients. In this way, a microaneurysm detection 
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algorithm can be evaluated using the grades based on the accuracy of its detection of 

diseased versus healthy patients for each image. 

Table 2.1 Summary of publicly available retinal image datasets. 

Dataset name Number of 
images 

Image Resolutions Groundtruth type 

DIARETDB1.1v2 89 1500 x 1152 MA Pixel labels 

MESSIDOR 1200 1440 x 960  
2240 x 1488  
2403 x 1536 

DR grades 

ROC 100 768×576 
1058×1061 
 1389×1383 

MA Object labels 

CHASE 14 1280 x 960 Vessel pixel labels 

DRIVE 40 650 x500 Vessel pixel labels 

ARIA 110 768 x 576 Vessel pixel labels 

 

2.2 Microaneurysm Detection 

Microaneurysm (MA) detection algorithms that have been proposed in the literature consist 

of three main stages: 1) preprocessing 2) MA candidates detection and 3) MA candidates 

classification. Preprocessing involves correction for non-uniform illumination in retinal 

images and enhances the contrast of MA candidates in the image. The goal of the MA 

candidate detection is to detect an initial set of candidate regions where MAs are likely to 

exist. MA candidate classification uses machine learning techniques to improve the 

sensitivity of the algorithm. This is done by removing false detections that have been 

identified by the algorithm in the previous stage. Moreover, there are some proposed 

methods that are unsupervised – which means that they do not require a classification stage 

[49], [55]–[60].A summary of MA candidate detection algorithms presented in the literature 
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is listed in Table 2.2. For each algorithm, the table describes image type, the initial 

candidates method, the classifier used, and the reported performance for each classifier. 

There is discrepancy in the ways of evaluation used by the proposed methods. Furthermore, 

a diverse range of datasets have been used to perform evaluation. These reasons make it 

difficult to accurately compare between different techniques unless they were implemented 

and directly compared by applying them on the same dataset. 

Spencer proposed one of the earliest techniques for MA detection from fluorescein 

angiograms [61]. The initial set of candidates was detected using a Gaussian matched filter. 

A template matched filter that matches the shape of an object detects it with optimum 

signal-to-noise ratio provided that only white noise exists[62]. A Gaussian template is a good 

approximation for the shape of MA candidates, that are approximately circular. 

Furthermore, since the preprocessing stages aim to eliminate non-uniform illumination by 

estimating the background and remove vessels whose shapes match that of a Gaussian, it is 

reasonable to use a Gaussian filter for noise removal since a lot of the noise has been 

removed during spencer’s preprocessing stage. Each initial candidate that was detected is 

classified as either a true candidate or a spurious one using a rule-based classifier, and this 

produces the final set of candidates. Cree [63] applied Spencer’s technique to a longitudinal 

set of florescence images in order to detect the ‘MA turnover’ – the progression of MA 

objects over time. 

Recent techniques have addressed the problem of MA detection from colour fundus images. 

This is mainly due to the fact that colour images are more common in screening programs 

[19]. Furthermore, capturing fundus images is non-invasive and only requires pupil dilation. 
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A comprehensive survey of literature that has dealt with MA detection in colour fundus 

images is presented in the following paragraphs. 

Spencer has been the basis for many of the proposed methods (applying morphological 

vessel removal followed by a Gaussian matched filter). A modification of Cree [63]was 

performed by Hipwell [64] in order to apply the algorithm to colour fundus images. 

Streeter’s method[65] adapts the method proposed by Cree [63], however, during the 

classification phase, 80 features are extracted and Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) was 

used to perform the classification. Feature Selection was performed to filter the features 

down to 16 features. Feature Selection is a process to reduce redundant features in order to 

reduce computational time and decrease chances of overfitting. Fleming [66] is another 

Spencer-based approach. This technique introduced a novel region-growing step based on 

gradient values, rather than a simple threshold. In addition a paraboloid was fitted to each 

candidate using a parameter optimization process. The paraboloid parameters are used to 

compute many of the features used in the candidate classification phase. Zhang 

[67]replaced Fleming’s Gaussian matched filter with multiple Gaussian filters at multiple 

scales and computed the maximum response to produce a probability map of the likelihood 

of presence of MA candidates. This probability map was then thresholded to produce the 

initial set of MA candidates. Finally a rule-based classifier using 30 features was used to 

perform the final classification. Li [58]introduced an unsupervised method based on a Multi-

orientation Sum of Matched Filter (MSMF). This filter is a modification of the classical 

Gaussian Matched filter. This modified filter is anisotropic in nature and is applied in 

multiple directions. Due to this reason, this filter is better at suppressing responses to blood 
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vessels than the Gaussian Matched filter. Finally, Wu [68] modified the MSMF filter to take 

into account the varying size of MAs. 

Sánchez used a mixture model-based clustering technique to detect the initial MA candidate 

regions [60]. The technique fits three normal distribution histograms to the retinal image 

histogram. The histograms should correspond to foreground pixels, background pixels and 

outliers. The foreground histogram pixels are considered to be the initial set of MA 

candidate regions. In the final classification step, logistic regression was used to classify each 

MA region as belonging to either a foreground or background region. Quellec [69]based his 

technique on wavelet transforms applied in different sub-bands of the colour image. 

A double-ring filter was used in Mizutani [48] to detect the initial candidates. MAs are dark 

circular regions within a brighter region to detect the MA candidates. Convolution filter was 

based on this property of MAs. It consists of an inner ring and an outer ring. A given pixel is 

considered to be a MA pixel if the average intensity of the inner ring is smaller than the 

average intensity of the outer ring. After the initial candidates are detected, classification is 

performed using 12 extracted features and an Artificial Neural Network (ANN). 

A simple thresholding technique was used to detect the Initial set of candidates in 

Giancardo [49], [59]. A novel Radon-based transform was used to extract the features of the 

initial candidates and a Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier was used to perform the 

final classification. An initial set of 31 features were computed for classification. The 

dimensionality of the features was reduced to 10 dimensions using Principal Component 

Analysis (PCA), and this reduced representation was used to perform the classification. A 

reduced dimension for the features reduces the risk of overfitting and also makes the 

classification more computationally efficient. 
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A ‘moat operator’ was used by Sinthanayothin [70] in order to enhance red lesions in the 

image and then these regions were segmented. Vessel regions were then removed to 

produce the final set of candidates. This method detected both MAs and haemorrhages. 

Unfortunately the moat operator was not defined in the paper and the exact definition was 

not found in the literature. 

AbdelAzeem [71] used a Hessian matrix in order to detect the initial MA candidate set. A 

rule based classifier was used to classify the MA detections. The classification is based on a 

rule referred to as candidate ‘energy’. The exact definition of the computed ‘energy’ was 

not mentioned in the paper, however, it is likely to be the same definition as in Fleming [66]. 

A Hessian matrix was used by Inoue [72] in order to detect the initial candidates and an 

Artificial Neural Network (ANN) was used to classify the features. A group of 126 features 

were fed into the ANN for classification. However this group of features was reduced using 

Principal Component Analysis (PCA) in order to reduce computational complexity and avoid 

overfitting. Moreover, Srivastava [73] used the eigenvalues of the hessian matrix in order to 

detect the initial candidates. Recently, Adal [74]has used a hessian matrix in order to detect 

the initial set of MA candidates. A combination of SURF, Radon and scale-space features 

were extracted from the initial candidates. Multiple classifiers (Support Vector Machines, K-

Nearest-Neighbours, Naive Bayes and Random Forest) were also experimented with in this 

technique. 

An adaptation of Spencer [61] is presented in Niemeijer [74]. The two main contributions 

are: A pixel based classification system for the initial candidate detection phase and an 

extended set of features used for pixel classification.  
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Table 2.2. Summary of MA detection algorithms in the literature. The performance superscripts are 
defined as follows: 

a)
 Lesion-based measure

 b) 
Image-based measure 

c) 
Pixel-based measure. Key: 

AUC – Area Under the Curve, FP/image - False positives per image, PPV – Positive Predictive Value.  
Table from [31]. 

Paper Image Type Initial candidates method Classifier used 
Reported Performance 

Dataset Performance 

Spencer, 1995 [61] Florescence Gaussian Filter  Rule-based 
Private dataset 

(4 images) 

Sensitivitya: 0.25 

FP/imagea: 1.0 

Cree, 1997 [63] Florescence Gaussian Filter Rule-based 
Private dataset 

(20 images) 

Sensitivitya: 0.6 

FP/imagea: 1.0 

Hipwell, 2000 [64] Colour Basic Thresholding Rule-based 
Private dataset 

(3783 images) 

Sensitivitya: 0.6 

FP/imagea: 1.0 

Sinthanayothin, 2002 
[70] 

Colour Moat operator N/A 
Private dataset 

(14 images) 

Sensitivityb: 0.885 

Specificityb: 0.997 

AbdelAzeem, 2002 [71] Florescence Hough transform Rule-based 
Private dataset 

(3 images) 

Sensitivitya: o.6  

FP/imagea: 17.67 

Streeter, 2003 [65] Colour Gaussian filter 
Linear Discriminant 
Analysis 

Private dataset 
Sensitivitya: 0.3 

FP/imagea: 1.0 

Niemeijer, 2005 [21] Colour 
Gaussian Filter pixel 
classification 

K-Nearest-
Neighbours 

Private dataset 

(100 images) 

Sensitivitya: 0.83 

FP/imagea: 1.0 

Sensitivityb: 1 .0 

Specificityb: 0.5 

Fleming, 2006 [66] Colour Gaussian Filter 
K-Nearest-
Neighbours 

Private dataset 

(1441 images) 

Sensitivitya: 0.51  

FP/imagea: 1.0 

Sensitivityb: 0.91 

Specificityb: 0.5 

Quellec, 2008 [69] Colour N/A N/A ROC dataset 
Sensitivityc: 0.90 

Specificityc: 0.898 

Mizutani, 2009 [48] Colour double-ring filter Neural network ROC dataset 
Sensitivityc: 0.15 

PPVc: 1.0 

Sánchez, 2009 [60] Colour 
Mixture model-based 
clustering 

N/A ROC dataset 

ROC score: 0.332 

Sensitivitya: 0.30 

FP/imagea: 1.0 

Zhang, 2010 [67] Colour Multiscale Gaussian Rule-based ROC dataset 

Sensitivitya: 0.11 

FP/imagea: 1.0 

ROC: 0.201 

Giancardo, 2010 [59] Colour Basic Thresholding N/A ROC dataset 
Sensitivitya: 0.22 

FP/imagea: 1.0 

Lazar, 2011 [55] Colour Local Maxima scanlines N/A ROC dataset 

Sensitivitya: 0.38 

FP/imagea: 1.0 

ROC score: 0.355 
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Sopharak, 2011  Colour extended-minima Naïve Bayes 
Private dataset 

(45 images) 

Sensitivityc: 0.816 

Specificityc:  0.99 

Giancardo, 2011 [49] Colour Basic Thresholding N/A ROC dataset 

Sensitivitya: 0.43  

FP/imagea: 1.0 

ROC: 0.375 

Lazar, 2013 [56] Colour Local Maxima scanlines N/A ROC dataset 

Sensitivitya: 0.41 

FP/imagea: 1.0 

ROC: 0.423 

Rocha, 2012 [76] Colour N/A 
Support Vector 
Machine 

DIARETDB1 v1 
Sensitivityc: 0.91 

Specificityc: 0.5  

MESSIDOR 
Sensitivityc: 0.93 

Specificityc: 0.5  

Sopharak, 2013 [77] Colour extended-minima  Bayesian 
Private dataset 

(80 images) 

Sensitivityc: 0.86 

Specificityc: 0.99  

Akram 2013 [7] Colour Gabor filter Hybrid classifier 
DIARETDB0, 
DIARETDB1 v1 

Sensitivitya: 0.99 

Specificitya:  0.997 

Accuracya: 0.994 

Li, 2013 [58] Colour 
Multi-orientation Gaussian 
(MSMF) 

N/A ROC dataset 
Sensitivitya: 0.05 

FP/imagea: 1.0 

Junior, 2013 [57] Colour Extended Minima N/A DIARETDB1v1 
Sensitivityc: 0.87 

Specificityc: 0.92 

Inoue, 2013 [72] Colour 
Hessian Matrix 
Eigenvalues 

Neural network ROC dataset 
Sensitivitya: 0.18 

FP/imagea: 1.0 

 

 

 

Adal, 2014 [78] 

 

 

 

 

Colour 
Hessian Matrix 
Eigenvalues 

Support Vector 
Machines, K-
Nearest-
Neighbours, Naïve 
Bayes, Random 
Forest 

ROC dataset 

ROC score: 0.363 

Sensitivitya: 0.364 

FP/imagea: 1.0 

Ram, 2015 [79] Colour 

Morphological 
reconstruction 

 

K-Nearest-
Neighbours 

ROC dataset 
Sensitivitya: 0.31 

FP/imagea: 1.0 

DIARETDB1 v1 
Sensitivitya: 0.73 

FP/imagea: 1.0 

Private dataset 
Sensitivitya: 0.18 

FP/imagea: 8.0 

Wu, 2015 [68] Colour 
Multiscale Multi-
orientation Gaussian 
(MMMF) 

Support Vector 
Machines, K-
Nearest-
Neighbours, Linear 
Discriminant 
Analysis 

ROC dataset 

Sensitivitya: 0.23 

FP/imagea: 1.0 

Sensitivityc: 0.92 

Specificityc: 0.50 

Srivastava, 2015 [73] Colour Frangi-based filters 
Support Vector 
Machines 

MESSIDOR+ 

DIARETDB1 v1 

Sensitivityc: 1.00 

Specificityc: 0.50 
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Romero, 2015 [80] Colour Hit-or-miss transform Neural networks 

DIARETDB1v2.1 
Sensitivityc: 0.93 

Specificityc: 0.94 

ROC dataset 
Sensitivityc: 0.88 

Specificityc: 0.97 

Haloi, 2015 [81] Colour N/A 
Nearest-mean 
classifier 

DIARETDB1v2.1 
Sensitivityc: 0.88 

Specificityc: 0.97 

ROC dataset AUCc: 0.98  

 

An unsupervised method was introduced in Lazar [55], [56] (does not require any training or 

classification steps). The reported results of this technique are comparable to other 

supervised methods, which make it a promising method. The essence of this technique is to 

discriminate between vessels and MAs by using a 1D scanline at different directions for each 

pixel. While a MA will have local minima in all directions of the rotated scanlines, a vessel 

will have only one minimum corresponding to when the scanline is perpendicular to the 

vessel. Hence, using this property, a probability map is produced at each pixel and then 

simple thresholding is applied to produce the final set of candidates. 

Garcia [82] compared the accuracy of four neural network variants: Multilayer Perceptron 

(MP), Radial Basis Function (RBF), Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Majority Voting (MV). 

The initial candidates were detected using a local thresholding technique based on the 

mean pixels of the entire image compared to mean intensity in a small window around a 

pixel. According to their experiments, the RBF was suggested as the preferred classifier 

among all 4.An interesting approach that relies on visual dictionaries was presented in 

Rocha [76]. The use of visual dictionaries (bag of words) makes this approach more 

generisable since it does not rely on specific features during the classification. Therefore, 

the same approach can be used to perform detection of lesions other than MAs as well. The 

disadvantage of this is that it requires a larger training set. Haloi [81]  recently applied deep 
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neural networks to detect MAs in colour images. Deep neural networks have gained 

popularity in the field of computer vision in the recent years since they do not require 

manual feature engineering (selection of features). Moreover, algorithms based on deep 

learning have produced results that out-perform other state-of-the-art algorithms in other 

computer vision applications. However, deep learning requires massive datasets for training 

[83] and such large labelled datasets are not yet available for retinal images. 

Ram [79] used a dual classifier in order classify the initial candidates. The initial candidates 

were detected using a simple thresholding operation after preprocessing.  Two classification 

stages are then applied. The first classification stage was applied in order to separate MAs 

from vessels. The features used for this purpose are a second derivative Gaussian at 

multiple orientations, difference of Gaussians and inverted Gaussians. The second 

classification stage was applied in order to further separate MAs from other types of noise. 

for the MA classification on a pixel level rather than at a candidate level. This means that 

each pixel gets classified as either an MA or not, rather than each initial candidate as a 

whole. After preprocessing, the extended-minima transform is used to detect the initial 

candidates, and a Bayesian classifier was used to perform the pixel-based MA classification. 

Similarly, Junior [57] presents the same technique as Sopharak [77], but does not apply a 

classification stage. Akram [7] used a Gabor filter for the detection of the initial candidates. 

The Gabor filter is applied at multiple scales and rotated at various angles, and the 

maximum response is computed. This causes a large response for vessels, microaneurysms 

and haemorrhages. Vessel segments are removed using a vessel segmentation technique. A 

hybrid classifier is used to reduce the false positives in the initial candidates. The technique 
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has reported a lesion-based specificity and accuracy measure, even though it is not possible 

to measure the number of true negatives at the lesion level [61]. 

In  conclusion, the majority of the proposed algorithms consist broadly of three stages: 

preprocessing, candidates detection and classification. The authors suggest that the 

bottleneck stage is the candidates detection – since if a candidate was not detected in this 

stage, it will not be detected during the classification phase (the purpose of classification is 

to decrease the amount of false positives while maintaining the true candidates present in 

the set).  

A large portion of the proposed methods, including Spencer, use a gaussian matched filter 

or a variation of this filter. Many of the modifications to the Gaussian matched filter aim to 

reduce the amounts of false positives. The author argues that while attempting to reduce 

the number of false positives there is a risk of also losing some of the true positives during 

the process. Furthermore, as discussed earlier, the use of a matched filter that matches the 

shape (intensity profile) of the underlying candidate maximises the signal-to-noise ratio in 

the presence of white noise. For these reasons, the authors recommend the use of a 

Gaussian filter for enhancement, right after vessel removal. Alternatives to the Gaussian 

filter include scanlines [55] and the radon transforms [49]. 

In terms of the classifier use, a variety of classifiers have been used in literature. The choice 

of classifier is affected by contextual information such as the number of features used and 

the amount of training data present. Desired performance of the algorithm is also a factor 

to take into consideration; some classifiers are known to be slow to train and classify and 

hence would not be an appropriate choice for a real-time algorithm. 
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2.3 Image Registration 

This section will review some of the work that has been done on retinal image registration. 

Work done on multi-image analysis will also be reviewed. During the literature review, the 

search was made for registration methods that are applied to retinal images. However, 

some of the relevant general registration techniques have also been included in this review. 

Image Registration techniques can be broadly categorised into two main types: area-based 

techniques and feature-based techniques. Area-based approaches try to match each pixel 

from one image to its corresponding location in the base image location. They are based on 

pixel intensities and certain optimized functions, such as least mean square error, cross 

correlation, phase correlation or mutual information[84], [84]–[89]. Area-based methods 

are often applied to multi-modal retinal images. This is because their similarity functions are 

usually based on the image intensities which makes them applicable across multiple 

modalities. Feature-based approaches assume an underlying model of transformation and 

try to estimate the parameters in order to perform the model transformation. Factors such 

as non-uniform illumination and large homogenous areas in retinal image may degrade the 

performance of area-based methods. Feature-based methods are recommended if the 

images to be registered have distinguishable features while area based methods are 

recommended in images that are not so rich in particular detail[90]. Since retinal images 

contain detail in the form of the vessel tree structure, the optic disk, and the fovea, our 

focus in the literature search was on feature-based methods. 

There are several clinical applications of retinal image registration. These include real-time 

tracking for treatment of blindness-causing conditions [91], change detection to measure 

the progress of a disease [92] or the impact of treatments [93], and multimodal integration 
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to aid in diagnosis and surgical planning[94].” [95]. Registration applications can be broadly 

categorised as follows [85]: 

1. Multimodal registration: registration of an overlapping pair of images of the retina 

that were captured using different sensors (example: Colour/OCT or Colour/Fundus 

image pairs). 

2. Viewpoint registration (spatial registration): Registration of two pairs of images 

captured using the same sensor but with different viewpoints (example: Colour 

Fundus – Optic Disc-centred and macula-centred). 

3. Temporal registration: Registration of two pairs of images that have been captured 

using the same sensor and of the same patient but at different time intervals.  

4. Template registration: Registration of an image to a reference template which is 

usuallyusedasan“atlas”reference.AnexampleofthisisRetinalAtlasimages[15], 

[96], [97]. 

The vascular tree structure is an appropriate representation of the retina for the purpose of 

image registration. This is due to three reasons: 1) It extends throughout the whole retina; 

2) It does not move from its position, except in very few diseases; and 3) Landmark points 

can be localised within the vessel tree structure [98]. 

Table 2.3summarises the retinal image registration techniques that have been proposed in 

the literature. For each proposed technique, the table also lists the types of images that the 

method is intended for (colour or fluorescence), the type of registration technique (feature 

based or similarity based), the optimization strategy used (usually for similarity-based 

techniques), the kind of landmarks used (for feature-based methods) and the 

transformation model. 
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Early work on retinal image registration [99], [84], [85], [100],[86],[101]has used a lower-

order transformation model (similarity or affine model) to perform the registration. Since 

the eye is approximately spherical in shape, a higher order quadratic model is more 

appropriate to estimate the distortion caused during the process of retinal imaging 

(intuitively) [102]. However, since the retina is almost planar on small fields of view (such as 

fundus photographs, where the field of view captured is around 45 degrees of the retina), 

these registration methods produce modest errors in such scenarios [102]. Majority of the 

proposed feature-based methods have relied on vessel bifurcation and crossover points 

(Table 2.3). 

 

Table 2.3 Image registration algorithms in the literature. 

Method Applied to Registration 
Type 

Optimization 
method 

Similarity 
Measure 

Landmarks Transformation 
Model 

Hart, 1994 [99] Colour Feature N/A N/A Bifurcation 
points 

Affine 

Ritter, 1999 [85] Stereo, 
temporal 

Area Simulated 
annhealing 

Mutual 
information 

  

Zana, 1999 [100] Fluorescence, 
colour 

(multimodal) 

Feature N/A Percentage 
vessel overlap 

Bifurcation 
points 

Affine 

Lloret, 2000 [86] Stereo, 
Fluorescence 

Area Simplex 
Algorithm 

vessel 
structure 

N/A Similarity 

Can, 2002 [102] Colour Area N/A Similarity-
weighted 
histogram 

Vessel 
centreline 

Quadratic 

Can, 2002 [103] 
(mosaic) 

Colour Feature N/A Similarity-
weighted 
histogram 

 

Bifurcation 
points 

Quadratic 

Heneghan, 2002 
[101] 

Colour Feature N/A N/A Bifurcation 
& crossover 
points 

Affine 

Tsai, 2002 [95] Colour Feature N/A N/A Bifurcation 
points 

Quadratic 

Zhang, 2002  
[104] 

Fluorescence, 
colour 

Feature N/A N/A Bifurcation 
& crossover 
points 

Affine 
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Shen, 2003 [105] 

(online, 
hierarchal) 

Colour Feature N/A N/A Bifurcation 
points 

Quadratic 

Stewart, 2003 
[106] 

Colour Feature N/A N/A Bifurcation 
points 

Quadratic 

 

 

 

Chanwimaluang, 
2006 [98] 

Colour Hybrid Multi-
resolution 
search 

Vascular tree 
entropy 
correlation 
coefficient 

Bifurcation 
points 

Affine/ 

Quadratic 

Ghassabi, 2013 
[107] 

Multi-modal Feature N/A N/A UR-SIFT Quadratic 

Reel, 2014 [108] Colour Area N/A Expectation 
Maximisation 
for Principle 
Component 
Analysis with 
Mutual 
Information 

N/A Similarity 

Wong, 2016 [109] Fluorescence, 
Colour (multi-
modal) 

Feature N/A N/A low-
dimensional 
step pattern 
analysis 
(corner 
points) 

Affine 

Xian, 2016 [110] Fundus Hybrid Brute force Mutual 
Information 

Optic disc  
centre 

Similarity 

Guo, 2017 [111] 

(inaccessible) 

- - - - SIFT - 

Matas, 2017 
[112] 

Colour Feature Particle 
Swarm 
Optimisation 

N/A SIFT Similarity 

 

Ritter [85] uses an area-based method in order to register a pair of images. A simulated 

annealing optimisation function is used to minimise a mutual information similarity 

function. The method has been applied to both stereo and temporal image pairs. 

Zana[100] used a global affine transformation to align a pair of temporal images. The 

method is also applied to align a multimodal pair of images. Vessel bifurcation points are 

used as features and Hough transform is used to find feature correspondences. Multiple 

transformation likelihoods are computed based on the percentage of the overlaid vessels 
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that are superimposed after alignment. The transformation that achieves the highest 

percentage overlay is selected to produce the final alignment. 

Lloret,2000 [86] have developed an algorithm that focuses on the registration of multimodal 

retinal images (fluorescene angiograms and colour images). The method uses an area-based 

method to perform the alignment of images. The authors argue against the use of vessel 

bifurcation points as landmarks. Instead they have used a measure of cross-correlation 

between vessel maps in order to perform the alignment of images. 

Can [102] estimated a second-order polynomial transformation in order to model the 

distortion caused by the retinal imaging process as a quadratic distortion. The bifurcation 

points of the blood vessels are selected as control points in both images. Since a quadratic 

transformation needs to be estimated, there are 12 unknown parameters that need to be 

estimated. The estimation is done by a three-stage hierarchical approach. The three stages 

estimate using a translation, similarity and quadratic transformation respectively. An issue 

that arises with this approach is that it may cause distortion in non-overlapping regions 

(since one image is warped on to the anchor image) [96]. Due to this, the fused image tends 

to be more accurate in the overlapping regions than the non-overlapping regions [113].The 

method is extended to be applied to a mosaic of images in [103]. A mosaic is formed by 

registering 2 or more images collectively. 

Tsai, 2002 [95] estimates a higher order model based on a small number of landmarks. The 

proposed algorithm is conceptually similar to the dual-bootstrap algorithm [106], [114]. It 

starts with a lower-order model for an initial alignment. The initial alignment is accurate in a 

small region of the retina, and using an iterative procedure this region is expanded to cover 

a higher order model of the entire retina. The initial model is based on a translation model 
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alone. Landmarks are based on vessel bifurcation points and are matched together using an 

8-dimensional feature vector. Refinement to a higher order quadratic model happens using 

an iterative procedure from an initial small region.  

Zhang, 2002  [104] introduced a feature-based  automated registration method to align a 

colour (red-free) image with a fluorescence image. The method relies on the vessel 

bifurcation and crossover points as features. The main challenge in this case is the feature 

matching process since the images belong to multiple modalities. A Singular Value 

Decomposition (SVD) based algorithm is used for the alignment of both images using the 

reduced feature points in both the reference and moving image.  

Shen, 2003 [105] has applied retinal image registration in the context of identifying the 

spatial location of a surgical tool such as a laser pointed at the human retina. The problem is 

treated as a registration problem – building a spatial map of the retina using diagnostic 

images and then registering each image against this map. Initial landmarks are found using 

vessel bifurcation points. The orientation of each bifurcation point (known as quasi-invariant 

feature vectors) are used in order to find feature correspondences. A quadratic 

transformation is used to align the initial set of diagnosis images to which the remaining 

images are aligned during the surgery. A hierarchical approach is used for starting from an 

initial similarity model and then an affine and finally a quadratic model for the alignment of 

the images in the mosaic.  

The dual bootstrap registration algorithm is applied to retinal images in Stewart [106]. The 

algorithm uses vessel bifurcation points as landmarks. In dual-bootstrap, an initial lower-

order global transformation is found as an initial alignment for the image pair. One or more 

initial regions (known as bootstrap regions) based on where the lower order transformation 
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is most accurate. An iterative process follows where a higher order model is selected (if it 

refines the transformation estimate) followed by an expansion of the bootstrap region to a 

larger area.  

Chanwimaluang  [98] proposed a hybrid registration technique that relies on 4 stages: 1) 

extracting the vascular tree, 2) Initial alignment using a lower order model (translation) 3) 

Assessment of quality assessment based on ETRDS field definition[115] and 4) Landmark 

extraction and higher order (affine/quadratic) alignment. During the initial alignment phase, 

a function of the vessel masks is used as a similarity measure for the initial alignment. This 

initial alignment is an area-based method where the optimization function is to minimize 

two values from the vessel masks: Entropy Correlation Coefficient and Binary Local Entropy. 

An additional quality assessment step exists to check whether the registration quality was 

sufficient enough for the zero-order model to determine whether a higher-order model 

should be applied. The higher order model is either an affine or quadratic model, and uses 

the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm. The feature points used in this case are vessel 

bifurcation and crossover points extracted from the vessel tree. If there are no sufficient 

features, a gridline is used to extract more sample feature points from the vessel 

centrelines. The advantage of this method is the flexibility of its application, since the initial 

alignment does not require a specific minimum number of feature points to be detected. 

A comparative survey of multiple global transformation models is presented in [116]. Vessel 

bifurcation points are investigated as the landmarks of the information. 

A quadratic model is used by [117] to perform registration. Therefore the transformation 

model is identical to [102]. The main difference between both these approaches lies in the 

control point selection method. Unlike [102], the employed method does not rely on 
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bifurcation points. This is useful in the cases when the vascular tree structure is distorted, 

such as when there is tortuosity or bleeding. However, according to [118], the technique 

does not work well with multi-modal images. 

Lee [119] attempts to resolve the issue of image distortion caused by the algorithm in [102]. 

This is done by applying an initial radial distortion correction that corrects the distortion due 

to sphere-to-plane projection. After this correction is applied, it is possible to use an affine 

model after the radial distortion has been corrected. Experimentally, this method exhibits 

superior performance to the quadratic model, especially in non-overlapping regions[113]. 

Recent methods have made use of other feature descriptors such as SIFT [111], [112] or 

uniform robust SIFT (UR-SIFT) [107]. The advantages of these feature descriptors is that 

multiple points can be found even when there is a small overlap between the images. 

Furthermore, they can also be utilised to discover features from multi-modal images[107]. 

In this section, a comprehensive literature review of retinal images has been presented. 

Image registration is a crucial step for the development of a segmentation algorithm that 

relies on multiple images. The importance of image registration will be evident during the 

incorporation of spatial (Chapter 4) and temporal (Chapter 5) information. 

In conclusion, a variety of image registration algorithms have been proposed in literature 

For most tasks, a lower order affine or similarity model as long as the fundus image is 

captured from a small field of view. As long as the overlap between the images is not very 

large, it is possible to use a feature-based approach and extract landmarks from the vessel 

tree structure, while establishing correspondences using some sort of similarity measure 

based on the vessel centreline[120].Finally, for to achieve accurate registration results in 

localised regions, the algorithm proposed by Stewart [106] is known to produce good 
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results. It is based on the Iterative closest point (ICP) method and employs an iterative 

process which starts with a lower-order model and iteratively moves to higher order models 

in local regions if possible. 

2.4 Multi-image Analysis Algorithms 

Multi-image analysis is defined as the use of information from more than one image in order 

to perform image analysis. In this section, two approaches for multiple image analysis are 

discussed: Longitudinal change analysis and retinal atlases. 

2.4.1 Longitudinal Change Analysis 

Longitudinal change analysis detects changes that have occurred to a single patient over 

time. This is useful to detect the progression of a disease or to help increase the accuracy of 

a segmentation algorithm. Interestingly, there has not been a large amount of work 

performed on longitudinal change analysis on retinal images. 

One reason may be the lack of publicly available longitudinal datasets. None of the datasets 

mentioned in the review paper by Fraz [121]are longitudinal datasets. Without the existence 

of any datasets to work on it becomes impossible to validate research on the subject. The 

second reason may be due to the multi-disciplinary nature of the task. The task involves 

areas such as Image Registration, Change Analysis (which requires input of clinical expertise) 

and Machine Learning, each of which is a research area in its own right. This makes it 

difficult to perform research in longitudinal change analysis since expertise in multiple fields 

is required.  

McRitchie [122] introduces a technique to visualize change in retinal images to make it 

easier to spot when something has changed over a period of time. Each image pair is 
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registered using a global affine transformation model technique and using mutual 

information as a similarity measure. After the images are aligned, the older image is then 

subtracted from the more recent image pair in order to highlight the regions that have 

changed the over time. If a region gets brighter gets brighter with time, it will be highlighted 

as a bright region. If a region gets darker with time it will be highlighted as a dark region. 

Regions that have not changed will remain grey. The resulting difference image will help 

clinicians identify regions of change. the main issue with this technique is that it is sensitive 

to the accuracy of the registration that was performed.  

Narasimha [123] used longitudinal change analysis to detect non-vascular anomalies such as 

exudates and microaneurysms. After preprocessing, a Bayesian classifier is used to detect 

changes in image colour. A “redness” increase indicates the appearance of microaneurysms. 

Similarly, an increase in white or yellow indicates the appearance of exudates. 

2.4.2 Retinal Atlases 

Retinal atlases describe a trend of a collection of retinal datasets. Atlases are usually formed 

from a dataset of images that are related to each other in some way (for example, a dataset 

of images from a group of people with healthy retinas). Retinal atlases have only been 

studied quite recently and have a wide range of potential applications such as 

segmentation, registration and to categorise anatomies in a dataset. 

Lee [96]introduces the concept of retinal atlases and how they can be generated. The 

methodology followed is to register a large number of retinal images together. The RADIC 

model [119] is used to perform the registration. The features used for the registration are 

the centre of the optic disc, centre of the fovea and the main blood vessel arch. Following 

this registration, any new image may then be aligned to this and its ``deviation from 
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normality'' can be measured. There can be several methods for this deviation measure, 

depending on the target application. 

Ali [97]uses retinal atlases to perform exudate segmentation. Since exudates appear as 

bright white or yellow spots on a retina surface, they are considered as outlier regions. 

Therefore, if a retinal atlas represents the average intensities of a dataset, exudates are 

detected by producing an intensity difference map between the atlas and a target image. 

Ideally, exudates will appear as the brightest spots in the difference map. Hence, a threshold 

can be used to easily detect these exudates.  

2.4.3 Other Multi-image Algorithms 

Other related Multi-image analysis techniques have been explored in the literature and 

these are mentioned here for the sake of completeness. A few methods have addressed the 

problem of detecting or measuring change from multiple images for the purpose of disease 

identification. In Conor [25], vessel segmentation was performed on a series of fundus 

images. Vessel tortuosity and width were both measured. This was done in order to find a 

correlation between these measures and some signs including Diabetic Retinopathy. 

Arpenik [124] used fractal for the purpose of distinguishing between normal and  abnormal 

vascular structures in a human retina. Patterson [125] developed a statistical approach in 

order to quantify change in the optic nerve head topography using a Heidelberg Retinal 

Tomograph (HRT). This purpose of this was to measure the disease progression in glaucoma 

patients. Artes [126]investigated the temporal relationship between visual field and optic 

disc changes in glaucoma patients. Bursell [127] reported on the difference in blood flow 

changes between insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (IDDM) patients compared to healthy 

patients in video fluorescein angiography. 
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 While the problem of analysing “change” and “progression” of disease has been studied in 

the literature, to the best of our knowledge, the combination of a spatial pair of retinal 

images for the improvement of detection of MAs has not yet been explored. 

The literature discussed in this section indicates that there is limited exploration on 

analysing multiple images. However, analysis of multiple images has the potential to 

improve current techniques since, intuitively, having more information has potential to 

improve the accuracy of existing algorithms. Addressing this shortcoming in this area was 

the main motivation behind this work. 

2.5 Conclusion 

In this section a detailed account of the relevant literature for microaneurysm detection, 

image registration and multi-image analysis has been presented in depth. Equipped with 

this information, the next chapters will go through the experiments that have been 

performed and the results of these experiments. Chapter 3 will discuss the experiments 

performed to assess existing microaneurysm detection algorithms, and a proposed 

improvement of an existing algorithm. Chapters 4 and 5 will discuss experiments that were 

performed to combine information from multiple images in spatial and longitudinal 

dimensions, respectively. 

 



 

3 
CHAPTER 3 MICROANEURYSM 

DETECTION USING AN ENSEMBLE 
CLASSIFIER 

 

 

The understanding of existing microaneurysm detection work that operates on single 

images is a prerequisite to build more sophisticated techniques that rely on multiple images. 

This is because understanding the limitations of the existing methods will suggest ways to 

improve them after information is added from multiple images. For instance, if there is a 

common cause for false positives in a certain algorithm, how can this be eliminated after 

combining information from multiple images? Similarly, if there is a true negative that exists 

in one of the images, how can more information be utilised to increase our confidence in 

this particular true negative? Another way to think about this is to find out how to combine 

information in a way that will increase the number of true positives and decrease false 

detections.  

In this chapter, an algorithm that detects microaneurysms from colour fundus images will be 

proposed. The motivation for the development of this algorithm has been to use a tree 

ensemble classifier during the classification stage, which has been very effective in other 
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segmentation applications [5], [128]. A large number of features are extracted for each 

microaneurysm candidate for the purpose of classification. These features will be analysed 

to understand which features are more distinctive for classifying microaneurysms. Since the 

ensemble classifier will output the likelihood score for each candidate in the form of a 

probability, this will be a useful feature while incorporating both spatial and temporal 

information (as will be seen in Chapter 4 andChapter 5). The algorithm will be evaluated on 

multiple datasets and compared with other state-of-the-art techniques. The work of this 

chapter has links to publications resulting from the work described that have explained the 

proposed detection method and presented its evaluation results[129], [130]. 

3.1 Methodology 

The proposed method is based on the method suggested by Fleming [66]. The main 

modifications that were made to Fleming’s algorithm will be stated throughout this chapter. 

This work is an extension of the algorithm published in [130] and includes a more extensive 

evaluation as well as detailed feature analysis. The proposed methodology consists of three 

phases: 1) preprocessing 2) MA Candidate Detection and 3) MA Candidate Classification. 

During the preprocessing stage, non-uniform illumination is removed from the image using 

background subtraction. Noise removal is also performed during this stage. In the MA 

Candidate Detection phase an initial set of MA candidates are detected. Ideally all the 

candidates in the image should be detected with as few false positives as possible. Most of 

these false positives should then be removed during the Candidate Classification phase. The 

three stages of the proposed algorithm will be explained in the following sections.  

Despite being published in 2006, Fleming’s reported per-lesion performance on a large 

private dataset is comparable to recently published methods. This makes it reasonable to 
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use Fleming as a baseline for comparison with the proposed technique. These methods 

include Wu (2015) [81], Adal (2014) [80], Inoue (2013) [73] and Li (2013) [68]. This is also 

illustrated in the literature review chapter (Table 2.2). 

3.1.1 Preprocessing 

The preprocessing steps are as follows: Given a colour retinal image (Figure 3.1a) the green 

channel is extracted (Figure 3.1b) since MA candidates appear with high contrast in this 

channel. Salt-and-pepper noise is removed by applying a 3x3 median filter. Contrast-Limited 

Adaptive Histogram Equalisation (CLAHE) [131] is applied in order to improve the contrast in 

the image. Further noise removal is performed by applying a 3x3 Gaussian filter to the 

image. Let the result of the previous operations be 𝐼𝑎𝑑𝑎𝑝𝑡. Shade correction (𝐼𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑑𝑒  ) is 

performed by dividing the image by an estimate of the background: 

 𝐼𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑑𝑒 = 𝐼𝑎𝑑𝑎𝑝𝑡/𝐼𝑏𝑔 (3.1) 

Where 𝐼𝑏𝑔 is the background estimate calculated by applying a 68x68 median filter to 

𝐼𝑎𝑑𝑎𝑝𝑡. The filter size is chosen to be large enough in order to eliminate vessels and other 

features in the image. This parameter is set in accordance with the field of view and the size 

of the large structures in the image such as the main blood vessels.  Finally, global contrast 

normalization is performed on the resulting image by dividing it by its standard deviation: 

 
𝐼𝑐𝑜𝑛 =

𝐼𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑑𝑒

𝑠𝑡𝑑(𝐼𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑑𝑒)
 (3.2) 

Where 𝑠𝑡𝑑(𝐼𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑑𝑒) represents the standard deviation of the shade corrected image. The 

result of these operations is illustrated in Figure 3.1(c). Following these operations it is 

necessary to detect an initial set of MA candidates from the preprocessed image. This is 

described in the following section.  
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Figure 3.1 An example of the preprocessing stage. a) The colour image, b) the green channel image, 
c) the preprocessed image. 

 

3.1.2 MA Candidate Detection 

After performing noise removal and shade correction, an initial set of MA candidates can be 

detected. The method used is based on that proposed by Fleming [66]. A Gaussian matched 

filter (𝜎 = 1) is used in order to enhance circular dark regions in the image. Empirically it 

was found a sigma value of 1 produces high responses for even the smaller candidates – and 

also for noise. However, the filtering of false detections is left for the classification phase. 

As discussed earlier, the shape of microaneurysms can be assumed to be circular. 

Furthermore, in colour images, the intensity profile of an MA candidate fades from a darkest 

point in the centre and gets brighter as it fades to the background. This intensity profile 

resembles the shape of a Gaussian bell curve (Figure 3.2). It has been previously stated in 

Section 2.1.2 that a template matched filter that matches the shape of an object detects it 

with optimum signal-to-noise ratio provided that only white noise exists [62].Since a lot of 

preprocessing steps have been performed in the previous section to remove non-uniform 

illumination and enhance candidate contrast, we assume that this is the only noise present 

in the preprocessed image. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 
 

 

(c) 

 

(d) 
 

Figure 3.2Amicroaneurysm’sintensityprofileresemblesthatofa2DGaussianfunction. a) A 
microaneurysm colour image, b) The green channel of (a). c) The intensity profile of (b), d) A 

Gaussian intensity profile (𝜎 = 1) 

 

Since blood vessel cross-sections have intensity profiles similar to MAs, they need to be 

removed before applying the Gaussian matched filter. The following morphological 

operations are applied for vessel removal. 

A closing operation is applied using a linear structuring element in multiple directions. The 

minimum of the application of closing operation at multiple operations was then subtracted 

from the shade corrected image [66]. 

 
𝐼𝑏𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑡 = min

i=0..7
(Ishade ∘ strel (

πi

8
, n)) − 𝐼𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑑𝑒  (3.3) 
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Where strel(x,n) represents a linear structuring element at an angle of x degrees and of 

length n. The size of the structuring element should be chosen to be larger than the largest 

vessel in the images (in our case a size of 11 pixels was selected through direct 

measurement in the images).  This parameter was adjusted in accordance with to the 

average widths of the vessels – too large may miss some of the tortuous vessels and too 

small may not cause the larger vessels to be eliminated. This operation causes vessels to be 

removed from the image while retaining circular objects which resemble the shape of MAs 

(Figure 3.1 (a) and Figure 3.1(b)). 

A Gaussian matched filter (𝜎 = 1.0) is then convolved with  𝐼𝑏𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑡 in order to enhance 

circular dark regions 𝐼𝑔𝑎𝑢𝑠𝑠 = 𝐼𝑏𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑡 ∗ 𝑔𝑎𝑢𝑠𝑠(1.0) (Figure 3.1(c)). The resulting response 

probability is then thresholded as follows in Equation (3.4): 

 𝐼𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ = 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ(𝐼𝑔𝑎𝑢𝑠𝑠, 5𝜏) (3.4) 

The value of 𝜏 is chosen to be the threshold value at which the top 5 percent of pixels are 

selected[66]. A region growing operation based on Fleming [66] is performed in order to 

enhance the shapes of the detected MA candidates. The set of initial candidates are used as 

input. The procedure involves iteratively growing along the 8-connected pixels from the 

minimum intensity pixel of the candidate until a stopping condition. In our case, the 

stopping condition is when a maximum point of the “energy function” is reached. The 

energy function is defined as the average value of the gradients around the boundary of the 

grown region. All the parameters at this stage have been kept the same (Gaussian filter size 

and median filter size and 𝜎) except the maximum grown size.  

Through our experiments it was found that the maximum grown size of 3000 pixels 

suggested by Fleming resulted in large blood vessel regions being falsely identified. It was 
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empirically found that a value of 100 pixels was a more suitable value for the maximum area 

and this parameter modification decreased the number of false positives appreciably, while 

achieving almost the same sensitivity. The value was chosen to be over twice the size of the 

average MA size in the groundtruth images. More examples of the region growing process 

are shown in Figure 3.12. This value needs to be adjusted based on the sizes of the largest 

microaneurysm candidates in the image.  

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

(d) 

 

(e) 

 

Figure 3.3An example of the candidate detection phase a) The preprocessed image, b) The result of 
the bottomhat operation, c) the Gaussian filter response d) The thresholded image e) the result of the 

region growing operation. The highlighted region is a true microaneurysm. 

 

3.1.2.1Parameter selection for Initial Candidates Detection Stage 

The method proposed in this section for initial candidates detection uses a Gaussian filter to 

enhance the MA candidate responses, followed by a thresholding operation. Next, a region 

growing step follows to enhance the shapes of the detected candidates. In this section, 

other alternative methods for detecting initial candidates are discussed and compared with 

the Gaussian filter method used. 

Table  3.1shows some of the initial candidate methods proposed in the literature.  One of 

the early methods to detect initial candidates is the Gaussian matched filter. Several 

variants of this technique are discussed in the literature such as [67], [58] and [68]. Another 
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recent method uses the extended-minima morphological operator which detects local 

minima regions in an image. 

This subsection presents a comparison of two methods for the initial candidate detection of 

microaneurysms (MAs), namely the extended-minima transform [77] and the Gaussian[66] 

methods. Experiments were performed to evaluate the performance of both methods using 

part of the MESSIDOR dataset. The objectives of performing this evaluation are: 

1. To find the optimal parameters for each of these methods when they are applied on 

the MESSIDOR dataset. 

2. To compare the performance (sensitivity and false positive rate) of both methods 

with respect to the MESSIDOR dataset. 

Table 3.1 Microaneurysms initial candidates detection methods in the literature. 

Paper Image Type  Initial candidates method 

Spencer [61] Fluorescence Gaussian Filter (sigma=1) 

Hipwell [64] Colour Basic Thresholding 

Cree[63] Fluorescence Gaussian Filter (Sigma=2) 

Fleming [66] Colour Gaussian Filter (sigma=2) 

Niemeijer [74] Colour Gaussian Filter (sigma=1) + pixel classification 

Sinthanayothin [70] Colour Moat operator 

Sopharak [77]
 

 Colour extended-minima (alpha={0.01,0.03,0.05,0.07,0.09} 

Sopharak [132] Colour extended-minima (alpha=0.05) 

Zhang [67] Colour Multiscale Gaussian 

Giancardo [49] Colour Basic Thresholding 

Giancardo [59] Colour Basic Thresholding 

Rocha [76] Colour N/A 

Hornero [60] Colour Mixture model-based clustering 

Lazar [133] Colour 1D Gaussian (multiple directions) 

Lazar[55] Colour N/A 

Quelle [69] Colour N/A 
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Wu [68] Colour Multiscale Gaussian (MSMF) 

Srivastava [73] Colour Frangi-based filters 

Mizutani [48] Colour double-ring filter 

Ramero [80] Colour hit-or-miss transform 

Streeter [65] Colour Gaussian filter (sigma=1.5 and sigma=2.38) 

Li [58] Colour Multiscale Gaussian (MSMF) 

Junior [57] Colour Extended Minima 

Inoue [72] Colour Hessian Matrix Eigenvalues 

M Adal [78] Colour Hessian Matrix Eigenvalues 

The dataset used for the evaluation of the techniques was extracted from the MESSIDOR 

dataset. A description of the dataset is described in detail in 3.2. The dataset consists of 32 

images extracted from the MESSIDOR dataset and microaneurysm candidates have been 

labeled in the images. During the evaluation only 16 images were considered since they are 

the ones that contain at least one microaneurysm and were hence suitable for the current 

evaluation. 

Extended-minima Method 

The extended mimima was applied after a preprocessing stage to enhance the contrast of 

the candidates as documented in [77]. The procedure to apply the extended minima is 

described below: 

 Given an input colour image 𝐼RGB, the green channel 𝐼𝐺  is extracted.  

 A 3𝑥3 median filter is applied to 𝐼𝐺for the purpose of noise removal.  

 Contrast-adaptive histogram equalization is then applied to enhance the contrast in 

the image.  

 In order to correct for non-uniform illumination, shade correction is applied to the 

contrast-enhanced image. During shade correction, the background is estimated by 
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applying a 35𝑥35 median filter. The resulting image of the aforementioned 

operations is the preprocessed image 𝐼pp.  

 The extended-transform is then applied to detect local minima regions in the image, 

𝐼hmin: 

 𝐼hmin = 𝐸𝑀(𝐼pp, ℎ) (3.5) 

Where 𝐸𝑀(𝑓, 𝑥) is the extended minima function applied to image 𝑓 using a threshold of 𝑥. 

The value of 𝑥 controls the maximum height of the minima regions that will be detected by 

𝐸𝑀.  

𝐼hmin is a binary image where candidate microaneurysms are represented by 1 and all other 

regions by 0. Note that 𝐼hmin will contain blood vessel regions and other noise falsely 

detected as candidate microaneurysms, since this operation detects all local minima up to a 

certain height.  In order to avoid this blood vessel regions and any bright lesions (exudates) 

in the image are removed from 𝐼hmin, since microaneurysms will never lie in these regions. 

 𝐼hmin = 𝐼hmin ^ (¬𝐼ves) ^ (¬𝐼les) (3.6) 

Where 𝐼ves is a binary image representing the vessel regions and 𝐼les is a binary image 

representing the bright lesion regions. Both of these are negated (¬) and a logical AND (^) is 

used to remove these regions from 𝐼hmin. The image 𝐼les and 𝐼𝑣𝑒𝑠 were calculated using the 

segmentation methods in [134] and [135] respectively. 

Experiments were performed by varying the parameter ℎ and computing the results of the 

extended-minima transform (𝐼hmin) after vessel & exudates removal. The threshold value (h) 

was varied between 0.05 to 0.3 with an interval of 0.05. This means that each image was 

processed six times (ℎ ∈ {0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.20, 0.25, 0.30}) with different values of h each 
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time. As the threshold values increases, the extended-minima transform becomes less 

sensitive to the noise in the image but also misses the more subtle microaneurysms. A 

threshold value (h) which achieves the balance between robustness to noise and accuracy of 

detection should be selected. Therefore, for each image the following is calculated: 

1. The sensitivity is based on individual objects (not pixels)[47]for each 

microaneurysms. This is calculated by counting the number of MA candidates that 

have at least 1 pixel detected by the  extended-minima transform. The sensitivity is 

computed by dividing this by the total number of MA objects: 

 
𝑠 =

Number of true MA objects detected

Total number of true MA objects
 (3.7) 

2. The false positive pixels per image. These are the number of pixels that have been 

falsely detected as candidate MA pixels. 

Gaussian Method 

The Gaussian matched filter has been used in several techniques ([67], [58] and [68]) as an 

initial detection method. The same procedure documented in Section 3.1 was followed. The 

method is summarized below: 

 Given an input colour image 𝐼RGB , the green channel 𝐼𝐺  is extracted.  

 A 3𝑥3 median filter is applied to 𝐼𝐺for the purpose of noise removal.  

 A 3x3 Gaussian filter (𝜎 = 2) is convolved with the result for further noise reduction.  

 Contrast-adaptive histogram equalization is then applied to enhance the contrast in 

the image. 

 In order to correct for non-uniform illumination, shade correction is applied to the 

contrast-enhanced image.  
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 During shade correction, the background is estimated by applying a 68𝑥68 median 

filter. Global contrast normalization is performed on the resulting image by dividing 

it by its standard deviation.  

 Finally, the blood vessels are removed from the image by applying a linear 

morphological tophat in 8 directions. The length of the tophat structuring element 

was chosen to be 11px long (measured as the width of the largest blood vessel in the 

images).  

 The resulting image of the aforementioned operations is the preprocessed image 𝐼pp.  

 A 15x15 Gaussian filter is applied to detect local minima regions in the image. The 

values of sigma were varied to measure the effect of this parameter (𝜎𝑔 ∈

{0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0}). The result of the Gaussian filter is a probability map between 0 

and 1 where higher values indicate higher chance of that pixel being an MA.  

 𝐼gauss = 𝐼pp ∗ 𝑔𝑎𝑢𝑠𝑠(𝜎𝑔),   𝜎𝑔 ∈ {0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0}; (3.8) 

 In order to get the initial candidates a thresholding operation is performed. The top 

5% of pixels with the highest values in the probability map are considered to be 

microaneurysm candidates: 

 𝐼thresh = 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ(𝐼gauss, 𝜏) (3.9) 

Where 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ(𝑓, 𝑡) is the thresholding operation applied to image 𝑓 using threshold 𝑡. The 

value of 𝜏 is chosen such that only 5% of the pixels will belong to the MA candidate regions. 

The procedures mentioned earlier for both the Gaussian matched candidate and the 

extended minima were applied to the dataset. The parameters of 𝜎 ∈ {0.5,1.0,1.5,2.0} and 

ℎ ∈ {0.05,0.1,0.15,0.2,0.25,0.3} were varied for each of the Gaussian filter and the 
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extended minima respectively. The average sensitivities and false positives were computed 

for each experimental run. The results are visualized in Figure 3.4. Since the points are 

scattered unevenly, a log scale horizontal axis plot is presented in Figure 3.4(b). The log 

scale axis was plotted in order to better highlight the relative location of the points, since 

the scatter was uneven in Figure 3.4(a) and it was difficult to visualize these plots. It is 

observed that the Gaussian matched filter is superior for detection since all the points have 

achieved a lower false positive per pixel rate and a higher sensitivity. 

In the scatter plots for the Gaussian filter of Figure 3.4(a),it is observed that increasing the 

value of σ decreases the value of the false positives as well as the sensitivities. This means 

that any of the σ values can be chosen depending on the current priority. For example, if 

maximization of the sensitivity is intended, a value of 𝜎 = 0.5 or 𝜎 = 1.0may be selected. 

However if minimization of false positives is intended, a value of 𝜎 = 2.0 may be selected. A 

trade-off between both thesensitivity and false positives rate can be attained by selecting a 

σ value between both extremes. In this chapter a value of 𝜎 = 1.0for the Gaussian filter is 

used to achieve a balance between the number of a high sensitivity and low number of false 

positive pixels. 

(a) 
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(b) 

 

Figure 3.4 (a) Average Sensitivity plotted against average false positives per pixel for both Gaussian 
filter and Extended minima transform.(b) The same graph in(a) but the horizontal axis in logarithm 

scale. 

 

3.1.3 MA Candidate Classification 

The initial candidate detection phase will inevitably produce false positives. Common 

reasons for this are: 1) vessel cross sections or vessels that were not removed before the 

Gaussian filter and 2) noise in the image that looks similar to MAs. For these reasons a 
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classification phase was required in order to reduce the number of false positives that were 

detected during the candidate detection phase. 

 

Table 3.2 Features list. The symbols below(G,t,seed,c,σ)aredefinedbellowinthissection. Key: std - 
standard deviation, max - maximum, min – minimum. 

Category Index Description Parameters Feature 
count 

Fleming 

1 Number of peaks N/A 1 

2 Major Axis length N/A 1 

3 Mean of minor and major axis N/A 1 

4 Eccentricity N/A 1 

5 Depth of candidate in the 
original image 

N/A 1 

6 Depth of candidate in the 
preprocessed image 

N/A 1 

7 Energy N/A 1 

8 candidate depth / mean 
diameter of MA candidate 

N/A 1 

9 Energy with depth correction N/A 1 

Moment 

Invariants 

10 7 moment invariant features N/A 7 

Shape features 

11 Aspect ratio `N/A 1 

12 Major axis length N/A 1 

13 Minor axis length N/A 1 

14 Perimeter N/A 1 

15 Area N/A 1 

16 Eccentricity N/A 1 

17 Compactness N/A 1 

Gaussianfeatures 

18 Gaussian seed pixel response:   
Gσ(seed(c)) 

𝜎 = 1 

1 

19 mean
(x,y)∈c

(Gσ(x, y)) 1 

20 std
(x,y)∈c

(Gσ(x, y)) 1 
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Gaussian 
Features 1D 

21 Max 1D Gaussian response at 
various angles: 

max
t∈θ

(G1,t
1D(x, y)) 

θ
∈ {0,10,20,… ,180} 

1 

22 Min 1D Gaussian response at 
various angles: 

min
t∈θ

(G1,t
1D(x, y)) 

1 

23 Mean 1D Gaussian response at 
various angles: 

mean
t∈θ

(G1,t
1D(x, y)) 

1 

24 Std of 1D Gaussian response at 
various angles: 

std
𝑡∈𝜃

(𝐺1,𝑡
1𝐷(𝑥, 𝑦)) 

1 

25 1D Gaussian response at angle 
perpendicular to the maximum 
response (30) 

N/A 1 

26 max ( 29,33 ) N/A 1 

Intensity 
features 

27 Sum of candidate intensities 

Applied to red, 
blue, green, hue, 
saturation, value 
and preprocessed 
channels. 

7 

28 mean candidate intensity 7 

29 standard deviation of the 
candidate intensity 

7 

30 Range (Max - min candidate 
value) 

7 

31 candidate contrast 7 

Morphological 
features 

32 maximum candidate response 
of the morph close ratio 

N/A 1 

33 minimum candidate response 
of the morph close ratio 

N/A 1 

34 mean  candidate response of 
the morph close ratio 

N/A 1 

TOTAL 70 

 

The proposed method uses a Tree Ensemble classifier for classification. A Tree Ensemble 

classifier is an ensemble classifier based on decision tree learning. An ensemble classifier 

combines the decisions of multiple weak classifiers. Our main motivation for the use of this 
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classifier are: 1) Successful application in other fields in signal processing [136]–[139]; 2) In a 

tree ensemble classifier, each tree is trained on a bootstrapped sample of the observations. 

On average, 37% of the observations are omitted for each decision tree. These are known as 

“out-of-bag” observations and can be used to estimate the predictive performance of the 

classifier as well as the importance of each individual feature [5]. Therefore, it can rank 

features while performing classification, giving insights about the most important 

features;3) robustness to outliers and the ability to cope with small training sets [140]; 4) 

Since decision tree classifiers have high variance, the use of an ensemble of decision trees 

helps reduce this variance [136]; 5) Decision trees are very efficient for both training and 

classification (as will be seen in Section 3.2.4). 

Given a training set 𝐿 consisting of data {(𝑦𝑛, 𝑥𝑛), 𝑛 = 1… , 𝑁} where y represents the 

classification label (1 or 0 in our case), a given CART (Classification And Regression Trees) 

classifier 𝑇(𝑥, 𝐿) will predict 𝑦 given unlabeled data 𝑥. 

However, in the case of an ensemble of trees a sequence of training sets {𝐿𝑘 , 𝑘 = 1… ,𝐾} is 

given and a sequence of classifiers {𝑇𝑘(𝑥, 𝐿𝑘)} is produced. The 𝑗𝑡ℎ classifier 𝑇𝑗(𝑥, 𝐿𝑗) in the 

set will produce a label 𝑦𝑗. The set of labels {𝑦𝑘} produced by the K classifiers need to be 

aggregated to produce a final label 𝑦 for unlabelled data 𝑥. In our case a majority vote of the 

set of class labels {𝑦𝑘} is used to produce the final classification 𝑦. It has been shown that 

combining the results of a set of weak classifiers {𝑇𝑘(𝑥, 𝐿𝑘)} often outperforms using a 

single classifier on the whole training set 𝑇(𝑥, 𝐿)[141]. 

The final point that needs to be addressed is that given a training set 𝐿, how can a set of 

training sets {𝐿𝑘}be produced in order to train each tree classifier 𝑇𝑗(𝑥, 𝐿𝑗). A sampling 

technique known as Bootstrap aggregation (or bagging) [37] was used in order to sample 
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the training data during the training process. In bagging, the 𝑗𝑡ℎ training set 𝐿𝑗 is obtained 

by drawing 𝑀 samples (with replacement) from the set of 𝑁 training data, 𝐿 (where 𝑀 ≤

 𝑁). In practice, in order to produce 𝐿𝑗, a set of M random numbers {𝑟𝑚; 𝑟𝑚 ≤ 𝑁,𝑚 =

1…𝑀}, and then 𝐿𝑗 is drawn using 𝐿𝑗 = {(𝑦𝑟𝑚 , 𝑥𝑟𝑚)}. There is no restriction that the 

generated random numbers are unique and therefore each sample in the set {(𝑦𝑛, 𝑥𝑛}) may 

be used more than once or not at all in 𝐿𝑗. After producing 𝐾 training sets from 𝐿, there will 

be a set of samples in 𝐿 that have not been drawn in any of the samples in the 𝑗𝑡ℎ classifer 

𝐿𝑗. These unused features can be used to estimate the classification error (out-of-bag-error) 

for each tree and also estimate the “importance” of each feature (based on each tree and 

then averaged over all trees) [5].  The bagging approach is used to increase the diversity of 

training samples across the trees, which leads to increased prediction accuracy for unstable 

classifiers (including decision trees) [141], [142]. 

Fleming’s [66] feature set of 10 features was extended to include a set of 70 features. These 

were based on the features applied to MA classification that have been reported in the 

literature. Table 3.2 displays a list of the 70 features that were fed into the classifier. These 

features are explained below in the same order of appearance as Table 3.2: 

 Fleming’s features: These are the features introduced by Fleming in his technique 

[66]. These features rely on fitting a paraboloid to each candidate’s intensity profile 

in order to estimate some parameters from the paraboloid. These features are based 

on both the shape and intensity of the object. A detailed explanation of these 

features can be found in the original paper [66]. 

 Shape features & Moment Invariants: These features describe various shape 

properties of the detected candidates. Moment Invariants (10) are 7 features that 
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represent various shape properties of an object [143]. Other shape features include 

Aspect Ratio (major axis length / minor axis length), major axis length, minor axis 

length, Perimeter, Area, Eccentricity, Compactness. Some of these are common to 

Fleming’s features, however these are calculated at a pixel level rather than after 

fitting a paraboloid to the candidate. To elaborate, Fleming estimates a paraboloid 

for each candidate and then computes the values of eccentricity and major & minor-

axis length from the paraboloid. In contrast, these features are calculated from the 

binary image. 

 Gaussian Features: Features that are based on Gaussian filters have been extensively 

used in the literature [66]–[68], [77], [82]. A parameter value of 𝜎 = 1 was used 

since that is parameter used during the initial candidates detection phase. Some 

definitions related to these features will follow. The symbols mentioned below also 

appear in Table 3.2. Let 𝐼𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑑𝑒  be the shade corrected image (Section 3.1.1). Define a 

Gaussian response 𝐺𝜎 as a convolution with the shade corrected image as in 

Equation (3.10): 

 𝐺𝜎 = 𝐼𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑑𝑒 ∗ 𝑔𝑎𝑢𝑠𝑠(𝜎) (3.10) 

where𝜎is the standard deviation of the matched filter.𝐺𝜎(𝑥, 𝑦) represents the filter 

response at coordinates (𝑥, 𝑦). Let 𝐶̅ be a set of initial candidates detected (after 

region growing). Each candidate (𝑐 ∈ 𝐶̅) is a set of coordinates (𝑥𝑖, 𝑦𝑖). Let 𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑑(𝑐) 

be the coordinates (𝑥𝑠, 𝑦𝑠) of the minimum intensity defined as follows: 

 𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑑(𝑐) = (𝑥𝑠, 𝑦𝑠) = argmin
(𝑥,𝑦)∈𝑐

(𝐼𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑑𝑒(𝑥, 𝑦)) (3.11) 
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A 1-Dimensional Gaussian is a special case of 𝐺𝜎 applied linearly in one direction. 

𝐺𝑠,𝑡
1𝐷(𝑥, 𝑦) is the 1D Gaussian applied at angle 𝑡 and a scale (standard deviation) of 𝑠. 

The 1D Gaussian filter was applied at a constant scale (𝑠 = 1). Let the set 𝜃 be the 

set of angles applied at each coordinate. In the proposed method: 

 𝜃 ∈ {𝜃𝑖 ∶ 𝜃𝑖 = 10 ∗ 𝑖;    𝑖 = [0. .18]} (3.12) 

 Intensity Features: These are calculated directly from the intensity in the image at 

multiple bands: the red (R), blue (B), green (G) band in the RGB colour space; the 

Hue (H), saturation (S) and value (V) bands of the HSV space [67]. 

 Morphological Features: These three features are based on applying a linear 

morphological close operator (15 px size has been empirically chosen to be larger 

than the largest vessel in the dataset) at different angles (𝜃 ∈ {𝜃𝑖 ∶ 𝜃𝑖 = 22.5 ∗

𝑖;    𝑖 = [0. .7]}) and are aimed at discriminating vessels from MAs. This is because 

the linear structures of vessels would respond differently to different angles of the 

linear operator, while the circular nature of MA objects would cause the response of 

the morphological operator to be more uniform. 

A description of the algorithm has been given in this section. The performance of the 

algorithm has been evaluated and analysed and this will be discussed in the next section. 

3.2 Experimental Evaluation 

3.2.1 Datasets 

An overview of current retinal imaging datasets available in the public domain was 

described in section 2.1. Of these datasets, the following are suitable for evaluating 

microaneurysm detection algorithms: 
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i. Retinopathy online Challenge (ROC) dataset (100 images) 

ii. DIARETDB dataset (189 images) 

iii. MESSIDOR dataset (1200 images) 

The ROC dataset contains 100 images split into 50 training images and 50 test images. 

Groundtruths are only available for the training set. The test set groundtruths are not public 

since the contest organizers used those to evaluate submissions. Moreover, the groundtruth 

of this dataset has generated discussion in the literature [48], [49] due to the fact that many 

of the MA candidates marked in the groundtruth are invisible to the viewers or could not be 

seen by other expert observers. This made it difficult to rely on this dataset as for the 

evaluation of the proposed method. 

The DIARETDB has released three versions of the dataset. However according to their 

website, the first two versions of the dataset have been “deprecated”. Therefore the work 

described in this thesis relies on the latest version of their dataset for evaluation 

(DIARETDB1 v2.1).  

The MESSIDOR dataset is a very large dataset with 1200 images. However, the 

microaneurysm labels are not supplied with the dataset, which makes it not suitable for 

evaluating microaneurysm segmentation algorithms specifically (candidate based 

evaluation). For this reason, a small subset of the dataset has been groundtruthed for the 

purpose of evaluation 3, and this will be used in the next section. Thirty-two images were 

selected from the MESSIDOR dataset to cover a wide range of retinopathy. A summary of 

the images in dataset in terms of retinopathy grade and number of MAs included in the set 

                                                      

3
 The groundtruth dataset can be downloaded using the following link: 

http://blogs.kingston.ac.uk/retinal/?p=311 

http://blogs.kingston.ac.uk/retinal/?p=311
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is shown in Table 3.3. The grade is predominantly based on the number of MAs (the 

presence of haemorrhages and new vessels is also factored in) [3]. Sixteen healthy images 

(without MAs) were included in order to maintain a balanced dataset while performing per-

image MA evaluation (evaluating whether or not an MA candidate exists for each image). 

The images all had the same resolution of 1440 x 960 pixels. The images were 

groundtruthed by an expert grader. The dataset has also been made publicly available 3. All 

the visible MAs were marked during the process. A circular marker was used rather than 

pixel-based marker [47]. The main reason for the use of a circular marker is that majority of 

the literature has relied on lesion-based metrics to measure the accuracy of detection. Using 

lesion-based metrics makes the results more sensible since the measure is informative of 

the amount of MA candidates that were detected by a given algorithm. In contrast, reliance 

on pixel-based metrics can be misleading due to the imbalance in proportion between very 

few MA pixels and a large number of background pixels. 

 

Table 3.3Distribution of DR grades (a) and resolutions (b) of images in the dataset. 

Retinopoathy Grade Number of 
Microaneureysms 

No. of Images 
(training) 

No. of Images (test) 

DR0 0 8 8 

DR1 1-5 3 4 

DR2 6-14 3 3 

DR3 >15 2 1 

 TOTAL 16 16 

 

Motivated by the Retinopathy Online Challenge [47], each MA candidate was labelled using 

one of the following categories: Obvious, Regular or Subtle and Close-to-Vessel. The labels 
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Obvious, Regular or Subtle are based on the relative visibility and/or local contrast of the 

corresponding MA in the image. Close-to-Vessel is a label given to MA candidates that lie 

close to a blood vessel. A detailed explanation of each category is mentioned in [47]. 

3.2.2 Evaluation 

The public MESSIDOR dataset mentioned in the previous section was used to train and 

measure classifier model error. Hence, the models have been built using the training set and 

accuracy of the model was measured using the 16 images in the MESSIDOR test set. In order 

to ensure that the model is not overfitting the MESSIDOR dataset the performance of the 

model was also measured on the DIARETDB1 test set. In the case of an overfit model the 

error on the DIARETDB1 test set would be greater than the error on the MESSIDOR test set 

[137]. Hence, it was important to ensure that the error on both the MESSIDOR and the 

DIARETDB1 sets was similar for the model. The following procedure was followed in order to 

perform the evaluation on the dataset: 

 The MESSIDOR dataset was split into 16 images for building the model (training set) 

and 16 images for measuring the model classification error (test  set) as shown in 

Table  3.3. 

 The procedure outlined in Section  3.1.2 was used to generate the 70 features. The 

training groundtruth was used to label the features. These features were used to 

train the Tree Ensemble classifier and generate the model. Note that the training set 

was undersampled in order to maintain a balance between the positive and negative 

samples. One parameter that needs to be set for the Tree Ensemble classifier is the 

number of generated trees (𝑁). Figure  3.5 shows the out-of-bag (OOB) classification 

error as a function of the number of trees in the Tree Ensemble classifier. A value of 
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𝑁 = 40 was selected based on Figure  3.5. This is also within the range 

recommended by Breiman [141]. The value of 𝑁 was chosen from the plot at the 

point where there is no more significant decrease in the OOB error. 

 For each image in the MESSIDOR test set, the procedure outlined in Section  3.1.2 

was used to find the set of candidates and their corresponding features. Each 

candidate feature vector was then fed into the classifier in order to classify it as a 

true candidate or a false positive. 

 The final classified set of candidates was then compared against the ground truths in 

order to assess the performance. 

In addition to the proposed algorithm, Fleming’s algorithm [66]was also implemented in 

order to compare it against the proposed technique. Fleming uses a K-Nearest-Neighbours 

classifier with 9 features. This will be known as the “basic feature set”. In addition, the K-

Nearest-Neighbours classifier has been trained with all 70 features, and this will be known 

as “extended feature set”. 

 

 

Figure 3.5 Out of bag (OOB) classification error as a function of the number of trees in the Tree 
Ensemble classifier. 
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Figure 3.6 shows example patches from the MESSIDOR images for the three methods 

mentioned above. The figure shows several patches from multiple colour images. The 

patches are scaled by 200% and for each patch the groundtruth, the MA candidates (after 

region growing) and the result of the classification have been highlighted. For the purpose 

of comparison the results are shown for the proposed method, Fleming’s algorithm with the 

basic feature set, and Fleming’s algorithm with the extended feature set. 

 

(a) 

 (colour image)   (Tree ensemble) (Fleming basic) (Fleming extended) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 
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Figure 3.6 Examples of microaneurysm detection algorithms applied to the MESSIDOR dataset. The 
first column shows the colour image patch. Columns 2-4 show the preprocessed image with the 

algorithm results highlighted. A blue circle represents the groundtruth labelled  microaneurysm. A 
green circle represents an MA candidate detected by the algorithm. A red circle represents anMA  

candidate that was detected as a candidate MA but classified as a false positive by the classifier.The 
yellow boundaries shows the vessel regions detected by the QUARTZ software [144]. 

 

The colour codes of the labels in Figure 3.6 are as follows: A blue circle represents the 

groundtruth labeled microaneurysm. A green circle represents an MA candidate detected by 

the algorithm. A red circle represents an MA candidate that was detected as a candidate MA 

but classified as a false positive by the classifier. Further analysis of these visual patches is 

presented below along with the quantitative results. 

(d) 

 

(e) 

 

(f) 

 

(g) 
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In order to measure the accuracy of the algorithm, the sensitivity of the proposed method 

was measured [61]. Given image 𝐼𝑖 in a test set (for 𝑖 = [1. . 𝑡], where 𝑡 is the number of 

images in the test set), let 𝐺𝑖 be the set of true MA objects (groundtruth) for image 𝐼𝑖 and 

𝐶𝑖be the set of detected candidates after classification (Section 3.1.3) for image 𝐼𝑖. The 

sensitivity is defined as: 

 
𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 =

∑ │𝐺𝑖 ∩ 𝐶𝑖│
𝑡
𝑖=1

∑ │𝐺𝑖│
𝑡
𝑖=1

 
(3.13) 

Where |𝑥| represents set cardinality of x. Thus the sensitivity is the proportion of true 

candidates detected in proportion to the total number of true candidates. A candidate 

𝑐 ∈ 𝐶is considered to be equivalent to  𝑔 ∈ 𝐺 if the pixel coordinates of g and c overlap by 

at least 1 pixel (Figure 3.7). Note that the sensitivity was measured at a candidate level 

rather than at a pixel level (lesion-based sensitivity). Since the number of true negatives 

cannot be determined, a Free Receiver Operating Curve (FROC) was used rather than a 

traditional ROC curve [9]. In an FROC curve, the x-axis is replaced with the average number 

of false positive candidates per image instead of the specificity. Figure 3.9 shows FROC 

curves for both the proposed method (using the Tree Ensemble classifier) (solid) and 

Fleming’s method (using K-Nearest Neighbours) (dotted) for multiple categories in the 

dataset. Each curve was generated by evaluating the trained model on the test set. The 

dotted curve represents the performance of Fleming’s state-of-the-art algorithm on the 

MESSIDOR dataset, the dashed curve represents the performance of Fleming’s algorithm 

(using the K-Nearest-Neighbours classifier) with the extended feature set. 
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Lesion-based sensitivity was used for the purpose of evaluation. A value of 𝐾 = 15 was used 

for the K-Nearest-Neighbours classifier [66]. Each classifier produces a probability value (𝑃) 

between 0 and 1 representing the likelihood of it being a true one. A threshold value 𝑃𝑡 was 

used to produce the final classification (i.e. class = 0 if  𝑃 ≤ 𝑃𝑡, otherwise class = 1) .The 

value of 𝑃𝑡was varied in order to generate the FROC curve. Tree Ensembles generate trees 

at random and generate the attribute splits at random as well [136], [137]. Due to this 

feature of the classifier, every run produces results with slightly different accuracy 

(Figure 3.8). To overcome the varying results, the Random Forest classifier was applied 

multiple times and, for each run in the curve, the Area Under each Curve (AUC) was 

computed. Finally, the curve with the median AUC value was displayed. This helps reduce 

the variability in the FROC curve. For our experiments it was found that applying the 

classifier 11 times was sufficient to reduce the variability in the results. In an experiment run 

on the MESSIDOR dataset the Tree Ensemble classifier was run 100 times and the average 

mean squared error (MSE) for all the curves was found to be 0.0124, which shows that the 

variability in the classifier can be considered negligible. 

 

Figure 3.7 An example of a candidate (dotted circle) that is considered to match a groundtruth (solid 
circle). There is a match since the centre of the candidate lies within the groundtruth region.3 
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Figure 3.8 An example of variability in results everytime a Tree ensemble model is built for 
classification. In this example the Tree ensemble classifier was run 11 times and the maximum, 

minimum and median results are displayed. 

 

Figure 3.9 shows the FROC curves for the three algorithms: Tree ensemble, Fleming (basic 

feature set) and Fleming (extended feature set). The model was built using the training set 

of the MESSIDOR dataset and the performance was measured using the MESSIDOR test set. 

The first FROC curve in Figure 3.9 was generated by evaluating the classification model 

performance on the test set (16 images, 128 microaneurysms) after training using the entire 

set of MA labels in the training set (16 images, 128 microaneurysms). 

 

a) MESSIDOR - All Candidates 

 

b) MESSIDOR - Obvious Candidates 
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c) MESSIDOR - Regular Candidates 

 

d) MESSIDOR - Subtle Candidates 

 

e) MESSIDOR - Close-to-vessel Candidates 

 

f) Test set - DIARETDB1 

 

g) ROC Dataset 

 

 

Figure 3.9 Free-Receiver operating curve (FROC) for all microaneurysm candidates in the test set. In 
f) the black lines represent the performance of each respective model on the DIARETDB1 test set by 
training on the DIARETDB1 training set, while the blue lines represent the performance of each model 

on the DIARETDB1 test set after training on the MESSIDOR training set. 

 

In addition, evaluations for the subsets of the MESSIDOR groundtruths are also presented: 

obvious candidates, regular candidates, subtle candidates and close-to-vessel candidates. 

Each reported performance for a subset of the MESSIDOR dataset was trained on the 

respective subset of microaneurysm groundtruths in the dataset. This was done to highlight 

the variation in performance for each category of microaneurysms. Finally, the classification 
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models were tested on the test set of the DIARETDB1 set. In order to demonstrate the 

overfitting process, two models were generated for each classifier: first by training on the 

MESSIDOR training set and second by training on the DIARETDB1 training set. The models 

were then evaluated on the DIARETDB1 test set (61 images, 169 microaneurysms). In 

Figure 3.9(f) the black curves represent the performance of each respective model on the 

DIARETDB1 test set using a model which was trained on the DIARETDB1 training set (28 

images, 85 microaneurysms), while the blue curves represent the performance of each 

model on the DIARETDB1 test set using a model which was trained on the MESSIDOR 

training set. It is observed that the blue curve performance is comparable to the dashed 

black curve, which represents the performance of the Fleming (extended feature set) 

algorithm on the DIARETDB1 dataset. This shows that the Tree Ensemble classifier is 

generalizable across datasets since the performance is still comparable using a model 

trained on a different dataset. It should be noted that while the classifier has been shown to 

be generelisable between training and test sets, there are still some parameters in the prior 

stages that need to be set and are dependent on both the image resolution and the field of 

view. These parameters include: 

- The median filter applied for background estimation (preprocessing). The size of this 

filter needs to be larger than all the features in the image in order to eliminate these 

structures. 

- The 𝜎 parameter of the Gaussian filter. Emperically a value of 𝜎 = 1 has produced 

good responses across the three datasets being evaluated. 

- The structuring element width needs to be set to a value which is larger than the large 

blood vessel structures in the images 
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- The maximum region growing size. Empirically it was found that a value larger than 

the largest MA candidates produces acceptable results. 

The final plot in Figure 3.9 represents the performance benchmarks of the dataset on the 

Retinopathy Online Challenge dataset. Since the training set groundtruths are not available 

for this dataset, the training set was split into 2 parts (25 images each) and they were used 

for training and evaluating the algorithm. It is observed that the performance is relatively 

low on the ROC dataset comparted to both MESSIDOR and DIARETDB1. This can be 

explained by the fact that the groundtruth of this dataset has generated discussion in the 

literature [48], [49] due to the observation that many of the MA candidates marked in the 

groundtruth are invisible to the viewers or could not be seen by other expert observers. 

In order to quantify the results further, the ROC Scores for each method are presented in 

Table 3.4. The ROC Score [47] calculates the average sensitivity of the curve at multiple False 

Positive Rate intervals (1/8, 1/4, 1/2, 1, 2, 4, 8). In other words, the ROC score measures 

the average sensitivity of a technique at low False Positive rates. The ROC score simply 

captures the first section of the FROC curve (until 8 FP/image) as a simple quantifiable 

result. The ROC score focuses on the algorithm performance at low false positive rates.  

 

Table 3.4 ROC scores for multiple categories in the set. Bold represents the maximum score. 

Category Method 

 Fleming 

(basic feature 
set) 

Fleming  

(extended feature 
set) 

Proposed method 

(Tree ensemble) 

MESSIDOR - All candidates 0.2479 0.3125 0.3923 

MESSIDOR (Obvious Only) 0.1916 0.2238 0.4321 

MESSIDOR (Regular Only) 0.2479 0.3125 0.3923 
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MESSIDOR (Subtle Only) 0.0298 0.0509 0.0593 

MESSIDOR (Close-to-vessel 
Only) 

0.0060 0.0060 0.1148 

DIARETDB1 (test set) 0.1143 0.1132 0.2109 

ROC dataset 0.0373 0.1665 0.1523 

 

Fleming [66] is used as a baseline for comparison with the proposed technique . Fleming’s 

reported per-lesion performance on a large private dataset is comparable to recently 

published methods. This makes it reasonable to use it as a baseline for comparison. Recent 

methods which are comparable to Fleming include Wu (2015) [81], Adal (2014) [80], Inoue 

(2013) [73] and Li (2013) [68]. The sensitivities for these methods at 1 FP/image are: Fleming 

(2006) 0.51, Wu (2015) 0.23, Adal (2014) 0.36, Inoue (2013) 0.23. This value of 1 FP/image 

was chosen since it is the median value of the 8 samples used while computing the ROC 

Score [47]. Quantitative and visual analysis of the results of the proposed method are 

discussed below. 

The FROC curves in Figure 3.9  can be understood by observing the patches in Figure 3.6. It 

is observed that the Tree ensemble classifier is superior to the K-Nearest-Neighbours 

classifier in terms of eliminating the false positives in the image. This is observed more 

evidently in rows (e), (g) and (f), since the second column shows more red circles that do not 

intersect with a true candidate (blue circle). To elaborate, a red circle which does not 

intersect with a blue circle is a true negative. A blue circle which intersects with a green 

circle is a true positive. A blue circle which intersects with a red circle, or does not intersect 

with anything is a false negative. 
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The patches show that most of the time, the three methods equally detect the true positive 

candidates in the image. In fact, Figure 3.6(c) shows that the proposed method has marked 

a true candidate MA as a false positive while the K-Nearest-Neighbours classifier correctly 

marked it as a true candidate. The conclusion drawn is that all methods are almost 

equivalent in terms of maintaining true positive candidates while the proposed method is 

superior in terms of eliminating false positives. This is important from a clinical perspective 

since a reduction in the number of false positives while maintaining the same sensitivity will 

avoid over-referral of the patients. One more interesting observation is that of Figure 3.6(d) 

which shows an example of a close-to-vessel candidate. The figure shows that during the 

preprocessing phase the candidate merges with the vessel and therefore remains 

undetected as a candidate. This indicates why the performance of close-to-vessel 

candidates is very low for all methods. 

The analysis of the patches in the previous paragraph will help to explain the FROC curves in 

Figure 3.9. The FROC curves show that the proposed method performs better when all 

candidates are considered. In addition, it is also better at distinguishing close-to-vessel 

candidates. However, the curves intersect in the case of Obvious, Regular and Subtle 

candidates. This makes it difficult to judge which method performs better. For this purpose, 

a numerical measure is needed in order to compare the curves in a more objective manner.  

The ROC Score [47] calculates the average sensitivity of the curve at multiple False Positive 

Rate intervals (1/8, 1/4, 1/2, 1, 2, 4, 8). Table 3.4 shows the ROC scores for the 

corresponding ROC curves in Figure 3.9. As illustrated by the FROC curves, the ROC score for 

the proposed method is better in terms of all candidates and close-to-vessel candidates. It 

also achieves a better score for regular, obvious and subtle candidates. 
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Figure 3.9(f) shows that the proposed method can build a model that is generalizable across 

datasets. In this figure the black lines represent the performance of each respective model 

on the DIARETDB1 test set by training on the DIARETDB1 training set, while the blue curves 

represent the performance of each model on the DIARETDB1 test set after training on the 

MESSIDOR training set. It can be seen that the proposed method is much more 

generalizable than the Fleming technique since the performance does not deteriorate 

significantly even when the classifier is trained on a different dataset (training on MESSIDOR 

and testing DIARETDB1). This fact increases the confidence that overfitting does not occur 

on the model that was trained on the MESSIDOR dataset. 

 

    
Figure 3.10. Examples of candidates falsely detected on vessels. Red circles represent intial 

candidate MAs detected by the proposed method 

 

One of the common causes of false positives is the vessel cross sections and vessel regions 

that have not been removed (Figure 3.10) [66], [78]. This is one of the opportunities where 

combining spatial information can reduce the number of false positives in the image. 

Per pixel evaluation 

In addition to a per-lesion based evaluation, a per-pixel evaluation can give insights about 

the performance of the algorithm at a pixel level. Figure 3.11 shows ROC curves for the 

performance of the proposed algorithm on various datasets at the pixel level. The curves are 
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plotted for sensitivity against the positive predictive value (PPV). For each pixel, the 

algorithm labels it as either a candidate or not. There are 4 possible outcomes for each 

label: 

 True positive (TP): Algorithm labels a pixel as a candidate pixel and it is a candidate 

pixel. 

 False positive (FP): Algorithm labels a pixel as a candidate pixel and it is not a 

candidate pixel. 

 True negative (TN): Algorithm labels a pixel as background pixel and is a background 

pixel 

 False negative (FN): Algorithm labels a pixel as a background pixel and it is not a 

background pixel. 

Based on the number of True positives, false positives and false negatives, the sensitivity 

and PPV values can be calculated as follows: 

 
𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 =

𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁
 

(3.14) 

 
𝑃𝑃𝑉 =

𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃
 

(3.15) 

Where 𝑇𝑃, 𝐹𝑃, 𝑇𝑁, 𝐹𝑁 represent the number of pixel occurrences of each category 

respectively. Finally, a threshold value can be varied based on the classifier result for each 

candidate and this can be used to generate the ROC curves. Note that a lot of methods have 

used the specificity measure for the ROC score [47], [60], [60], [69]. However, the specificity 

value can be biased in this case since there is a large imbalance between the number of 

background pixels and the number of foreground pixels. There are very few microaneurysm 
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pixels compared to the number of background pixels. Since the specificity value measures 

the proportion of background pixels that are correctly measured by the algorithm, this 

measure will be quite high for most algorithms since the false positives will account for a 

very small proportion of the total set of background pixels. 

Figure 3.11 shows the MESSIDOR, DIARETDB1 and the ROC datasets. The evaluations have 

been performed for Fleming, Fleming with extended feature sets and the proposed 

algorithm which uses a tree ensemble classifier. Every algorithm produces a set of 

candidates and the likelihood of each classifier being a true candidate. A threshold 

parameter is varied in order to generate each ROC curve. 

 

a) Messidor – all candidates 

 

b) Messidor - obvious 

 

c) messidor – regular 

 

 

d) Messidor - subtle 
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e) Messidor – ctv 

 

f) Diaretdb1 

 

g) ROC dataset 

 

 

Figure 3.11 ROC curves for per-pixel evaluation of the proposed algorithm compared with 2 other 
methods. The evaluations were performed on MESSIDOR, DIARETDB1 and ROC datasets. 

 

The value of the sensitivity represents the proportion of true negative ground truth pixels 

that have been detected by the algorithm. The PPV value represents the probability of the 

algorithm performing a positive detection – given that a pixel was selected. Similar to the 

per-lesion evaluation, the variants of the MESSIDOR dataset are also considered (obvious, 

regular, subtle and close-to-vessel candidates).  

In general, it is observed that the pixel-based sensitivities in Figure 3.11 are much lower 

than the lesion based sensitivities (Figure 3.9). Intuitively, one would expect the sensitivities 

of the lesion-based measure to be close to the sensitivities of the pixel-based measure 

considering that the algorithms would match the pixels of each detected lesion. However, it 

is observed that this is not the case. For example, for the MESSIDOR dataset, the knee-jerk 
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of the curve reaches a sensitivity of just above 0.2 (Figure 3.11(a)), whereas in the per-lesion 

case it reaches a sensitivity of over 0.6 (Figure 3.9(a)). This suggests that only 30% of the 

candidates’ pixels are detected on average (0.2 = 0.6 ∗ 30%). Upon further investigation, it 

was noted that many of the groundtruth labels assume that the shapes of microaneurysm 

candidates are circular[47]. Furthermore, it was observed that a lot of the groundtruths are 

less conservative about the actual boundaries of each candidate (Figure 3.12). 

Since a lot of the curves overlap, it is difficult to compare the performance across the 

algorithms. While not perfect, the area under the curve for each plot can be used to provide 

a direct comparison between multiple algorithms. Table 3.5 shows the area under the curve 

(AUC) for each plot in Figure 3.9. The proposed algorithm achieves a higher AUC in the case 

of the ROC dataset and the MESSIDOR dataset. It achieves a higher AUC for the regular and 

subtle categories of the MESSIDOR dataset. The method proposed by Fleming achieves a 

higher AUC in the case of MESSIDOR (obvious) and DIARETDB1. The reason for this is 

probably due to some candidates which have been detected by the KNN classifier in Fleming 

but detected as false candidates by the tree ensemble classifier. As noted in the previous 

section, the tree ensemble classifier performs better at removing false positives but may 

also remove more true positives from the image. In contrast, the KNN classifier may contain 

more false positives, but could also correctly mark some candidates as true while the tree 

ensemble classifier would eliminate these candidates. 

 

Table 3.5 Area Under the Curve for per-pixel evaluation of microaneurysms across various datasets 

Category Method 

 Fleming 

(basic feature 

Fleming  

(extended feature 

Proposed method 

(Tree ensemble) 
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set) set) 

MESSIDOR - All candidates 0.1704 0.1710 0.1971 

MESSIDOR (Obvious Only) 0.1844 0.1673 0.1550 

MESSIDOR (Regular Only) 0.1740 0.1571 0.1816 

MESSIDOR (Subtle Only) 0.0727 0.0810.2 0.0924 

MESSIDOR (Close-to-vessel 
Only) 

0.1305 0.1305 0.0151 

DIARETDB1   0.1207 0.0980 0.1133 

ROC dataset 0.0717 0.0757 0.0775 

 

Due to the ambiguity of pixel labelling for the groundtruths of microaneurysms, it is 

preferable to use a per-lesion measure for comparison since this measure has a clear 

indication about the performance of the algorithm in terms of the number of candidates 

that the algorithm has successfully detected. 

Another useful measure to assess the performance of a microaneurysm detection algorithm 

is a per-image evaluation. This measure produces a single evaluation for each image 

depending on whether or not it contained microaneurysms. Since microaneurysms are 

among the early signs of Diabetic Retinopathy, the existence or absence of a microaneurysm 

in an image can indicate whether a patient is healthy. This is why an image-based measure 

could have applications in a clinical application (for the diagnosis of DR).  
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Figure 3.12 Examples of Region growing stage applied to various candidates in the ROC dataset 

 

3.2.3 Feature Analysis 

Since a large number of features are used in the proposed algorithm a presentation of the 

discriminative ability of each feature would be insightful to understand the most impactful 

feature and also for other researchers developing microaneurysm detection algorithms. 

Figure 3.13 shows the importance of the features in the same order of appearance as in 

Table 3.1. The features are categorised by type. This performance was measured based on 
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the trees generated from the tree ensemble classifier. A rough visual analysis of the chart 

shows that there are some important features for each category of features. The important 

features which achieved a high importance value are: pre-processed image intensity (an 

intensity feature), minor axis length, (a shape feature), major axis length (a Fleming feature), 

1D Gaussian response perpendicular to maximum (a Gaussian feature), maximum response 

of the morphological structuring element (a morphological feature). A diverse range of 

features was detected in each case. This indicates that each category is contributing to the 

discrimination of features. 

 

 

Figure 3.13 Feature importance measured using the MESSIDOR dataset. X-axis represents the 
feature number. Y-axis represents the feature importance measure. 

 

The extended feature set of 70 features that was used is based on features that have been 

applied in the literature. The features used by the algorithm are among the most common 

features that were present in the literature.  
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However, a question which arises is whether all of the features are important features that 

contribute to the performance of the Tree ensemble classifier [145]. Some features may not 

contribute much information to the classifier and hence may be ignored. Experiments were 

performed to rank the features according to the Predictor Importance. The Predictor 

Importance for a given attribute is calculated by computing the entropy (or Information 

Gain) for each tree in the Tree ensemble and then computing the average entropy for each 

tree. The predictor importance can be computed while building the Tree ensemble model 

and provides an indication of the importance of features. Figure 3.13 shows the measured 

predictor importance for the 70 features in Figure 3.13. It is observed that there is varying 

importance for the features in the dataset. 

In general, by visualizing the graph it is observed that there are some important features for 

each category of features. It is observed that the Gaussian 1D and the Shape features are in 

general less important than the rest of features (though visual observation). This does not 

imply that they should be ignored, however, since to decide which features need to be 

removed a feature selection method should be utilized, and this step is left for future work 

46]. 

The top 5 and least 5 features in terms of discriminative ability are listed in Table 3.6. Some 

interesting observations can be made based on this table.  Firstly, it is observed that 

intensity features appear twice in the most discriminative list and also twice in the least 

discriminative list. The intensity features that appear in the most discriminative list are 

computed from the preprocessing channel, suggesting that computing features from this 

category will help produce discriminative features. Another observation is that 2 of 9 

Fleming features appear as most discriminative. The minor axis length feature also appears 
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to be in the list of most discriminative features. Interestingly, there is another Major axis 

length feature that appears in the shape feature category (feature 18). The difference 

between the major axis length in Fleming (2) and the shape feature list (18) is that the first is 

measured after fitting a paraboloid to each candidate whereas the latter does not fit a 

paraboloid. It is observed that feature 18 (major axis length shape feature) is ranked low in 

the graph whereas feature 2 (major axis length Fleming feature) is among the most 

discriminative features. This raises the question about whether they are both correlated 

features which causes only one of them to be given a high importance while the other to be 

given an understated importance value [146]. If that is the case, then one may utilize this 

fact and eliminate some of the Fleming features by substituting them with shape features 

that are more efficient since they are calculated at the pixel level.  

A final remark about the least discriminative features is that 3 out of the least 5 

discriminative features are moment features, which suggests that the use of moment 

features does not help in the classification process. The process of experimenting with 

feature elimination and selecting a smaller set of the 70 features is left for future work and 

is outside the scope of this thesis. 

 

Table 3.6 The 5 most (a) and least (b) discriminative features according to the bagging feature 
importance measure. 

(a) 

Feature 
number 

Feature 
description 

Category 

65 

 

 

 

The intensity 
range in the 
value channel 

Intensity 

(b) 

Feature 
number 

Feature 
description 

Category 

46 Mean candidate 
intensity in red 
channel 

Intensity 

36 Range in the hue 
channel 

Intensity 
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66 Intensity range in 
the 
preprocessing 
channel 

Intensity 

6 

 

Depth of 
candidate in the 
preprocessed 
image 

Fleming 

19 minor axis length Shape 

2 Major axis length Fleming 
 

12 3rd moment 
invariant 

Moment 

14 5th moment 
invariant 

Moment 

15 6th moment 
invariant 

Moment 

 

 

3.2.4 Algorithm Performance 

Tests were performed to measure the computational performance on the two datasets. The 

machine used for the tests was a core i5-4590 @ 3.30GHz CPU with 8GB RAM and an SSD 

hard drive. The total time taken for each stage over the whole dataset was computed and 

this was divided by the number of images in the dataset to get the average time spent per 

stage. The only exceptions are: 1) The ensemble training phase which was timed only for the 

training set of each dataset stage and 2) the classification step which was only timed for the 

test images of the dataset. 

 The average time required by the algorithm for each image in the MESSIDOR dataset was 

166 seconds, while the average time per image in the DIARETDB1 dataset was 65 seconds. 

The list of times that each stage of the algorithm takes is presented in Table 3.7. 

 

Table 3.7 Average performance of the proposed algorithm on both MESSIDOR and DIARETDB2 
datasets. The given times correspond to the average time per image for each dataset (with the 

exception of the classification time). 

Stage MESSIDOR time (s) DIARETDB2 time (s) 

Preprocessing* 1.77 1.85 

Initial Candidates Detection* 5.91 7.42 
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Region Growing* 51.08 20.66 

Features computation* 

   Paraboloid fitting 

   Fleming intensity 

   Fleming size 

   Moments 

Gaussian 

Gaussian 1D 

   Intensity 

   Shape 

   Morphological 

 

13.06 

16.40 

9.94 

0.087 

2.14 

1.39 

51.92 

11.34 

0.678 

 

3.09 

5.87 

3.54 

0.024 

0.76 

0.5917 

17.43 

3.81 

0.817 

Ensemble training** 0.90 0.025 

Classification (per candidate)*** 0.000038 0.000049 

TOTAL 166.61 65.869 

* Averaged over the entire dataset 

** Averaged over the training set only 

*** Averaged over the test set only 

 

Table 3.7 shows time taken by various parts of the algorithm on both MESSIDOR and 

DIARETDB2 datasets. It should be noted that the classification time was measured per 

candidate rather than per image. If it is assumed that each image contains 10 

microaneurysms on average then this value needs to be multiplied by 10-folds to get the 

classification time per image. The proposed algorithm takes close to 3 minutes for each 

algorithm on average (for MESSIDOR). However, it is noticed that there are three main 

bottlenecks which constitute around 2.5 minutes (83%) of the computation time: region 

growing, intensity features computation and Fleming features computation (which 

constitutes paraboloid fitting, size features and intensity features computation). Eliminating 

or optimising these steps could cause the algorithm to run in under a minute, and this is left 

 

Fleming 
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for future work for a more time-optimized version of the algorithm. Furthermore, the 

algorithms have run on the images without any resizing performed – resizing could decrease 

the computation time significantly. 

On the other hand, the average computation time for the DIARETDB2 dataset is 65.8s, which 

was only 40% of the time needed by the MESSIDOR dataset on average per image. The main 

reason for this discrepancy was that the number of microaneurysms labelled per image in 

the DIARETDB2 is 2.85 (89 images and 254 labelled candidates) compared to 8 

microaneurysms per image for MESSIDOR (32 images and 256 labelled microaneurysms). 

Intuitively this implies that less initial candidates will be detected per image in the 

DIARETDB2 dataset, which results in less computation for region growing and feature 

computation, since this needs to be computed for less candidates on average in DIARETDB2. 

Despite this discrepancy it is still noted that most of the time (76%) was spent on the 

aforementioned 3 bottleneck stages for the DIARETDB2 dataset as well. 

The performance of the proposed method is compared with the reported performances of 

other methods. Fleming has proposed several postprocessing methods and on average the 

reported performance in a dataset of 422 images was between 58 and 100s per image. The 

time performance of the hybrid classifier used by Akram [7] has been reported. The hybrid 

classier required 1.4 × 10−3s per candidate. One of the advantages of an ensemble 

classifier was that it was very efficient to train and test. The ensemble classifier requires less 

than a second for training in both DIARETDB1 and MESSIDOR datasets. Furthermore, 

classification was also very efficient for decision trees and it takes 4 × 10−5s on average. 

The theoretical computational complexity of several stages of this method will now be 

analysed. Let the following input sizes be defined: 
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1. The image input of size 𝑛 × 𝑚, 

2. The number of candidates detected in the image, 𝑐. This is image dependant, but 

some of the steps’ complexities depend on this value. 

3. The height of the deepest tree in the ensemble classifier, ℎ. This is length from the 

root node of the tree until a leaf node. 

Based on the input sizes above, the complexity of each step in the algorithm is analysed (in 

big-oh notation): 

1. Preprocessing: Preprocessing involves convolutions and arithmetic operations at the 

pixel level. Therefore, the number of the computations is a factor of the image size 

𝑛 × 𝑚. Therefore the computational complexity is 𝑂(𝑛 × 𝑚) 

2. Initial Candidates Detection: Initial candidates detection involves a morphological 

bottom-hat, a Gaussian convolution filter and a thresholding operation. Both the 

convolution filter and the thresholding operation are a function of the number of 

pixels and therefore their complexity is 𝑂(𝑛 × 𝑚). The morphological operation also 

depends on the length of the structuring element, which is constant, and therefore 

its complexity is also 𝑂(𝑛 × 𝑚). 

3. Region Growing: Region growing involves recursively expanding each candidates’ 

surroundings until a stopping condition is met, or a maximum size is reached. In our 

case the maximum size is 100 pixels.  At each iteration during the region growing, an 

energy function is computed, which depends on the number of boundary pixels of 

the candidate at this iteration. This value changes for each iteration. To simplify, it is 

assumed that the number of pixels is the maximum growth size (100 in our case). 

The number of iterations will also vary for each candidate. To simplify, it is assumed 
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that the number of iterations is constant for each candidate as well, 𝑖. This means 

that the number of operations will be 100 ∗ 𝑖 ∗ 𝑐, and therefore the complexity is 

𝑂(𝑐). 

4. Features Computation: The complexity for each of the feature categories is as 

follows: 

a. Fleming features: All the Fleming features depend on fitting a paraboloid to 

each candidate function. This is an optimisation function and the number of 

iterations will vary depending on the candidate intensity profile and how fast 

the optimisation algorithm will converge. Further analysis of this complexity 

is left for future work. 

b. Moments: Moment Invariant features are computed from the candidate 

pixel locations. Their computation involves arithmetic operations on the 

candidate pixel locations and therefore the computational complexity 

depends on the number of pixels in the candidate. 

c. Gaussian: These features are all based on convolution filters and therefore 

they are of order 𝑂(𝑛 × 𝑚) 

d. Gaussian 1D: These features are all based on convolution filters and 

therefore they are of order 𝑂(𝑛 × 𝑚) 

e. Intensity: 𝑂(1) 

f. Shape: Computing the shape features involves finding the connected 

component labels for the candidates. This can be done for each individual 

candidate. Therefore, the number of computations is dependent on the 

number of candidate pixels found. 

g. Morphological: 𝑂(𝑛 × 𝑚) 
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5. Ensemble Classification: There are a number of classification trees,𝑘, each of which 

has a certain height. To simplify, assume that all the trees have the same height, ℎ. 

Every classification step is applied to a potential candidate. A comparison occurs at 

each node in the tree from the root until a leaf node. Therefore, ℎ comparisons are 

made for the deepest tree. Therefore, the total number of comparisons required for 

the 𝑘 trees is 𝑘 × ℎ. Since 𝑘 is a constant factor, the complexity is 𝑂(ℎ). 

By combining all information above the complexities of the algorithm is of the order 

𝑂(𝑛 × 𝑚 + ℎ) [147] – which means that the number of computations performed varies 

linearly with both the image size and the height of the classification tree. 

3.3 Conclusion 

In this chapter, an algorithm that detects microaneurysms from colour fundus images has 

been proposed. The main contribution of this method was the use of a tree ensemble 

classifier during the classification stage, which has been very effective in other segmentation 

applications [5], [128]. Another contribution is the use of a large number of features per 

microaneurysm candidate for the purpose of classification. The computed features 

belonged to multiple categories such as shape, Gaussian filter responses, intensity, and 

morphological responses. 

The proposed algorithm applies some preprocessing steps in order to enhance the contrast 

of microaneurysms and remove uneven illumination. A Gaussian filter followed by simple 

thresholding was used in order to detect the initial set of candidates. Since vessel cross-

sections have an intensity profile similar to microaneurysms, they need to be removed 

before applying the Gaussian filter. A morphological bottom-hat operation was used in 

order to remove vessels from the image. A region growing operation was used to enhance 
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the shapes of the candidates. Finally, 70 features were computed for each candidate and 

these are used to perform the final classification. 

A new groundtruth dataset of the MESSIDOR dataset was introduced. The dataset consisted 

of microaneurysm labels for 32 images of the MESSIDOR dataset. The MESSIDOR dataset 

does not contain microaneurysm labels and therefore the groundtruth was completed in 

order to evaluate the algorithm on a per-candidate basis. The microaneurysm labels were 

categorized according to the appearance of each microaneurysm. The categories that were 

labels are: obvious, regular, subtle and close-to-vessel. This was done to assess the 

performance of the algorithm for candidates that possess varying appearances. The 

groundtruth dataset has been published and made publicly available online in order to 

encourage comparison with other techniques in the future. 

The algorithm was evaluated on three datasets (DIARETDB1, ROC and MESSIDOR) and 

compared with another state-of-the-art technique. Results were compared with an 

implementation of another technique (Fleming), and a variant of it. Visual results have 

shown that the proposed method’s ensemble classifier removes more of the false positives 

than Fleming’s K-nearest-neighbours classifier. However, in some cases the ensemble 

classifier incorrectly removes some of the true positive candidates. It was also observed that 

in some cases a candidate that is close to a blood vessel is removed at the early stages 

during the vessel removal step and as a result this candidate goes undetected.  

Quantitative results were presented for the proposed algorithm and compared with 

Fleming. Per-candidate FROC curves were presented for both MESSIDOR, DIARETDB1 and 

ROC datasets. In addition, FROC curves were plotted for each category in the MESSIDOR 

groundtruth (obvious, regular, subtle and close-to-vessel).In addition, results of training the 
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classifier on the MESSIDOR dataset and evaluation on the DIARETDB1 set were presented. 

The objective of doing this was to observe whether the proposed algorithm was 

generalisable and robust to images from different sets. This is important, since in a practical 

scenario the classifier will only be trained once and then run on images from a variety of 

patients. The ROC score achieved by the proposed method on the MESSIDOR dataset was 

0.3923, compared to 0.2479 for the Fleming algorithm. The ROC score achieved by the 

proposed method on the DIARETDB1 dataset was 0.2109, compared to 0.1143 for the 

Fleming algorithm. 

One of the advantages of using a tree ensemble classifier is that it can rank features 

according to their importance during the training phase. The proposed feature set was 

analysed to understand which of the 70 features are more distinctive for classifying 

microaneurysms. The features belonged to multiple categories, including: Moment features, 

shape features, Gaussian features, intensity features and morphological features. Some of 

the features in the set are similar and therefore are likely to be eliminated. For instance, the 

major and minor axis lengths of each candidate are computed twice: once at a pixel level 

and once from the best-fit paraboloid. An open question is whether all four features are 

necessary or whether two of those can be eliminated from the feature set. According to the 

feature ranks only the major axis length was ranked highly while the pixel-level feature was 

not. This suggests that only one of these features is necessary, and there is a chance that 

they may be correlated. Further feature selection to reduce the size of the feature set of the 

classifier was left for future work. The presentation of the feature ranking will be helpful for 

future algorithm designers who wish to include a supervised classification stage. 
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The computational efficiency of the proposed technique was measured and results were 

reported. The total time required to run the algorithm was in the range of 60-

160seconds.On the other hand, the reported performance of Fleming was between 58 and 

100 seconds. Further efficiency can be achieved by eliminating some of the features that 

need to be computed (particularly the intensity features take a lot of time to compute). 

Furthermore, the region growing stage can be made more efficient since it is one of the 

bottlenecks of the proposed method according to the empirical results. Theoretical 

computational complexity of the proposed method was discussed. The overall 

computational complexity of the proposed method was found to be 𝑂(𝑛 × 𝑚 + ℎ); where 𝑛 

and 𝑚 are the image width and height respectively, ℎ is the height of the classification tree. 

This complexity is in Big-Oh notation, and it means that the number of computations 

performed on the algorithm grows linearly as a function of both the image size and the 

height of the classification tree. 

In the next chapter, the proposed algorithm will be extended to work with a spatial pair of 

images. Given a spatial pair of images from the same eye (one optic-disc centred and 

another macula centred) a collective segmentation the microaneurysms will be presented 

which makes use of the extra information from both images. 

 



 

4 
CHAPTER 4 MICROANEURYSM 

DETECTION USING SPATIAL 
INFORMATION 

 

 

In many Diabetic Eye Screening Programmes, including the UK National Health Service 

Diabetic Eye Screening Programme (NHS DESP), at least 2 views of the retina are captured 

including both optic disc centred view and the fovea centred images. These images overlap 

together and thus have common MAs that appear in both views (with variability in 

contrast). Despite the availability of both views, the majority of algorithms that have been 

proposed in the literature have only considered the information contained in a single image.  

In this chapter, a combination of spatial information from two retinal images for 

microaneurysm (MA) detection will be performed. As discussed earlier, Diabetic 

Retinopathy (DR) is one of the most common causes of blindness among working-age adults 

[148]. Signs of DR can be detected from images of the retina which are captured using a 

fundus camera. Microaneurysms (MAs) are one of the early signs of DR. Several algorithms 

for automated MA detection from single 45-degree fundus images have been proposed in 

the literature. However, in many Diabetic Eye Screening Programmes, including the UK 
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National Health Service Diabetic Eye Screening Programme (NHS DESP) [149], at least 2 views 

of the retina are captured including both optic disc centred view and the fovea centred 

images (Figure 4.1). These images overlap together and thus have common MAs that appear 

in both views (with variability in contrast). Despite the availability of both views, the 

algorithms that have been proposed have only considered the information contained in a 

single image. In this chapter, an increase in detection accuracy is achieved by fusing the 

information from two views of the retina. 

 

 

Figure 4.1. a) A conceptual diagram of the two spatial views of the retina (optic disc and fovea 
centered). The patches in b) and c) demonstrate how the same microaneurysm in different views of 

the retina can have a varying level of contrast. 

 

In the previous chapter, a new algorithm for microaneurysm detection has been presented. 

The algorithm has used a Gaussian filter to detect candidate microaneurysms from an 

image. A tree ensemble classifier was used to classify and detect the likelihood of a 

candidate being a true candidate or a spurious one. This algorithm has relied on features 

from a single image to perform this classification. In this chapter, the combination of 

classifier results from spatial information in retinal images will be explored. Figure 4.1 
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illustrates the concept of a spatial pair of images that contain an overlapping region. The 

methodology of the algorithm will be explained in the next section. Experimental results will 

be presented in Section 4.2. Finally, the Chapter will be concluded in Section 4.3. 

4.1 Methodology 

Some of the multi-image analysis techniques have been covered in the literature review 

chapter (Section 2.4). Conor [25] performed vessel segmentation on a series of fundus 

images and measured both vessel tortuosity and width in these images. This was done in 

order to find a correlation between these measures and some signs including Diabetic 

Retinopathy. Arpenik [124] used fractal analysis to distinguish between normal and  

abnormal vascular structures in a human retina. Patterson [125] developed a statistical 

approach for quantifying change in the optic nerve head topography using a Heidelberg 

Retinal Tomograph (HRT). This was done for measuring disease progression in glaucoma 

patients. Artes [126] reported on the temporal relationship between visual field and optic 

disc changes in glaucoma patients. Bursell [127] investigated the difference in blood flow 

changes between insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (IDDM) patients compared to healthy 

patients in video fluorescein angiography. Narasimha [123] used longitudinal change 

analysis to detect non-vascular anomalies such as exudates and microaneurysms. A 

Bayesian classifier is used to detect changes in image colour. A “redness” increase indicates 

the appearance of microaneurysms. Similarly, an increase in white or yellow indicates the 

appearance of exudates. While the problem of analysing “change” and “progression” of 

disease has been studied in the literature, to the best of our knowledge, the combination of 

a spatial pair of retinal images for the improvement of detection of MAs has not yet been 

explored. 
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In this section, a novel method for combining information from two views of the retina 

(optic disc centred and fovea centred) will be presented. The technique will be evaluated 

using a dataset of spatial image pairs. Figure 4.2 illustrates the overview of the proposed 

method. A way to compare MA candidate detection using the combined image versus the 2 

singular images from the same patient was needed. 

The method proposed in the previous chapter has been adapted to work on 2 images of 

different spatial views. As shown in Figure 4.2, the 2 images were analysed using the 

algorithm proposed in Chapter 3 as normal. This produces a set of 2 scores (scores(1) and 

scores(2)). The intention is to combine these 2 scores together. However, before fusing the 

scores a way to find correspondences between candidates is needed. Therefore, the images 

need to be aligned first (Image Registration) and then a match between corresponding 

candidates should be found (Candidate Matching). Each of the matched candidate’s scores 

can then be combined to produce a single set of scores for both images. This combination 

should increase the confidence in some true MA candidates, and will hence improve the 

final algorithm after the final scores are thresholded with an operating point 𝛼.In the 

following sections the Image Registration, Candidates, Matching and Fusion of Scores stages 

are described in greater detail.  
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Figure 4.2. An overview of the proposed methodology. 

 

4.1.1 Image registration 

Image registration is the process of aligning two images so that their corresponding pixels lie 

in the same space. One image is known as the reference image and the other image (known 

as the moving image) is transformed to be aligned to this reference image. A global 

transformation model was used which means that a single transformation was applied 

across the entire moving image. This has the advantage of simplicity and efficiency, but may 

not be as accurate as localised registration techniques. Since the goal of this chapter was to 

introduce a proof of concept with regards to combining spatial information during 

microaneurysm detection, the accuracy achieved was sufficient for this purpose. More 

accurate registration techniques will be investigated in future work. 
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A manual registration technique was employed where corresponding ‘control points’ are 

selected from each image. These control points are used to solve the global transformation 

model equations and find the transformation parameters (Figure 4.3). Corresponding points 

were annotated in each pair of images (as specified byTable 4.2). 

 

 

Figure 4.3. The manual control point selection process for the image registration phase. 

 

A similarity model is selected as the global transformation model for alignment (justification 

for this was provided in Section 4.2.2). After the control points were selected, the 

transformation model was estimated by solving for the unknowns given the point 

correspondences. Finally, the moving image is warped onto the reference image to produce 

the final alignment. Once the images were aligned together, correspondences can be found 

between candidates detected in each image. This will be discussed next. 

4.1.2 Candidate Matching 

Once both images were aligned, the candidates detected from both images lie in the same 

coordinate space and hence can be matched by their location. As will be indicated by the 

non-zero CEM values in Figure 4.11, it is expected that there will be some shifts in the 

aligned images. This will result in some of the MA candidates not being perfectly aligned in 
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the registered image pair. In order to account for some inaccuracies in the registration, the 

following method was used to find matches between 2 candidates: 

Given two aligned images I1 and I2, each candidate 𝑅 detected in 𝐼1needs had to be 

matched to one of the candidates detected in 𝐼2. The centre of candidate Rwas found and a 

circular search region with radius r around R was defined. A match was made with the 

candidate in I2 whose center lay closest to R. If no candidate in I2wasfound in this region, 

no match will be made. This procedure was repeated for all candidates in I1. In our case 

rwas defined to be 15 pixels which is twice the size of an average candidate in our dataset ( 

Figure 4.4). This offers more tolerance to account for potential inaccuracies in the image 

registration. 

More formally, let P ∈ {p1, p2, … pn} be the set of candidates detected from the image I1 

and Q ∈ {q1, q2, … qm} be the set of candidates detected from image I2. Our goal was to 

find a set of correspondences C = {{pr1
, qs1

}, {pr2
, qs2

}, … {prl
, qsl

}} (where ri ∈ [1. . n] and 

si ∈ [1. . m]) which represent the correspondences between these candidates. Note that 

some candidates would not have any correspondences and in this case, they would not be a 

member of any set pair in C. In practice either P or Q were chosen as a ‘reference set’ and 

matches were found from the other set. For instance, if we picked P as a reference then for 

each pi we found a corresponding match from Q and added it to C if any existed. But we 

would not do vice versa – Q would not be used as a reference, and this was done for 

consistency – the goal is to find a one-to-one relationship between the matched candidates. 
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Figure 4.4. An illustration of the tolerance added while matching 2 candidates. The dashed circles 
represent two candidates from two views of the retina. It is assumed that they are misaligned due to 
registration inaccuracy. The solid circle represents a tolerance region around the first candidate and 

using this method a match is made. 

 

Figure 4.5 shows examples of correspondences found after following the procedure above. 

In each cell of the figure, the first row(a, b) shows a colour image pair while the second row 

in the figure (c,d) represents the green channel extracted from each image in the first row. 

Note that the candidates are matched from the image on the right column (b, d) to the 

image on the left column (a, c). The annotation numbers represent the matches from P to Q 

(A visual representation of C). Candidates annotated with “-1” in the right image represent a 

candidate that has no correspondence in the other image (no match found in C). The blue 

circle in the figure represents a true candidate. In Figure 4.5(1) a match has been found 

between the true candidate in (b) and its corresponding candidate in (a). Furthermore, it 

was observed that the candidate has a much higher contrast in the right image than it does 

on the left one. The MA candidate was still visible in the left image but was much more 

subtle. Nevertheless, a combination of information from both candidates will give us higher 

confidence that is a true candidate. Figure 4.5(2) shows a vessel bifurcation being falsely 

detected in both views of the retina. This is one of the challenges of the candidate matching 

method that needs to be overcome. Figure 4.5(3) Shows a faded vessel segment that is 

falsely detected in both views. Figure 4.5(4) Shows a true candidate detected in both views. 

r 
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A variability in contrast can be observed and hence the fusion of scores will be beneficial in 

this case. 

 

(1) 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

(d) 

 
 

(2) 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

(d) 

 
 

(3) 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

(d) 

 
 

(4) 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

(d) 

 
 

Figure 4.5. An example of the candidate detection result. In each cel: a) A colour image from an optic 
disc centered image. b) The fovea centered view of (a). (c) The green channel image of (a). d) the 
green channel image of (b). The numeric annotations on (b) represent the result of the matching 
operationwitha).‘-1’represents no match. 1) Candidate #113 is a true candidate and it has been 

correctly matched in both images (b). The candidate has variable contrasts in both images as can be 
seen in (c) and (d). The matching will hence improve the confidence regarding this candidate.2) A 

vessel bifurcation point being falsely detected in both views. 3) A faded vessel segment being falsely 
detected in both views. 4) A true candidate being correctly matched in both views. The candidates 

more subtle in the left column. 
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In fact, human retinal graders often switch between both views of the retina when they 

have suspicions regarding one candidate. The existence of signs in both images would give 

graders more confidence to classify an abnormality as a microaneurysm. The process of 

matching in the proposed method attempts to replicate this type of human behaviour. 

4.1.3 Scores fusion 

Given that correspondences have been established between candidates and that each 

classifier has produced scores for each candidate, the final step is to find a fused set of 

scores that represent a combination of information from both images. Suppose that there 

are two matched candidates a and b from images I1 and I2 respectively. Furthermore, 

assume that I2 is the reference image –i.e. the current requirement is to classify the 

candidates in I2. Define the function fuse as follows (Equation (4.1)): 

 
fuse(𝑎, 𝑏) = {

 max(𝑎, 𝑏) 𝑖𝑓𝛽1 < 𝑏 < 𝛽2

𝑏, otherwise
 

(4.1) 

Where β1 and β2 are algorithm parameters specified between 0 and 1. In other words, given 

2 matching candidates, the maximum of both their scores is taken only if b lies between the 

two threshold parameters (β1 and β2). The parameters β1 and β2 are used to limit the 

number of false candidates that get their scores maximized in the final set. This is because 

maximization of scores should only be done for true candidates. The fusing process is also 

illustrated in Figure 4.6. 

It should be noted that performing fusing the scores using a mean or weighted mean 

operation is the most sensible in this case if we consider that the two scores belong to 

independent signals and the objective is to maximise the signal-to-noise ratio [62]. 

However, it was observed empirically that a majority of the detected candidates belong to 
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noise, and performing a mean in this case would decrease confidence in some of the true 

candidates. Therefore, performing a max operation would avoid this since in most cases the 

score of the true candidate is the higher among both scores. 

If a candidate in a reference image has no match in the other image then its score is simply 

copied over to the fused set (Figure 4.6). Once the fused score set is computed a final 

threshold can be performed at an operating point 𝛼 to find the final set of classifications as 

described in Section 4.1. 

 

 

Figure 4.6. The method employed for the scores fusion phase. 𝜷𝟏 and 𝜷𝟐 are parameters set for the 
model. 

 

4.2 Experimental Evaluation 

This section reports on the evaluation results of the algorithm after performing experiments 

on a dataset which consists of spatial image pairs. The results of this chapter are also 

reported in [150]. 

4.2.1 Dataset 

The dataset used for evaluation consists of 40 patients imaged as a part of UK NHS DESP. 

The set consists of retinal images for 40 patients. 16 images are available for each patient: 
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Fovea and macular centred images for 2 eyes over 2 years. In other words, there are 4 

images per patient per year, and there are 8 images per patient. The total amount of images 

is 320 images, 160 images for each year. Figure 4.7 illustrates the set of images that are 

available for each patient.  All the images were captured between 2012 and 2013.  Research 

Governance approval was obtained.  Images were pseudonymized, and no change in the 

clinical pathway occurred.  

 

 

Figure 4.7 The images and views available for each patient in the longitudinal dataset. Key: OD 
centred - Optic disc centred image, Arrows: Images that were registered together, dotted line: Images 

that were groundtruthed for microaneurysms. 

 

Table 4.1 shows a summary of the various image resolutions in the dataset. While the 

images were of different resolution, they all had the same aspect ratio of 1.5. Moreover, all 

the images had the same field of view (45 degrees).  A professional grader (RW) was asked 

to ground truth the microaneurysms that were available in the images for the year 2013. 

Only the images of 2013 were ground truthed since the experiments have focused on the 

detection of microaneurysms in a single year. The main idea of this dataset was to provide a 

proof-of-concept that relying on features from multiple images will improve the 

performance of a retinal imaging algorithm. This could be either images from multiple views 
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(optic disc and fovea-centered), or images captured over time (same-view images captured 

a year apart).  This concept, in essence, replicates what graders do in real-life situations 

where they refer to another view of the retina, or an image from the previous year, when 

they suspect the presence of a microaneurysm (or any other abnormality). The framework 

proposed could be extended to other features on retinal images (such as exudates or new 

vessels). 

The professional grader was asked to highlight circular shapes around each microaneurysm 

[47] that were visible. These annotations were used to create the binary groundtruths that 

were used to assess the images. Furthermore, the grader was asked to use prior knowledge 

about multiple views (Fovea centered and OD-centred images) while performing the 

grading. In particular, the fovea region in the optic disk is usually out of focus and MAs are 

not clearly visible in this region of the image (they usually appear subtle). However, they are 

more visible in the fovea region of the fovea-centred image. Graders would normally refer 

to the OD-centered image to verify an MA candidate that they suspect exists in the fovea-

centered image (since the MA would probably appear subtle in the other image). The same 

concept can also be applied to longitudinal images, where an MA appearing in a retinal 

image from a later date can be cross-validated from an image from an earlier date.  

Hence, as explained above, the grader was asked to mark even those candidates that can be 

cross-validated from other images, even if they had appeared as subtle candidates. Note 

that many of these examples of subtle MAs would have been ignored by the grader if he 

were simply looking at a single image. However, these were specifically marked in order to 

demonstrate proof-of-concept examples regarding MA candidates that appear in multiple 

images.   
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Table 4.1 The distribution of image resolutions in the longitudinal dataset. 

Image Resolution MA Count (Year 
2012) 

Count (Year 2013) Total count 

3888 x 2592  32 24 56 

2592 x 1728 12 48 60 

3872 x 2592 0 12 12 

4752 x 3168 44 32 76 

4288 x 2848 8 20 28 

3504 x 2336 48 24 72 

2544 x 1696 16 0 16 

TOTAL 160 160 320 

 

For the sake of the spatial fusion experiments, only the images from the year 2013 were 

considered (160 images). An illustration of the images that were used for evaluation is 

shown in Figure 4.8.In the next section, the results of performing experiments on this 

dataset will be presented and discussed. 

 

Figure 4.8. An illustration of the types of images available in the spatial dataset. OD centered – optic 
disc centered. Only images from 2013 were considered for the spatial experiment evaluation. 

 

4.2.2 Image Registration 

Based on the literature summarised above, four transformation models were evaluated: 

Similarity [151], Affine [84], [152], Polynomial [102], [117] and RADIC [119], [153].  
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In the similarity model, 5 parameters need to be estimated (4 unknowns). These are 2 for 

translation, 2 for scaling and 1 for rotation. Each control point provides 2 correspondences 

(x and y) and therefore defines 2 equations. Since there are 5 unknown parameters, at least 

3 control points are needed to solve the similarity equation defined in Equation (4.2): 

 
[
𝑥1̂

𝑥2̂

1

] = [
𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃 − 𝑠𝑖𝑛 θ 0
𝑠𝑖𝑛 θ      𝑐𝑜𝑠 θ 0

0 0 1
] [

𝑠𝑥1
0 𝑡𝑥1

0 𝑠𝑥2
𝑡𝑥2

0 0 1

] [
𝑥1

𝑥2

1
] 

(4.2) 

The affine model requires 6 parameters need to be estimated since it adds an extra degree 

of freedom for shearing in addition to rotation. Therefore 3 points are needed: 

 

[
𝑥1̂

𝑥2̂

1

] = [

𝑠𝑥1
ℎ𝑥1

𝑡𝑥1

ℎ𝑥2
𝑠𝑥2

𝑡𝑥2

0 0 1

] [
𝑥1

𝑥2

1
] 

(4.3) 

The RADIC model applies an affine model with an extra optimisation step in order to correct 

for radial distortions. The radial correction step is defined in Equation (4.4): 

 𝑣 = 𝑢 × (1 + 𝑘. 𝑟2) 
(4.4) 

Where 𝑢 is the polar coordinate in the original space and 𝑣 is the transformed coordinate, 𝑟 

is distance to the coordinate centre and 𝑘 is a constant between −1 and 1 that determines 

the amount and type of radial distortion that needs to be optimised [153].  

A polynomial model with degree 2 is estimated from the coordinates. 12 unknowns need to 

be found, therefore 6 control points are needed: 
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(4.5) 
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Where 𝐴𝑖  and 𝑏𝑖; 𝑖 ∈ [1. .6], are the 12 parameters that need to be estimated for the 

transformation.   

The parameters of each transformation model were estimated using the six control points 

manually selected on each pair of images. These control points were selected on each 

image’s vessel cross sections since it was easiest to identify corresponding points at these 

areas. Figure 4.9 shows samples of checkerboard patches selected at random from the 

registered image pairs. In general, it was difficult to identify the most accurately registered 

model by visual observation of the patches alone since there was an observed discrepancy 

in performance across rows.  

None of the transformation models perfectly aligns the vessels in all four patches. Hence, a 

more objective method for selecting the model was needed.  

 

Affine Polynomial RADIC Similarity 
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Figure 4.9. Sample checkerboard patches showing registration of multiple transformation models. 

 

Table 4.2 The number of control points needed for each transformation model 

Transformation model No. of control points needed 

Similarity 3 

Affine 3 

Polynomial 6 

RADIC 3 

 

As shown in Figure 4.9 it is difficult to decide which transformation model achieves best 

performance. Therefore, a more objective measure of registration performance is needed. 

During the registration, there was a reference image Ir and a moving image Im which is 

transformed to be in the coordinate space of Ir. After the image was transformed to the 

coordinate space of Ir an overlapping region was defined as all the pixel coordinates where 

both Ir and Im exist (overlap).  
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The Centreline Error Measure (CEM) [153] quantifies the mean of the minimum distance 

between each pixel along the centreline of the reference image and the closest pixel in the 

moving image. Given a set of coordinates in the reference image that lie on its vessel 

centreline (Figure 4.10) and are on the overlapping region of the two images: 

V={v1, v2, … , vN; vi ∈ (x, y)}. Similarly, let U={u1, u2, … , uL; uj ∈ (x, y)} be the set of points 

on the moving image that lie on its vessel centreline and belong to the overlapping region. 

Let t(p) be a transformation that transforms a point p from the moving image space to the 

reference space. The centreline error metric for a transformation t(p) on the moving image 

is computed as follows: 

 
𝐶𝐸𝑀 =

1

𝐿
∑│𝑀(𝒖𝑖) −  t(𝒖𝑖)│

𝐿−1

𝑖=0

 
(4.6) 

 𝑀(𝒖𝒊) = argmin
𝑗=1..𝑁

 d(𝒗𝑗, 𝑡(𝒖𝑖)) 
(4.7) 

Where d(𝒙, 𝒚) represents the Euclidean distance between coordinates 𝒙 and 𝒚. Therefore, 

the CEM calculates the average distance between each point on the reference image and 

the nearest point on the registered moving image (in the overlapping region). 

A box and whisker plot of CEM values for each registration model in the same view was 

plotted in Figure 4.11. This plot is helpful to summarize the data since it shows the median 

value and the spread of the values (upper-quartile, lower quartile and the highest and 

lowest value). Based on this plot it was observed that while the polynomial model contains 

some of the lowest CEM values (highest accuracy) compared to other models, the 

distribution of its values also contains the highest spread (as can be seen by the height of 

the polynomial ‘box’, as well as the highest and lowest values). This can also be seen by the 

number of outliers in the polynomial plot. This high variance in values is also expressed by 
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the standard deviation of the values as can be seen in Table 4.3. This suggests the 

undesirable “instability” of the polynomial model. It is observed that the lowest standard 

deviation values are exhibited by both the affine and the similarity models (with the 

similarity model having a slightly lower standard deviation). Both the mean and standard 

deviations of these models were similar to each other which makes their performance 

comparable. The similarity model was selected since its values exhibited the lowest 

standard deviation. Some additional experiments to assess the performance of the Radial 

Distortion Correction (RADIC) Model are discussed below. 

 

 

Figure 4.10 An example of overlapping vessel centerlines for computing Centerline error after 
registration. The distance between each red pixel and the nearest blue pixel is computed and the 

average of all distances is a measure of alignment accuracy. 

 

Table 4.3 Centerline Error Metric (CEM) mean and standard deviation values for various 
transformation models. 

 Similarity Affine Polynomial RADIC 

Mean 4.40 4.50 4.74 4.49 

Standard Deviation 1.51 1.536 3.82 1.536 
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Figure 4.11. A Box and Whisker plot of the Centerline Error Measure (CEM) values. 

 

As shown by the CEM values in Table 4.3, the accuracy of registrations for both Affine and 

RADIC were very similar. However, it is expected that the RADIC model should offer a better 

accuracy than the affine model as a result of the radial distortion correction step [153]. 

In order to affirm the results above, experiments were performed on fovea and optic nerve 

centred colour retinal images collected from 20 patients with Type 2 diabetes mellitus (with 

consent), attending medical retinal clinics over a 6 months period.  Approval for image 

collection and analysis was obtained from the Institutional Review Board of the Moorfields 

Eye Hospital, and adhered to the tenets set forth in the Declaration of Helsinki. The images 

are anonymised and sample images are shown in Figure 4.12. 

The images were captured with a TOPCON TRC 50IX camera. Pupils of the participants were 

dilated prior to image capture. The field of view (FOV) was 45 degrees.  

The following procedure was used to compare several transformation models: 

1- Image masks and centrelines were generated from the raw images. Visual inspection 

was used to ensure that the centrelines were accurate. Figure  4.12 shows an 

example image with these steps applied. 
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2- For each patient, control points in each pair of raw images were selected. This allows 

the registration of each pair of images for a given patient. 

3- For each image pair, the following registrations were performed using the manually 

selected control points: 

a) Similarity registration (least squares method) 

b) Affine registration (least squares method) 

c) 3b + radial correction 

4- The results of the registration were visualised and inspected to ensure that the 

control points were accurate. 

5- The Centreline error metric (CEM) was calculated for all the registrations in point 3. 

The centreline error metric is the average distance between each centreline pixel in 

the reference image and the closest centreline pixel in the target image  

Point 3(c) above corresponds to the Radial Distortion Correction Model[153]; which includes 

an affine transformation, followed by a radial correction step. The registration pairs are 

selected such that each older image is registered with all the newer ones. For example, if we 

have images 1, 2, and 3 sorted oldest to newest, the registration pairs will be: (1,2), (1,3), 

(2,3). In the next section, the results of performing the experiments will be presented and 

discussed. 

Figure 4.13 shows a sample of the results for a set of images from one participant. Visual 

inspection of the results shown in Figure 4.13 indicates that there is a slight improvement in 

the registration performance as a result of applying the radial correction (3c). The same 

pattern is observed for the rest of the 20 image sets as summarised in Table 4.4. A set of 

results relating to one set of images has been excluded from Table 1 (DM0013, 
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DM00016) because of the poor quality of the segmentation and centrelines generated from 

this set of images. This was due to significant abnormalities that were present on the 

retina). An overall average improvement of 1.5% in registration performance of the 

application of the radial correction (3c) is seen in comparison to the affine method (3b). This 

suggests that the radial distortion correction step is not adding a significant improvement in 

accuracy and therefore may be omitted in favour of faster computation speed. 

 

 

Figure 4.12 (a) Retinal image (b) Extraction of retina mask (c) vessel segments and (d) vessel 
centrelines (c). 

It is important to emphasise that the images in our dataset have a large overlap of greater 

than 80%. In addition, since the images in the dataset were mostly macula centred, they 

were acquired from a similar viewpoint. This means that the radial distortion during image 

capture should be similar for most image pairs [153]. The results in Table 4.4 also show that 
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the similarity model performs well in many cases and sometimes slightly outperforms the 

affine model. This may be due to the non-existence of shearing distortion in the image 

dataset, making the similarity model useful in this case. This result supports the selection of 

the similarity model for registration which was performed according to the evaluation 

results earlier in this section. 

An important remark is that these the radial correction is applied to only one of the images. 

However, since the radial distortion is a non-linear transformation, it needs to be corrected 

for each image independently [154]. This may explain the non-significance of the radial 

correction stage in the obtained results 

 

Table 4.4 Confidence interval for each of the 20 image sets (mean ± standard deviation). The third 
column represents the % improvement of 3c relative to 3b (RADIC compared to affine). 

Image ID Similarity (3a) CEM 
(pixels) 

Affine (3b)  CEM 
(pixels) 

RADIC CEM improvement compared to Affine 
(3b) 

│𝟑𝐛 − 𝟑𝐜│

𝟑𝐛
× 𝟏𝟎𝟎% 

 

DM0001 14.51 ± 3.13 14.58 ± 3.38 0.81 ± 0.17 

DM0002 8.64 ± 3.76 9.12 ± 3.39 1.21 ± 0.49 

DM0003 8.76 ± 2.99 8.79 ± 2.94 2.06 ± 1.14 

DM0004 4.64 ± 1.29 4.68 ± 1.37 6.44 ± 3.15 

DM0005_OS 12.59 ± 4.44 12.65 ± 4.24 0.8 ± 0.55 

DM0005_OD 12.61 ± 0.61 12.65 ± 0.77 0.52 ± 0.31 

DM0006 8.16 ± 1.34 8.28 ± 1.3 1.07 ± 0.27 

DM0007 7.53 ± 4.88 7.48 ± 4.94 3.33 ± 2.71 

DM0008 8.26 ± 0.74 8.07 ± 0.89 1.03 ± 0.15 

DM0009 14.55 ± 6.93 14.82 ± 6.97 0.79 ± 0.36 

DM0010 11.32 ± 3.87 11.4 ± 3.6 0.93 ± 0.38 

DM0011 6.01 ± 0.99 6.16 ± 1 3.14 ± 1.81 

DM0012 35.89 ± 19.03 35.73 ± 19.06 0.11 ± 0.09 

DM0014 7.12 ± 5.16 7.03 ± 5.06 0.9 ± 0.53 

DM0015 7.28 ± 1.2 7.46 ± 1.05 1.56 ± 0.66 

DM0017 65.4 ± 35.56 63.8 ± 33.91 0 ± 0 

DM0018 11.95 ± 5.55 12.02 ± 5.45 1.03 ± 0.77 
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DM0019 9.26 ± 1.26 9.34 ± 1.25 0.06 ± 0.04 

DM0020 8.76 ± 0.36 9.07 ± 0.47 1.92 ± 2.51 

AVERAGE 13.855 ± 5.425 
 

13.849 ± 5.317 
 

1.457 ± 0.847 

 

 

 

Figure 4.13 CEM values for image DM0001, where 3(a), 3(b) and 3(c) refer to the methodology steps 
mentioned above. 

 

The effectiveness of radial correction for retinal image registration was investigated using 

longitudinal images from 20 patients with Type 2 diabetes mellitus. In order to assess the 

contribution of the radial correction step, it was applied separately and the CEM values 

were measured and compared with other lower-order models (similarity and affine). The 

results show that in the case of large overlaps and small FOV, it may be sufficient to use the 

affine or the similarity model, hence saving the computational time needed to optimise the 

extra radial correction parameters. 

Experimental results show that although radial correction offers an improvement, it was 

small compared to the initial affine alignment accuracy. Importantly, the dataset used for 

the experiment had image pairs with large overlap (>80%). This suggests that if the image 

pairs have a large overlap, the radial correction step is less significant and it may be simpler 

to use the affine model or similarity model to achieve accurate enough registrations if 
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computational time and simplicity of method are important. Furthermore, the experiments 

performed earlier in this section on the spatial set of multi-view image pairs also affirm this 

result (on a smaller overlap). 

4.2.3 Quantitative Results 

The method for fusing the scores has been discussed in Section 4.1.3. In order to evaluate 

the effectiveness of this method a baseline method is needed for comparison. The baseline 

used in these experiments was the original proposed method that detects the candidates 

from a single image [130]. The goal was to provide a direct comparison between the 

performance when spatial information was accounted for and when it was not accounted 

for. The method used to compare [130] with the proposed method of this paper was as 

follows: 

1- A tree ensemble model was generated using the training set. This was the same 

algorithm documented in Chapter 3. Candidates were generated for each image and 

then 70 features were computed for each candidate. The groundtruth was used to 

label the candidates and both features with labels are used to train the ensemble 

model. 80 images were used for training (Figure 4.7, 2013 only). 

2- Features were generated from the validation set and the ensemble model (decision 

tree ensemble from point 1) was used to assign scores to each candidate in the 80 

images of the validation set. 

3- In the case of the original image that used single images, an FROC (Free-Receiver 

operating) curve [61] was generated using these scores alone. This is the solid curve 

in Figure 4.14. 
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4- To incorporate spatial information, each image pair (optic disc centred and fovea 

centred) had their corresponding candidate scores fused as explained in the 

methodology section. The fused scores were then evaluated collectively for each 

image pair and this was used to generate the FROC curve. This is the dotted curve in 

Figure 4.14. 

The parameters for scores fusion wereβ1 = 0.4 and β2 = 0.95 (Equation (4.1)). Automating 

the process of selecting these parameters will require further analysis on a larger dataset 

and is left for future work. A slight increase in accuracy was observed after spatial 

information is incorporated. This increase can be captured quantitatively using the ROC 

score measure [47]. This score measures the sensitivity values at various x-axis intervals. The 

measured ROC score shows an increase of 0.02 after adding spatial information, which is a 

2% increase. This increase can be explained intuitively as follows: Some candidates appear 

very subtle in the optic disc centred image, especially at the edge towards around the fovea 

region (Figure 4.5(1) and Figure 4.5(4)). This is because the retina is spherical and would get 

distorted during image acquisition. This distortion would affect the candidates towards the 

edge of the image. But these same candidates would appear more clearly in the Fovea 

centred image. This is because the same candidates now lie in the centre of the captured 

image, and hence their appearance will be obvious in the image. If an MA candidate appears 

more obvious visually, it is expected that the classifier should produce a higher score for this 

candidate. If the same candidate appears more subtle in another view of the retina, the 

classifier will assign a lower score to that candidate. However, when the scores are fused, 

the maximum score of both candidates is computed, and this will result in a higher score for 
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the more subtle MA candidate that was originally given a lower score. This is why the FROC 

curve for the fused candidates shows a better performance. 

 

 

Figure 4.14 A comparison of performance between the technique applied to single images (solid) and 
after incorporating spatial information (dashed) 

 

Figure 4.15 illustrates this intuitive concept by showing a plot of the corresponding pairs of 

scores. The figure shows a correspondence of scores for the test set where “score 1” and 

“score 2” on the axes refer to the methodology scores in Figure 4.2. Furthermore, true 

candidates are labelled in blue while false detections are labelled in orange. Let us assume 

Score 2 is the reference image and that the candidate scores are being matched to score 1. 

Since the set parameters are β1 = 0.4 and β2 = 0.95the main interest is in the cross section 

of these values from the score 2axis. By observing the extreme right region of the graph it is 

observed that some true candidates exist in this cross-sectional region. These receive higher 

scores along the x-axis. Hence, the maximum of both scores in the fused set will improve 

their scores and this will result in a higher FROC curve. 
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In order to place this improvement into context, Table 4.5 lists a summary of the number of 

candidates that could benefit the information combination. According to the table, 18% of 

the candidates contain correspondences in the training set, whereas 11% of the candidates 

contain correspondences in the test set. This means a maximum improvement of 11% is 

possible from this information combination. The observed 2% improvement is therefore an 

18% improvement of the amount possible (11%).  

 

Figure 4.15 The scores from each corresponding spatial pair of images (these are the same scores as 
illustrated in Figure 4.2). True candidates are labelled in blue circles while false detections are 

labelled in orange crosses. The orange line represents the linear line for the equation x=y. 

 

Table 4.5 Summary of the groundtruth candidates that contain matches in the corresponding spatial 
pair. 

 Total Groundtruth candidates Matched groundtruth candidates 

Training set 112 21 

Test set 96 11 

 

The additional processing involved in the work described in this chapter is the time for 

Image Registration, Candidates Matching and Score Fusion. These are the blue ellipse stages 

in Figure 4.2. The image registration is dependent on the algorithm of choice. In this work 
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since it is based on manual control points the overhead is the control point selection and 

the time to solve a series of equations. An automated registration method may require an 

optimisation step and hence more time will be required for this step [106]. Given a spatial 

image pair, let 𝑐1 be the number of candidates detected in one image, and 𝑐2 be the number 

of candidates detected in the other image. The candidates matching step requires the 

calculation of the distance between each pair of candidates detected in both images and 

hence has a complexity of 𝑂(𝑐1 × 𝑐2) (using Big O notation). The Score Fusion phase will 

fuse the scores together from one image (𝑐1 fusions) and then fuse the scores from the 

other image (𝑚 fusions) and therefore will have a complexity of 𝑂(𝑐1 + 𝑐2). In practice, on 

acore i5-4590 @ 3.30GHz CPU with 8GB RAM and an SSD hard drive, the time per image for 

each of the three stages was as follows:  

1. Image Registration: 0.02 s   

2. Candidates Matching: 1.30s   

3. Scores fusion: 0.001s. 

The sum of the above timings is 1.321s. The total time for the test dataset was computed 

and then the average value per image pair was found. The average time per pair for the 

entire process was 4.141s. This means that the average overhead is about 32% of the time 

required per image (1.321s out of 4.141s). This does not take into account the time for 

manual control point selection, however, automated registration will be implemented in 

future work. Methods for optimising the speeds of the other stages are also left for future 

work. 
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4.3 Conclusion 

In this chapter, a novel algorithm that combines spatial information from two views of the 

same retina for the purpose of microaneurysm (MA) detection is proposed. As seen in the 

literature review chapter, a lot of the published work has been based on the detection of 

MAs from single retinal images. A new microaneurysm detection algorithm has been 

introduced in the previous chapter. In this chapter, the problem has been redefined to 

assume that two views of the retina are available and the objective is to use the information 

from both to detect the microaneurysms in both images simultaneously. The clinical 

application of the work done in this chapter would be its incorporation into diabetic eye 

screening programmes, thereby assisting the National Health Service in the detection of 

diabetic retinopathy. Screening in England has a recommendation of at least 2 images per 

eye so the assumption that two views are available would be valid in this context.  Early 

Treatment Diabetic Retinopathy Study (ETDRS) grading [155] is based on a categorical 

variable.  Accurate counts of abnormalities could lead to a more refined grading/risk 

prediction using a continuous variable, or more accurate estimates of MA turnover that may 

better predict progression of disease.  

This chapter proposed a method for aligning the images, detecting candidates, matching 

candidates from both views and then combining the information from both views to 

perform microaneurysm detection from both views simultaneously. A semi-automatic 

registration method was used to align the images. Control points were manually selected 

from a private dataset of spatial image pairs. Six control points were selected in each image 

based on matches from the vessel bifurcation points. Four transformation models were 

assessed: Similarity, affine, radial distortion correction (RADIC) and polynomial. 
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Transformation parameters were estimated using the six control points and the images 

were aligned. The accuracy of the alignment was measured using the vessel centrelines in 

each image. The metric used to quantify the accuracy of registration is known as the 

centreline error metric (CEM). Based on this metric the similarity transformation model was 

selected since it was the most stable model and had the lowest CEM value (similarity – 4.4, 

affine – 4.5, polynomial – 4.74, RADIC – 4.49). Following alignment a method for candidates 

matching was introduced which considers potential misalignments that may occur during 

registration. The method adds a tolerance value during matching so that candidates are 

matched even if there is a slight shift between the aligned images. Finally, each pair of 

matched candidates is classified using by the scores of the candidates. The scores for each 

candidate are found using the ensemble classifier. The method for fusing scores takes the 

maximum of both scores if one of the scores lies between two thresholds (𝛽1 and 𝛽2).  

The proposed method was evaluated on a Diabetic Eye Screening Programme dataset of 160 

images that contained 207 microaneurysms. The combination of information from multiple 

images was shown to increase the performance in comparison to the ensemble algorithm 

applied to a single image. An account of the computational overhead required for the 

combination of information was presented. Some of the limitations of the work in this 

chapter are: 1) The computational overhead required for the additional steps of the 

proposed method, 2) The registration process is semi-automatic and requires manual 

control points selection. 3) The registration alignment is not accurate enough. As a future 

work, the scores fusion stage can be further improved to reduce more false positives and 

increase true positive detections. An improvement in performance compared to detection 

from an algorithm that relies on a single image (Chapter 3) is shown as an increase of 2% 
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ROC score, hence demonstrating the potential of this method. A threshold parameter needs 

to be selected manually to decide which candidates should be fused with correspondences 

with the other image (based on the classification score).The results of this chapter are also 

reported in [150]. 

In the next chapter, another dimension of information combination in terms of temporal 

images will be explored. These will be images captured for the same patient over time. 

Information about the progression of the MA candidates and the possibility to achieve more 

accurate detection results using this additional information will be explored. 

 



 

  5 
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Diabetes patients have images of their retinas captured regularly. This means that multiple 

retinal images will be available for the patients that have their image captured over multiple 

intervals of time. These images will be of the same view and therefore they will have a large 

overlap between each image. Aligning these images is expected to be less challenging due 

to the larger overlap between them compared to spatial image pairs. Also, more 

correspondences between candidates can be found due to the larger overlap. The 

difference, however, is that microaneurysms may have developed during the time interval 

between consecutive imaging appointments. 

In this chapter, a similar technique to that described in the previous chapter will be applied 

to a temporal set of images. The problem being addressed in this chapter is: given an image 

captured in the current time interval, is it possible to incorporate information from another 

image captured at a past time interval in order to improve the detection accuracy of the 

current image? 
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While there are similarities between the spatial and temporal aspects of the problem, there 

are also several differences that need to be highlighted. Firstly, there will be greater 

variation in the appearance of the microaneurysm since it develops overtime. The 

difference in variation overtime. This variation will depend on the health progression of the 

patient. For some patients, a microaneurysm may develop into a haemorrhage, in which 

case it will no longer be classified as a microaneurysm. Furthermore, progression of diabetic 

retinopathy can cause an increase in the number of microaneurysms present [156]. 

The second difference is that the overlap between images is also quite large. In the case of 

temporal images of the same view the overlap will be almost 100%. While this exposes 

opportunities to match candidates together, it is also likely to cause more false matches 

with noise. 

These differences may require a modification to the framework to adapt to the new 

requirements. The proposed method of fusing candidate scores may not be sufficient in this 

case, and it may be required to explore a better way to assign likelihoods to matched 

candidates. The methodology section will cover the techniques used to align and combine 

information from the temporal images, while highlighting the main differences from the 

experiments performed on the spatial techniques. The discussion section will present an 

analysis of the experimental results. Final concluding remarks will be mentioned in 

section 5.3. 

5.1 Methodology 

The method applied to temporal images is similar to the method applied to spatial images. 

However, combining information from temporal images differs from combining spatial 

information as follows: 
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1- The appearance of microaneurysms in temporal images could have changed. Some 

microaneurysms might have disappeared. Others could have developed further. 

Others may have stayed the same. This is not the case in spatial images. 

2- The overlap in temporal images is much larger than a spatial image pair. The images 

are almost fully overlapped. 

3- Different kinds of distortions may have occurred in a temporal image pair, since the 

camera types may have differed and also the lenses used. 

The change in appearance of microaneurysms can be a challenging aspect when comparing 

two candidates in the temporal case. For example, a candidate may have not existed in the 

past but appeared in the current image. Comparison with candidates in the previous image 

could lead to matching the candidate with another false positive or noise. This is an 

undesirable effect that should be avoided, since it could cause more false positives to 

appear in the future image. 

The dataset used for evaluation is derived from the same dataset that was described in 

Section 3.2.1. The following subsections will cover the phases of image registration and 

candidate matching. A discussion of a suitable technique for the fusion of scores in temporal 

images will also be presented. Concluding remarks will be mentioned in section 5.3. 

5.1.1Image Registration 

As discussed in Section 4.1.1, Image registration algorithms that have been proposed for 

Retinal images have been summarized in Section 2.2. Early work on retinal image 

registration [99], [84], [85], [100],[86],[101] has used a lower-order transformation model 

(similarity or affine model) to perform the registration. Since the eye is approximately 

spherical in shape, a higher order quadratic model is more appropriate to estimate the 
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distortion caused during the process of retinal imaging (intuitively) [102]. However, since 

the retina is almost planar on small fields of view (such as fundus photographs, where the 

field of view captured is around 45 degrees of the retina), these registration methods 

produce modest errors in such scenarios [102]. The majority of the proposed feature-based 

methods have relied on vessel bifurcation and crossover points. 

The temporal images were registered in the same way spatial images were registered 

(Section 4.1.1). Each image from 2013 was registered to the corresponding image from 2012 

(details about the dataset are described in Section 5.2.2). 6 markers were manually inserted 

at the bifurcation points. Inserting the markers was a more simple task for the longitudinal 

images due to the larger overlap in these image and so finding a suitable bifurcation or 

crossover point was a more straightforward process.  

With respect to the temporal images contained in the dataset there were 160 pairs of 

images to be registered, in contrast to 80 registration pairs in the spatial case (In the spatial 

case there was one registration performed per eye, corresponding to the 2 views of each 

eye. Since there are 2 eyes x 40 patients, 80 registrations were required in total. In the 

temporal case, each image was to be registered to the previous year image of the same 

view. In total there are 40 patients x 2 eyes x 2 views per eye, and therefore the number of 

registrations for the temporal case was 160). similarity transformation model parameters 

are solved using the six control point pairs in each image to perform the registration. Details 

about the selection of the model, and control points are provided in Section 5.2.2. 

5.1.2 Candidate Matching 

A similar procedure to that of the spatial technique was used for the Candidate Matching 

phase (Section 4.1.2). After the images are aligned they will both belong to the same 
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coordinate space. In other words, the coordinates on the transformed image will 

correspond to the coordinates on the base image. As will be seen in Table 5.1, some 

inaccuracy of registration is expected and therefore the candidates will not be perfectly 

aligned. As will be seen in Section 5.2.2 there may be a shift in the range of 4.65 ± 2.93px in 

the coordinates which will cause slight misalignments for corresponding candidates. In order 

to account for these inaccuracies a tolerance is added when searching for a corresponding 

candidate. This is the same tolerance as in the spatial case since the registration accuracies 

are similar for both cases (comparing Table 4.3 and Table 5.1). 

Figure 5.1 shows examples of candidate matches that have been found during this phase. In 

each subfigure the first row in each subfigure (a, b) shows a colour image pair while the 

second row (c, d) in the represents the green channel extracted from each image in the first 

row. Candidates are matched from the image on the right column (b, d) to the image on the 

left column (a, c). The annotation numbers (yellow labels) represent the matches from the 

right image to the left image. Candidates annotated with “-1” in the right image represent a 

candidate that has no correspondence in the other image. The blue circle in the figure 

represents a true candidate. In Figure 5.1(1) there is a candidate that appears well in 2013 

that was not visible in 2012 (#113). This particular candidate is more visible in 2013 and 

therefore there will not be a big advantage from looking back to the previous candidate in 

this case. Figure 5.1(2) shows a similar example of a microaneurysm that has further 

developed over a year (#166), but in this case the microaneurysm is more subtle even in 

2013. There may be an advantage of looking back to the 2012 image, since the classifier 

confidence may not be very high in this case and hence finding a corresponding candidate in 

the past will increase our confidence after the classifier scores are fused.  Figure 5.1(3) 
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shows an example of a candidate that was not detected in the future image and therefore it 

will go undetected even after fusion. It was not possible to find an example of a 

microaneurysm that has been faded out in a future image within the dataset (clearly visible 

in 2012, but subtle in 2013). Many of the dataset images were manually inspected to search 

for such examples but none were found. It is likely that such an example does not exist in 

this dataset. 

 

(1) 

2012 2013 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

(d) 

 
 

 

(2) 

2012 2013 

(a) 

 

(b) 
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(c) 

 

(d) 

 
 

 

(3) 

2012 2013 
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(b) 

 

(c) 

 

(d) 

 
 

Figure 5.1 Examples of candidates matching from 2013 to 2012. The yellow circles represent the 
search region around the centre of a detected candidate. The labels on the top-right image represent 
which label in the top-leftimagewasmatched.Alabelof“-1”inthetop-right image means that there 

was no match from the image in 2012. A blue circle represents a groundtruthed image.1) A candidate 
that is visible and detected in 2013 appears with less contrast in 2012 2) A candidate with similar 

appearance is detected in both images 3) A subtle candidate that is close to a vessel is not detected 
in both years and therefore will not benefit from the proposed approach. 

 

5.1.3 Combining feature vectors 

In the previous chapter, the concept of candidate matching followed by fusion of scores was 

explored. This methodology may not produce desirable results in the temporal case due to 

the differences discussed in the introduction section. In order to tackle this problem, an 

alternative approach is explored to detect the patterns between the features of matched 
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candidates more effectively. The evaluation section will apply both the scores fusion and 

feature extension methods in order to compare the performances of both frameworks on 

the temporal set. 

Rather than combining the scores after the ensemble classification step of each image pair, 

a different approach would be to combine the feature vectors together before performing 

the classification. Figure 5.2 shows the overview of the stages if feature combination was 

performed. After the candidates in the image pair are matched, the feature vectors for each 

candidate are computed and corresponding feature vectors are extended to form a 140-

dimensional feature vector (70 features from each candidate). 

These features are used to both train the model and classify the candidates. As a result, only 

one classifier is required and at the same time it will depend on features generated from 2 

corresponding candidates. Figure 5.3 illustrates this idea. The illustration displays two 

different views of the retina, but the same concept is applicable to similar views of the 

retina as is the case with the temporal dataset (in fact it will be more effective if the overlap 

between images increases). An important question is: What needs to be done when the 

candidate has no matches in the other image.  

The feature vector can be extended if a candidate is matched, but this will leave unmatched 

candidates with 70 missing features in their corresponding feature vectors (since there is no 

corresponding candidate from the previous year). In order to account for this, the missing 

data needs to be handled prior to classification. Several approaches have been proposed in 

the literature for the handling of missing data in machine learning models. Some of these 

approaches are specific to certain classifiers such as a modification of an Support Vector 

Machine (SVM) kernels [157], while others are based on principled approaches for 
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interpolation such as the Expectation Maximisation (EM) algorithm [158]. Some methods 

proposed for Random Forests (which are similar to tree ensembles) include replacing each 

missing variable with the class median if it is non-categorical, and with the most frequent 

class value if it is categorical [159].  

It was empirically observed that a majority of the detected candidates will have no matches 

in the previous years. For example, in the temporal dataset, 83 percent of the candidates 

had no matches from the previous year. In other words, 83 percent of the candidates will 

have half of their feature vectors missing. It is also likely that when a true candidate pair is 

found, the two candidates’ feature values will lie in close proximity (especially true for the 

spatial case). In light of this, the proposed idea is to extend the feature vector by duplicating 

the same candidate features again.  Another idea is to train 2 models: 1 for matched 

candidates and the other for candidates with no matches. In the following we explore the 

idea of extending the feature vectors by feature duplication. 
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Figure 5.2 Proposed framework for combining features prior classification. 

 

Figure 5.3 An illustration of combining features vector (“FeatureExtension”inFigure 5.2) by 
extending matched candidates (a1,b1) and duplicating the feature vectors of candidates that have no 
matches (a2). 
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5.2 Experimental Evaluation 

5.2.1 Dataset 

The same dataset used in Section 4.2.1 was relied on for evaluation purposes, however, the 

temporal images were considered in this case. As illustrated in Figure 5.4, the dataset used 

for evaluation consists of 40 patients imaged as a part of UK NHS DESP. The set consists of 

retinal images for 40 patients. 16 images are available for each patient: Fovea and macular 

centred images for 2 eyes over 2 years. Hence there are 4 images per patient per year, and 

there are 8 images per patient. The total amount of images is 320 images (160 images per 

year). 

In the temporal case, the objective is to detect the microaneurysm captured in 2013 

provided that information from the 2012 image is available. The basic performance is 

measured by using the ensemble algorithm to detect candidates in the 2013 alone. The 

incorporation of temporal information is performed by aligning the 2013 and 2012 image 

pair and then incorporating the 2012 information in the detection process. The objective is 

to improve the accuracy of the 2013 image after taking into consideration the image from 

2012.The improvement in accuracy is measured by comparing the performance with the 

ensemble algorithm on 2013 alone. The reliance on the 2012 images and the split between 

training and testing is illustrated in Figure 5.4. The left side of the figure shows the training 

phase where the first 80 images are used to generate the training features and generate the 

ensemble model. The second right half of the figure shows the validation set where 

candidates are detected from the 2013 set and classified using the classifier. The baseline 

performance is measured using the 2013 images alone. The performance of the temporal 

information method is measured by matching the candidates from 2013 to 2012 and then 
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fusing the classifier score of each candidate pair together. The same ensemble model is 

used to produce the classifier scores in 2012 as well as 2013. 

 

 

Figure 5.4 An illustration of the temporal dataset and how it was used to evaluate the temporal 
framework. 

 

5.2.2 Image Registration 

In the literature related to retinal image registration, four transformation models were 

proposed: Similarity [149], Affine [84], [150], Polynomial [102], [117] and RADIC [119], [151]. 

The performance of each transformation model was assessed on the temporal dataset of 

image pairs (Section  5.2.1).  

The parameters of each transformation model were estimated using the six control points 

manually selected on each pair of images. These control points were picked on each image’s 

vessel cross sections since it was easiest to identify corresponding points at these areas. 

Figure 5.5 shows samples of checkerboard patches selected at random from the registered 

image pairs. In general, it was difficult to identify the most accurately registered model by 
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visual observation of the patches alone since there was an observed discrepancy in 

performance across rows. 

 

Affine Polynomial RADIC Similarity 

    

    

    

    

    

    

Figure 5.5Examples of checkerboard patches which show other registration results for different 
transformation models. 
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In order to provide a more objective assessment of the results the centreline error metric 

(CEM) for each pair of registrations were computed. Table 5.1 shows the mean and standard 

deviations for the CEM values for the 4 transformation models. It is observed that the 

similarity and the affine models achieve similar CEM values on average. Another observation 

is that the values are close to the evaluation results of the spatial registration evaluation 

(Table 4.2). Except for the quadratic model, the rest of the transformation models were at 

most 0.6 pixels between spatial and temporal results on average. This observation is 

concluded by comparing the mean values in Table 4.3 and Table 5.1. The quadratic model 

was 1 pixel apart compared to the spatial accuracy results. Figure 5.6 shows the box and 

whisker plots of the CEM values for all 160 images. The outliers in the box and whisker plot 

have been ignored since it was visually observed that the outliers were due to inaccurate 

image registrations Figure 5.7 shows an example of inaccurate vessel segmentation. It is 

observed that parts of the vessel segments have not been detected and this would affect 

the CEM value. Inaccurate vessel segmentation occurs due to poor image quality and 

illumination which causes some vessel segments to be left undetected. The box and whisker 

plots verify that the distribution of CEM values for both Similarity and Affine models are 

lower on average and also less scattered than their Polynomial and RADIC counterparts 

(lower standard deviation). Since the similarity model only requires 3 control points and is 

slightly more efficient to solve, the similarity model is chosen as the global transformation 

model for these images. 
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Table 5.1Centerline Error Metric (CEM) mean and standard deviation values for various 
transformation models 

 Similarity Affine Polynomial RADIC 

Mean 4.65 4.66 5.81 4.90 

Standard deviation 2.93 2.94 3.87 3.23 

 

Figure 5.6Box and whisker plot of the CEM values for 160 registrations of temporal images. Outliers 
are not shown in the graph since it was visually verified that they are due to an inaccurate vessel 

segmentation while computing the CEM values (Figure 5.7). 

 

Figure 5.7 An example of an outlier results for the CEM values. It can be observed that the high value 
of CEM is caused due to inaccurate automatic segmentation. The purple pixels represent vessels that 
are not aligned with the corresponding vessels in the other pair. While the alignment is very good in 

this case, the CEM values will be high as a result of inaccurate segmentation. 
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5.2.3 Quantitative Results 

In the case of combining spatial information the method to combine information from 

candidates was clear: computing the maximum score of both candidates. As intuitively 

explained earlier, candidates in different spatial images are more visible in one image than 

the other and therefore taking the maximum score will increase our confidence, and also 

the accuracy achieved by the algorithm. More importantly, in spatial images if one 

candidate is relatively clear, the corresponding candidate will also appear somewhat clear. 

This is not the case for temporal images where there is more diversity in the appearance of 

candidates from one image to another. This is due to the development that occurs to 

microaneurysms over time, and the multiple possible variations that could occur in the 

temporal case. In this section, the possibilities for various ways to fuse together scores from 

temporal candidates will be explored. Furthermore, other ways to improve detection 

accuracy in the temporal case will also be discussed. An alternative idea for the framework 

will be explored in Section 5.2.4. 

Figure 5.8 shows a plot of corresponding scores of the candidates after performing the 

matching step. The parameters used during the scores fusion stage were β1 = 0.8 and 

β2 = 1.0  (Equation (4.1)).In this plot true candidates are represented by blue crosses while 

false positives are represented by orange circles. As discussed earlier, for the maximum of 

scores to work, blue circles need to exist at the right side of the 𝑥 = 𝑦 line. Furthermore, 

these blue circles should be separable from the other false positives, since the goal is to 

increase the confidence in true positives while keeping the false positives unaffected. As can 

be observed in the plot, there are a handful of true positives that appear in the upper-right 

of the graph (blue circles). However, they cannot be separated from the false positives that 
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are surrounding them using a straightforward thresholding technique. These cases consist of 

candidates that are subtle in 2013, but were clear in the 2012 image. Figure 5.9 shows the 

FROC curves for both the ensemble classifier (solid line) and the inclusion of temporal 

information (dotted line). The FROC curve shows that there is not an improvement in ROC 

scores (the ROC score without using temporal information is 0.1786 and the comparative 

ROC score that includes temporal information is 0.163). The explanation above related to 

the scores of the candidates explains why this is the case. Figure 5.9 shows example patches 

of a variety of cases to demonstrate which cases are causing the framework to see a lack of 

improvement. The first row in each cell represents the colour image in 2012 and 2013 

respectively. The second row represents the grey channel of the colour image. In 

Figure 5.9(1) and Figure 5.9(2) a true candidate has been matched to a previous candidate 

and therefore the scores will be correctly fused. In Figure 5.9(3), due to a mismatch of 

registration a candidate has been misaligned and a neighboring candidate was matched 

with the 2012 candidate. This can cause a false positive to be matched to a true positive 

which will affect the results negatively after the scores are fused. In Figure 5.9(4) a false 

positive has been correctly matched with another false positive with a higher score. The 

fusion of false positive scores is one of the main reasons for lack of accuracy improvement 

as a result of this method. 
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Figure 5.8 scatter plot of the probabilities for the spatial image pairs. Score 2 represents the score of 
the candidates being classified (2013 image) while Score 1 axis represents the scores that are 

matched to score 2 (2012 image).  Based on the plot above, the threshold has been chosen to be 
between 0.18 and 0.3. 

 

 

Figure 5.9 FROC plots for the original ensemble applied to a single image. The other FROC curve is 
applied to the image of interest and then matched with the nearest corresponding candidate. The 

maximum of both scores is taken if the original candidate score (score 2) lies between the range of 
0.18-0.3 
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Figure 5.10 An illustration of several patches after candidate matching and assigning scores. In each 
patch of 2012 (a) the annotations correspond to the candidate number followed by the classifier 

score.In each annotation of (b)thefirstnumbercorrespondstothematchedcandidatefrom2012(‘-1’
if no match exists) followed by the classifier score of the candidate). In (1) and (2) a true candidate 

has been matched to a previous candidate and therefore the scores will be correctly fused. In (3),due 
to a mismatch of registration a candidate has been misaligned and a neighboring candidate was 

matched with the 2012 candidate. This can cause a false positive to be matched to a true positive 
which will affect the results negatively after the scores are fused. In (4) a false positive has been 

correctly matched with another false positive with a higher score. This is the main reason for the lack 
of improvement of this method. 
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5.2.4 Combining Feature Vectors 

Experiments were performed to assess the performance of an ensemble model trained on 

an extended feature set compared to an ensemble model trained with features from a 

single image. The experiments were performed using the same dataset introduced in 

Section 5.2.1. The ensemble algorithm from Chapter 3 was trained on the 2013 training set 

and evaluated using the 2013 validation set. The performance from the ensemble algorithm 

was used as a baseline accuracy. 

For generating the extended feature set, each candidate from the training set in 2013 was 

matched to a corresponding candidate from the 2012 image of the same view. If a matching 

candidate was found, the feature vector was extended using the computed features from 

the matched candidate. If no match is found, the feature vector was duplicated. Let 𝑓𝑐  be 

the feature vector of the candidate from 2013, and 𝑓𝑚 be the matched feature from 2012 (if 

one exists. The extended feature 𝑓𝑒 is defined as in Equation (5.1): 

 
𝑓𝑒 = {

[𝑓𝑐 𝑓𝑚];  if a match exists
[𝑓𝑐 𝑓𝑐];  if no match exists

 
(5.1) 

Once the extended feature set was generated it was used to train the model. After training, 

the same process was repeated to generate the extended feature set from the validation set 

and then classify each candidate. This produces another accuracy set which was compared 

with the baseline accuracy. Figure 5.11 shows the result of performing the aforementioned 

experiments. There is a slight improvement observed after feature duplication. The value of 

the ROC Score increases from 0.2966 to 0.2994. Note that due to the randomness of the 

ensemble classifier, there is an observed variability in these measures for every run.    
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Figure 5.11 FROC curve for the feature extension on the temporal dimension compared with the 
proposed ensemble algorithm 

 

Extending the feature vector has shown that it is a promising approach for combining the 

information at the classifier level. One of its drawbacks is that it is difficult to interpret the 

results after combining the feature vectors and as a result it is difficult to decide on more 

effective ways to combine the feature vectors. It is not understood whether combining the 

feature vectors has assisted in eliminating more false positives, detecting more true 

positives, or both. Furthermore, there are other proposed methods in the literature that 

deal with missing data and can be employed [157], [158]. Furthermore, the way that the 

features have been combined could be further improved by including a subset of features 

from the previous images. This can be selected based on a feature ranking approach after 

the full feature vector is trained. In summary, the feature extension approach has shown 

promising results but there are many factors that still need to be explored in order to 

optimize this approach for combining information. 
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5.3 Conclusion 

This chapter has extended the ideas introduced in Chapter 4 (spatial information 

combination) to consider temporal combination of information from candidates. The 

combination of information from temporal images has the potential to improve the 

accuracy of detection while at the same time providing doctors with insights about the 

progression of the disease over time. However, some challenges need to be overcome, such 

as the wide variability of microaneurysm appearance across time. Microaneurysms can 

develop over time and therefore their appearance in the images will differ. 

A semi-automatic registration method was used to align the images. Control points were 

manually selected from a private dataset of temporal image pairs. Six control points were 

selected in each image based on matches from the vessel bifurcation points. Each image 

pair consisted of an image from 2013 and a corresponding image from 2012. The images 

were of the same field of view (optic-disc centred or macula centred). Four transformation 

models were assessed: Similarity, affine, radial distortion correction (RADIC) and 

polynomial. Transformation parameters were estimated using the six control points and the 

images were aligned. The accuracy of the alignment was measured using the vessel 

centrelines in each image. The metric used to quantify the accuracy of registration is known 

as the centreline error metric (CEM). Based on this metric the similarity transformation 

model was selected since it was the most stable model and had the lowest CEM value 

(similarity – 4.65, affine – 4.66, polynomial – 5.81, RADIC – 4.90). After the alignment, the 

candidates from one image need to be matched to the candidates from another image. A 

method for candidate matching was introduced which takes into account potential 

misalignments that may occur during registration. The method adds a tolerance value 
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during matching so that candidates are matched even if there is a slight shift between the 

aligned images. Finally, each pair of matched candidates is classified using by fusing the 

scores of the candidates. The scores for each candidate were found using the ensemble 

classifier. The method for fusing scores takes the maximum of both scores if one of the 

scores lies between two thresholds (𝛽1 and 𝛽2). Unlike the spatial case, there was no 

improvement in the temporal case after the fusion of scores. Visually it was observed that 

this was due to false positives being matched with other false positives in the previous years 

which lead to an increase in their score after taking the maximum. An alternative approach 

for combining information has been proposed. This includes the extension of the feature 

vectors for each pair of matched candidates. Preliminary experiments showed that 

extending the feature vectors requires further investigation but is a promising direction to 

pursue.  

This chapter applied a similar methodology introduced in Chapter 4 to a temporal dataset of 

images. The methodology section has covered the techniques that were used to align and 

combine information from temporal images. This chapter has highlighted the main 

differences between this chapter and the methodology introduced in Chapter 4. The scores 

of candidates were analysed and discussed. Some ideas regarding the combination of 

candidates were also presented in this section. 



 

6 
CHAPTER 6 SUMMARY AND 

CONCLUSIONS 
 

 

This chapter will summarize the contributions and results of this work and present the 

conclusions of this work. The current trends and future directions of the field will be 

discussed. 

6.1 Summary of Results 

The contributions of this work are as follows: 

1- Development of a new MA detection algorithm that uses an ensemble classifier to 

detect candidates from a single colour fundus retinal image. The ensemble classifier 

gave us a flexible framework to extend the analysis from a single image to more than 

one. 

2- Development of a novel framework (based on the ensemble algorithm in 1) for 

combining information from image pairs based on a pair of retinal images that contain 

an overlap. 

The framework developed in 2 was used to combine information both spatially and 

temporally. A summary of each of the main contributions for each point is presented below. 
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6.1.1 Microaneurysm Detection Using an Ensemble Classifier 

A new method for microaneurysm detection in colour fundus images has been 

proposed.The proposed algorithm consists of three phases: 1) preprocessing 2) MA 

Candidate Detection and 3) MA Candidate Classification. The purpose of the preprocessing 

stage is the removal of non-uniform illumination using a background subtraction technique. 

Preprocessing is applied to the green channel of the image. A 3x3 median filter is used to 

remove salt-and-pepper noise. Histogram equalization is used for contrast enhancement. 

Finally, shade correction is performed by subtracting a background estimate from the 

original image. During the Candidates Detection phase an initial set of candidates was found 

from the image. The first step was to remove blood vessels since the bifurcation points 

cause many false detections. A morphological bottom-hat operation is used to remove 

blood vessels, while keeping the microaneurysm structures present. A Gaussian matched 

filter is used to enhance the responses of microaneurysm candidates. Simple thresholding 

followed by a region growing approach (to enhance the candidates’ shapes) was used to 

find the initial set of candidates. A tree ensemble classifier was used to filter out the initial 

set of candidates and reduce the number of false positives. 70 features were extracted from 

each candidate and these were used by a trained classifier model to predict the likelihood of 

the candidate being a true detection (probability between 0 and 1). The final set of 

candidates was predicted by thresholding this score at a given operating point. 

The proposed method was evaluated on three datasets (DIARETDB1, ROC dataset and a 

subset of the MESSIDOR dataset) and has shown improvement in performance when 

compared to another state of the art method. For lesion-based performance, the proposed 

method has achieved Retinopathy Online Challenge (ROC) scores of 0.3923, 0.2109 and 
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0.1523 in the MESSIDOR, DIARETDB1 and ROC datasets respectively. In contrast, the 

comparative technique, Fleming, achieved ROC scores of 0.2479, 0.1143 and 0.0373 

respectively. Therefore, the proposed method achieves higher scores for MESSIDOR and 

DIARETDB1, but a lower score for the ROC dataset. 

For pixel-based performance, the proposed method has achieved Areas Under Curves 

(AUCs) of 0.1971, 0.1133 and 0.0775 in the MESSIDOR, DIARETDB1 and ROC datasets 

respectively. In contrast, Fleming achieved AUCs of 0.1704, 0.1207 and 0.0717 respectively. 

Therefore, the proposed method achieves higher AUCs in case of the MESSIDOR and ROC 

datasets, while the comparative technique achieves a higher AUC in the DIARETDB1 set. 

6.1.2 A Framework for Combining Information from Retinal Images 

A novel framework for combining information from multiple retinal images has been 

proposed. The majority of the proposed literature has addressed the problem of MA 

detection from single retinal images. It is argued that multiple spatial or temporal views of 

the retina are usually captured for each eye but the existing algorithms are not designed to 

make use of these multiple views. In England, screening programs have a recommendation 

of at least 2 images per eye. In addition, temporal retinal images for each patient would also 

be available since these diabetes patients attend regular eye screening programs. 

The proposed framework includes alignment of the images followed by combining the 

information from both images to perform detection in both images simultaneously. A semi-

automatic registration method was used to align the images. Control points were manually 

selected from a private dataset of spatial image pairs. A global similarity transformation 

model was selected based on experiments performed on a longitudinal dataset which 
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contains both spatial and temporal views of the retina. The unknowns of the transformation 

model were solved using the control points that were selected manually. 

Once the images were aligned, candidates were detected on each image. The proposed 

ensemble algorithm was used to detect the candidates in each image in the registered pair. 

A method for candidates matching was introduced which takes into account potential 

misalignments that may occur during the registration process. The method builds in a 

tolerance value during matching so that candidates are matched even if there is a 

misalignment between them. Finally, each pair of matched candidates is classified by fusing 

the scores of the corresponding candidate pair. The scores for each candidate were found 

using an ensemble classifier. The method for fusing scores computed the maximum of both 

scores if one of the scores was found to be within a certain range of values. This is to ensure 

that there is enough confidence in one of the candidates before fusing its score with the 

other candidate (and limits the number of false positives that are incorrectly matched).  

The proposed method was evaluated on a Diabetic Retinopathy Eye Screening Programme 

dataset of 320 images that contained 207 microaneurysms. The dataset consists of images 

for 40 patients captured over 2 time intervals (1 year apart). For each patient, 4 images 

were captured (2 eyes x 2 spatial views – optic disc centred and macula centered). The 

images were captured once in 2012 and once in 2013. This dataset was used to evaluate the 

proposed framework in both the spatial and temporal dimensions. For both dimensions, the 

ensemble algorithm that operates on single images (Section 6.1.1) was used as a baseline 

for comparison. 
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In the spatial case, the combination of information from multiple images was shown to 

increase the accuracy by 2% in comparison to the ensemble algorithm applied to a single 

image.  

In the temporal case, there was no improvement after incorporating information from the 

temporal dimension. This has been explained by: 1) The variability of appearance of 

microaneurysms. Since the images were captured one year apart, developments will have 

occurred to the microaneurysms 2) Variability of noise along time due to various factors 

(change of camera, different imaging conditions, different clinician etc.). This variability 

could cause more noise to be falsely matched together and prevent an improvement in 

accuracy. Visual examples of where candidates have been incorrectly matched were 

illustrated.   

Visually it was observed that this occurred due to false positives being matched with other 

false positives in the previous years which lead to an increase in their score after taking the 

maximum. An alternative approach for combining information has been proposed. This 

includes the extension of the feature vectors for each pair of matched candidates.  

Preliminary experiments showed that extending the feature vectors is a promising approach 

that could be developed further. 

The limitations of the proposed framework include: 1) the computational overhead required 

for the additional steps of the proposed method, 2) the registration process is semi-

automatic and requires manual control points selection. 3) the registration alignment is 

limited with respect to accuracy. Some sources of computational overhead by the proposed 

framework are: 1) alignment of the images, 2) matching the candidates, 3) fusion of scores.  
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6.2 Conclusion 

The human retina is a window that reveals important information about retinal, ophthalmic 

and systematic diseases such as diabetes and hypertension. Several indicators manifest 

themselves as early signs of diabetic retinopathy. These signs include microaneurysms, 

haemorrhages and exudates, and can be visualised in fundus images compared to other 

state-of-the-art techniques. The early detection of these signs is important from a clinical 

perspective in order to suggest appropriate treatment for diabetes patients. This work 

improved the detection accuracy of microaneurysms in colour fundus images. 

Microaneurysms appear at varying contrasts and some can be very subtle which makes 

them similar in appearance to image noise. Proposed algorithms have not taken into 

consideration that multiple fundus images are available for patients. These include spatial 

(multiple views of the same retina) and temporal (multiple images captured at different 

time intervals) images. A novel algorithm for microaneurysm detection was proposed which 

uses an ensemble classifier and 70 features to perform classification of an initial set of 

detected candidates. 

A framework was developed based on the ensemble algorithm which is capable of 

combining information from multiple images. This framework was used to make use of 

spatial information from 2 views of the retina (the optic-disc centred view and the macular-

centred view). These views are commonly captured and consist of overlapping regions. 

Graders often rely on both views when performing diagnosis of patients. It is shown that an 

improvement in results can be achieved by combining the information from multiple views. 

The proposed algorithm extends the ensemble method by performing the detection using 

information from two images at once. A spatial image pair is first registered so that the 
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individual features are aligned together. Following alignment, the proposed ensemble 

algorithm is used to detect potential candidates in each image pair. Each candidate is 

assigned a probability score by the tree ensemble classifier. Each candidate in one image is 

matched to the corresponding candidate in the aligned image pair. The scores of each 

matched pair are fused if a certain criterion is satisfied, and a final score is produced for all 

of the candidates. Performing a fusion of scores in this way has increased the accuracy of 

detection by 2% based on the evaluation results.  

The proposed framework was also used to combine information from a temporal pair of 

images (multiple images of the retina that are captured at different time intervals). It was 

observed that in the temporal case the microaneurysms change in appearance and develop 

over time. Some microaneurysms may get more visible and other could get more faint. Due 

to these factors there was no observed improvement after using the frameworkAn 

alternative approach for combining information have been proposed. This includes the 

extension of the feature vectors for each pair of matched candidates. Preliminary 

experiments showed that extending the feature vectors requires further investigation but is 

a promising direction to pursue. 

6.3 Future Work 

This work has explored avenues for combining information from multiple images in order to 

improve the accuracy of microaneurysm detection in colour fundus images. Both the spatial 

and temporal dimensions of the problem have been explored. The future directions can be 

divided into spatial, temporal, and other ideas. These will be explored below. 
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6.3.1 Spatial Dimension 

The spatial algorithm proposed has shown an increase of 2% in the accuracy of 

microaneurysm detection. As a future work, the scores fusion stage can be further improved 

to reduce more false positives and increase true positive detections. The selection of the 

threshold parameter can be automated. The use of an automated registration algorithm will 

save the time consumed for manual control point selection. 

On the other hand, other ideas for the combination of information can be explored. While 

the proposed algorithm has combined the scores produced by the classifier, other 

approaches to combine information prior to the classification phase can be explored. For 

instance, can the feature set be extended with features from both matched candidates 

together? Can the initial candidates from both images be detected simultaneously with an 

extended version of the Gaussian filter? These are avenues that can be explored and can 

potentially help reach higher detection accuracy. 

6.3.2 Temporal Dimension 

The combination of information from temporal images has proven to be more challenging 

than spatial images due to the variability of appearance in microaneurysms has they 

develop overtime. However there is still a lot of potential information to be gained from the 

combination of information from multiple detected candidates as it will reveal information 

about the progression of individual microaneurysms overtime. Furthermore, the 

combination of information in this way can alert graders not only to the locations of 

microaneurysms, but also which ones are developing further (into haemorrhages or 

exudates), and which ones are disappearing overtime. A study of further ways to 
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incorporate information from temporal images is planned. The ideas and directions 

explored here are similar to the ones proposed in the previous section. 

6.3.3 Other Avenues 

In the introduction chapter, it was seen that there are many modalities that exist to capture 

imagery from the human retina. These include fundus images, adaptive optics imaging, PEEK 

retina, Optic Coherence tomography (OCT) and fluorescence imagery.  Each imaging 

modality has a specific clinical application and reveals a particular aspect about the retina. 

Chances are that a patient will have many of these modalities captured and the combination 

of information across modalities is an avenue that can reveal insights to doctors about 

certain abnormalities, and potentially also improve the accuracy of symptom detection.  

Future research will attempt to explore combining information from multiple modalities for 

the purpose of improving the accuracy of detection as well as visualising abnormalities 

 across multiple modalities.
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